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As the rolling stone gathers no
moss, so tlie roving heart gathers no
affect lone —'Mrs. Jameson.
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BASSETT APPOINTED

Former Sturgis Commission
er Is Named For the Su
preme Bench.
Norman L. Bassett of Augusta was
nominated by Gov. Brewster Thursj day. as associate justice of the
j Maine Supreme Court to till the va
cancy caused by the recent rcslgna, tion of his uncle, CIlief Justice LesI lie C. Cornish.
Mr. Bassett is 30 und a prominent
lawyer. He graduated from Coburn
Classical Institute in 1887 and Colby
] College in 1891. For the next three
I years he was instructor in Greek and
I Latin at the college. He graduated
' from Harvard Law School in 1898
. and began practice^that year In the
i office of his uncle.
He his always been a strong Re' publican, and under Governor Cobb
' was* appointed a member of the Stur■ gis Enforcement Commission.
Mr. Bassett is secretary and trustee
I of the Coburn Classical Institute, one
, of the directors of the Augusta Gen! oral Hospital, a trustee of two banks,
general counsel for the New England
' Telephone Company, managing attorney for the Gov. J. F. Hill estate, one
[of the trustees of the Augusta Y. M.
j C. A. and a director of the Boston &
Maine Railroad. He has been secre
tary of the Maine Bar Association.

Announcing
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BENEFIT DANCE
ARCADE, MARCH 25
The Biggest Event in the
Local Dance Season
tt

Grindell’s Colonial Orchestra
BALLOON DANCES
NOVELTY DANCES
FAVOR DANCES
It’s for the Benefit of the
New High School

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

FIFTY PERCENT OFF
ON ALL OUR 1924 GOODS

Beds
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS

STILL GOING ON

Polychromes........... 20c Varnish Tiles.............. 25c
Harmonillas............ 15c Oatmeals....................... 10c
Borders and Bands to Match
: : at the : :

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
33-35

MUCH

OR LITTLE?
How much or how little
you will have ten years
from now, depends in
large measure upon your
own efforts—how earnest
ly you save, and how reg
ularly
you
put
your
money to work safely at
interest. Open an account
now with this Bank and
see how much you can

f

save.

4% INTEREST PAID

en

RED WING THOROUGHBRED

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

“The Motor With Power to Spare”
In Nine Different Models—4 to 90 H. P.

The

: : : AGENTS FOR : : :
Red Wing
Speedway
Lathrop
Evinrude
Sterling
Universal

Kermath
Mianus
Frisbie
Cadyford
Standard
Regal

Scripps
Winton
Johnson
and
Many
Others

Rockland
National
Bank

Searchlights, etc.
Unimote Generating Outfit
Reliance Tachometers
Electric Bilge Pumps
Electric Windlasses
Brunner Air Compressors

BOAT BUILDING AND REPAIRING
: : BOAT BROKERS : :
ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE
TELEPHONE 7C2-W

The Latest Dark Shell

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429

MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Frames and Correct Lenses
Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

tlie age of 76, he is still working on
granite in Gllchrest’s yard at Thom
aston.
If there is another Dix
Island man who has stayed on the
job all these years it would be very
interesting to hear from him.
Eight years ago in a full page
story The Courier-Gazette told again
of Dix Island’s rise and fall, most of
the information having been fur
nished to the writer by Frank A.
Crockett, who so long reigned there
as tlie undisputed king of that do
main, ;md given the rank of Gov
ernor by liis friends.
Dix Island came into prominence
during the reconstruction days which
directly followed the Civil War
Uncle Sam wanted granite find he
wanted it pronto.
Foreseeing h’s
generous patronage there was or
ganized the Dix Island Granite Co.,
Above is a picture which leads us

with Edward Learned of Pittsfield,
Mass., as president and Courtland P.
Dixon o$ Brooklyn as manager and
treasurer? Horace Beals held onethird of the stock.
The first job cut was the Charles
town Custom House.
Then fol
lowed two idle years, find it seemed
to the pessimists that the Dix Island
boom was short-lived.
Then came
the New York Post Office job, one of
two 15 percent contracts on which the
granite community waxed fat. The
government paid the cutting find
other expenses and gave the granite
company a 15 percent bonus on tlie
gross cost.
The wages paid to the
men varied from $2.50 to $5.10—not a
large sum in these days, but for that
period a remuneration which made
the granite workers the most envied
laborers in the State.
Board was
$5 a week, and when the landlords

THE GREAT TORNADO

levelling ;»nd blackening portions and
sparing the rest.
Nearly half of Princeton, Indiana,
was smitten.
A sister town, Grif
fin, was virtually carried away. De
Soto, Illinois, with 500 people, was
out of existence.
A neighbor, Gor
ham, with a population of 300, was
wiped out.
Murphysboro, Illinois,
lost nearly three square miles of its
business and residential sections.
Darkness still hampered rescuers
Thursday in some towns, as fighting
systems have not been repaired. Au
tomobile fights, candles and flash
lights are substituting for power
plants.
Pullman cars have arrived
to house refugees in one or two sec
tors.
Villages of tents have sprung
up elsewhere.

1 to be developed in a number of years.
ghc
theroie of Marion Vavasour.
1 heartless vampire, for whom men
Manager Greene of the Sam- commit ail sorts of crimes, even to
j iz.
|
“TL
self-destruction. Miss Miller’s interOSet and Kmeo Loses I he pret.ition of this courtesan is said to

i

—

Death and Destruction In the
Wake of the Middle-West
ern Twister.
After the light of a full day had
cast its searching rays into the de
bris left by Wednesday’s tornado,
the toll of destruction to life and
property Thursday still remained the
greatest ever recorded in similar
catastrophes, with S4S reported killed
and 2,909 injured in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
Ken
tucky and Tennessee.
After a night of terror, dawn re
vealed that some small towns had
been virtually obliterated, while
whole blocks and larger places had
been levelled and lire had added to
the horrors of the wind.
The fires
for the most part were kept from
buildings that escaped the fury ,of the
twister.
Outside help arrived from
places during the day and by noon
relief was well organized.
Where there had been happiness
and prosperity, the tornado blasted
everything in some cities. To others,
it showed fiendish eccentricity by

The local basketball season closes
next Friday with a double header in
the Arcade—Rockland High facing
the General Electrics of Lynn, Mass..
and the Rockland High Girls stacking
up against the famous Alumnae
team, which will comprise Helen
Griffin, Kitty Blethen, Daphne Win
slow. Corice Thomas. Lelia Green,
Margaret Flanagan Eileen Flana
gan and Agnes Flanagan, and which
will lie coached by Pauline MeLoon.

I'

T5he STRAND*
ALL NEXT WEEK FEATURE PICTURES

PARAMOUNT GIRLS COMEDY CO.
Featuring

EDNA EVELYN, a Snappy, Trappy Star

LET US SELL YOUR BOAT

A strictly mutual savings
bank
DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
8AFE DEPOSIT BOXE8 TO RENT

jumped it to $6 tenderhearted Uncle
Sam chipped in a dollar a week to
the men.
The Philadelphia Post Office, third
and last of the big contracts for Dix
Island, was also a 15 percent job up
to 1875 when that boon was elimi
nated.
Operations were finally suspended
in 1878, and tlie island which once
had a population of 2,000, with 150
buildings and 30 mammoth stone
sheds dwindled to a settlement which
numbered a single family.
Dix
Island’s glory lias departed.
The
Shamrock and Aberdeen boarding
houses have long since disappeared
ami there survive hut fading memo
ries of the days when they were
thronged with men who had come
from the marble quarries of Oarrara
find the granite quarries of Dumfries
and Dalbeattie.

Above is a picture which leads us
back to the Seventies—the palmy
days when Dix Island was in full
blast.
I low many of the faces do
you recognize? How many of these
men are now living? The CourierGazette would be glad to hear from
any of its readers, for the subject is
one of.nevpr failing interest, marking
as it does one of the most impor
tant epochs of Knox Countys indus
trial history.
The photograph from which the
above cut was made was loaned by
Frank S. Wade of South Thomaston
to his fellow townsman. W. S. Clark
who, knowing The Courier-Gazette’s
deep interest in such matters of
fered it for the purpose to which it
has been used.
Mr. Wade is seen
in the above group, and today, at

and

Write for an estimate on your requirements.

JOHN M. GAMAGE & SONS, INC. -

There Is better than an even
chance that some complications will
be presented when the Republicans
of Maine come to nominate their
candidates for representatives to
Congress at the primaries a year
from next June says an Augusta
special.
This will be especially true
if the Congress should happen to pass
a reapportionment bill between now
and the next session of the Legisla
ture.
When that bill is passed it
is admitted that Maine will be given
three instead of four members of the
National House of Representatives.
■The present Legislature has made
no provision for three Congressional
districts, ending reapportionment and
if the bill goes through Congress be
fore another session, it will either be
a case of nominating and electing the
members on a general ticket or call
ing a special session of the legisla
ture to redistrict the State.
The
latter alternative is expensive and it
is hardly likely that the Governor
would approve.
»
Under a ednvention system of nom
inating candidates the
members
could l>e divided among the differ
ent sections of the State, but if the
nominations are to be made on a
general ticket there is no telling
where they would come from.
It is
possible that ail three might he
residents of Portland, although that
of course is hardly possible.
The first monkey wrench to be
thrown into the gear box of a per
fect understanding came last week
when Hon. Benjamin A. Blanchard
of Bangor announced that he would
be a candidate for the Republican
nomination for representative to Con
gress from the Fourth district,
against Hon. Ira L. Hersey, the pres
ent incumbent.
Penobscot has a
whole lot of votes and with a single
candidate would be likely to make a
pretty strong showing against Aroos
took.
It is said that others may
come into the field from Penobscot.
Oliver I, Hall, editor of the Bangor
Commercial, is one of those who has
been mentioned for the place. With
the two or more Penobscot candi
dates it would look pretty good for
"Uncle Ira” and it would look still
better if the nominations should he
made on a general ticket, for the
Houlton member is much better
I known over the State than any new
entries into the race possibly could
be.
In the Third district It is well tini derstood that Hon. llodgdon C. Buz! zell of Belfast, the present president
, of the Maine Senate, has Congres
sional ambitions.
Mr. Buzzell has
said that he will not be a candidate
against Representative Nelson, hut
there is no telling liow the Belfast
tnan might feel about It if the nomi
nations were made on a genera!
ticket.
The same is true of others
who might hope to be members of
Congress some day, but who other
wise would not take a chance against
present incumbents.
Citizens of York County are look
ing forward to the time when Hon.
Joseph W. Simpson of York may lie
their representative in Congress and
there are many in the Second dis
trict who think that Hon. Cyrus N.
Blanchard ought to be a congress
man.
It is known that Congressman Nel
son will he a candidate for I'nited
States senator as soon as there is an
opening snd Hon. Wallace H. White
of the Second district also has sena
torial ambitions.
Other senatorial
possibilities suggested are former
Gov. Percival P. Baxter and the pres
ent Governor, Hon. Ralph O Brews
ter. If the two latter have senatorial
ambitions they have not given their
thoughts public utterance. But they
are talked about, nevertheless.

STEVE MILLS, The English Comedian

Our marine railways accommodate boats up to 80 feet.
We build boats of all sizes from dories to bankers.
Engines installed.

Volume 80............... Number 35.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE HOME OF THE FIFTEEN PERCENT GRANITE CONTRACTS

New Apportionment Would
Mean Mixup—Oliver L.
Hall Is Mentioned.

MUSICAL COMEDY

Saturday

^-TEN VAUDEVILLE ACTS-*~
Every member of the cast has 3 distinctive specialty.
It is also a Big Picture Week, starting MONDAY and
TUESDAY with—

NAZIMOVA
In “THE REDEEMING SIN”
Which had been bought for the rcndlar picture program.
A great drama of a girl leader of a mysterious Apache band in Paris,
whose beauty of soul brought about the redemption of herself and the
man she loved. Featuring altc—

LOU TELLEGEN, CARLETON D. MILLER, and
OTIS HARLAN
V---- t
PERFORMANCES AT 2:00 AND 7:00.

PRICES 25c, 35c AND 50c
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Breakers” In Costly Blaze. stand
b.° wrt“hl,
fl’w memory
and oneof,hat
wi"
out“t,*
in .the
motion
picture fans. Playing opposite Miss
Fire which destroyed the -Breakers Miller in the role of Daniel Strath
Hotel and the Palm Beach Hotel in more, the American diplomat who
Palm Beach, Fla. Wednesday night falls under the spell of Marion, is
caused a total loss of $7,000,000, Wyndham Standing, popular leading
thousands of dollar®’ worth of jewel man in many a screen story. His
ry having been lost by the guests.
work in “Flames of Desire’’ is also
Although the Palm Beach post said to he ofzhigh calibre and more
master continued to deny rumors than one critic has hailed his act
that the postoffice was robbed of ing in the heavy emotional scenes
$20,000 during the fire, authorities called for by the script as his best
were said to be searching for clues work in some time.—adv:
that would suggest existence of a
plot iby which thieves might have
EMPIRE THEATRE
started the fire that a harvest in loot
might be reaped
from wealthy
Hoot Gilbson is the star in "The
guests.
Hurricane Kill" seen for the last time
More than a score of prisoners are today. It's a western action drama
held by Palm Beach police under with human interest entwined with
charges of looting after the firethe action. Chapter eight of "The
Whether a new hotel will be built Riddle Rider" will also ho shown,
on the site of The Breakers, as that together with an excellent comedy.
hotel succeeded the old Palm Beach
The picture which comes next Mon
Hotel, burned two decades ago, was day anil Tuesday will relate the story
not determined.
of Betty Jordan .and her husband.
The Lewiston Journal .adds to the Perry, the leading parts played by
Associated Press account of the fire Corinne Griffith and Milton Sills. How
the following:
Perry nearly lost the love of his wife
“Manager Greene of the Breakers and broke up his home because he
is also manager of the Samoset at was too engrossed in the business of
Rockland and of the Kineo Hotel Go. making a living is the keynote of
at Moosehead, being general mana ‘IHIngle Wives.' ' The synonymous
ger of the Maine Central R. R. case of Betty's mother doubles the
hotel properties in Maine known as intriguing value of the story and
tlie Ricker Hotel Co.
makes it one of tlie keenest analysis
‘It is a strange play of fate that of matrimonial problems ever filmed.
Mr. Greene has been now manager of t_ adv.
two great hotel proprieties that have ;
been consumed by fire. He was
resident manager of the Colonial YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Hotel at Nassau, New Providence,
If I had to live my life again I would
In the West Indies when that have made a rule to read some poetry and
magnificent hotel was destroyed by listen to some music at least once a week.
fire three winters ago. This hotel • The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
owned bythe Bast Coast Hotel Co., a . ness.—Charles Darwin.
Flagler hotel, and one of the finest!
WYNKEN. BLYNKEN ANO NOD
in the world was destroyed one• Wynken, Blynken and Noil one night
morning in April. The fire caught in
Sailed off >in a wooden shoe—
the laundry and as there was no lo Sailed on a river of crystal light,
Into a sea. of dew.
cal fire apparatus in the little town ‘Where
are you going, and what do you
of Nassau, which could fight suc
wish
The old moon asked the three.
cessfully so great a Are, the destruc
have come to fish for the herring fish
tion was complete. The Colonial has “We
That live In this beautiful sea :
been rebuilt in brick and non-com
Nets of silver and gold have we
Said Wyxilen,
bustible material.
Blynken.
“Mr- Greene won great credit for
Ami Nod.
his work in this affair. He handled)
his guests with great care and trans- J The old moon laughed and sang a song.
ferring them to the other hotel in , As they rocked In the wooden shoe.
Nassau of which he was also man - | And the wind thait sped them all night long
Ruffled Hie waves of dew.
ager, he made a record for executive The little stars were the herring flsli,
That lived In that beautiful sea—
ability rarely equalled in the history
“Now cast your nets wherever you wish—
of hotel business.
Never afeared are wo:’’
“At the Breakers which was burn
Bo cried the stars to the fishermen three:
Wynken,
ed Wednesday night were many |
Blynken.
hotel employes who work in Maine
And Nod.
summers, especially at Kineo and
l
Samoset. »A. II- Fenn, professional All night long their nets they threw
To the stars in the twinkling foan>~
golf-instructor at Poland Spring was Tlien
down from the skies came the wooden
the golf-instructor at- the Breakers
shoo
and ran the golf business and courses
Bringing the fishermen home:
’
Twas
all so pretty a sail It seemed
there-’’
As if it could not be.

PARK THEATRE
Two big features will ho the at
traction at the Park today: Elaine
Hammerstein in “The Midnight Ex
press’’ and “In Every Woman’s
Life,” featuring Virginia Valli and
Lloyd! Hughes.
One of the most imposing casts to
be gathered together in one photo
play will he seen here when “Flames
of Desire.” the William Fox screen
version of OuIda’s celebrated novel
“Strathmore” opens Monday. Top
ping the cast is beautiful Diana Mil,ost _ promising screen v

And some folks thought ’twas a dream they’d
dreamed
Of sailing that beautiful sea-But 1 shall name you the fishermen three:
Wynken,
Blynken.
And Nod.
Wynken. and Blynken are two lhtle eyes.
And Nod is the little head.
And the wooden shoe that, sailed the skies
Is a wee one’s trundle-bed.
So shut your eyes while mother sings
Of wonderful sights that be.
And you shall see the beautiful things
As you rock In the mystic sea, *
Wliero the old shoe rocked the fishermen
• three:
Wynken,
Blynken,

And Nod.

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Maine. March 21.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddle who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the issue of Oils pat>er of March !.♦. 15*25,
ithere was printed a total of 6.579 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

CITY WELFARE

AT THE AUTO SHOW

Rotary Discusses Matters of The Program For the Closing
Great Interest To the Com
Day — An Automobile
Dealers’ Association.
munity.

Yesterday's Rotary Club luncheon
The Auto Show has continued to
was marked by the attendance as attract its share of attentiuiir The
guests of u group of Camden gentle exhibitors find that a majority of
Remove far from me vanity and men, in which town the germs of the spectators come with n definite
lies: give me neither poverty nor Rotary have already found lodg interest in mind, either as direct
riches: feed me witli food convenient
ment.
They were: tbeorge K. Al prospects or as future auto enthu
2r>
for me?—Proverbs 30:8. 8
len, I.. M Chandler, Pearl fl. Willey, siasts. Tlie cars are given thorough
I>r. XI. B. Ixmg. A. V. Elmore and Dr.’ inspection and tlie demonstrators
Previous to the great war such a
allowed to explain to such good ef
A. F. Green.
disaster as this week’s western tor
fect tliat several sales are re|mrted.
A visiting Rotarian was Rex XV.
Kirk and Claffey have provided the
nado would have sent an unspeak
Dodge of Portland and a new mem music for the several evenings in a
able shock through the country; hut so
ber initiated was Philip A. Jones, most pleasing manner
Their bill
accustomed had we become to view
who now becomes officially the mu today is a double one as they vjork
ing the details of tragedy in large
Tlie pro
sical and athletic director of the club, afternoon and evening.
figures that this story of a thousand just as James J. O'Hara has become gram:
Alternimn
killed and thrice that number injured, the official pianist.
The program
March—Cldlicct ............................... Runcoreri
when viewed from a distance, does following luncheon, apart from a re Piece pc Genre Lu Grace ................ t Bolan
Popular X'uuilier-Tiiat's Geotgia .... Zissle
not startle us to a degree it once would markable series of character sketches Vai.ie
Intermezzo- <11,1 Morocco .... Lmgev
presented by half a dozen talented
Our refrigerators have a heavy insulation that excludes heat and retains the cold.
have done. This is not to say that numbers, dealt with matters of city In a ghaity Lane ..................................... Eugene
Pu.iiilar Number- Walia Walia ............ Rabi
This means that your ice is protected from the warm air from without and your
hearts have grown callous to suffer welfare, led by Chairmaji Blodgett of Musical Gossip Social Chat .... Borgman
ing; merely that we have come to the Public Welfare Committee, who GacoUr ‘Music Masters ....................... Ilegicr
foods are getting a maximum of refrigeration for perfect preservation. The cases
Popular Numbers Africa
.............. Hanley
are of heavy oak in golden finish and the interiors either of white enamel or white
look upon such calamities through touched upon the subject of a Com Finale .March -'Triumphal Post ........... Carey
munity Center as something urgently
Etenigi
porcelain. The hinges and locks are strong and neatly nickel-plated. Mcdest prices
the medium of a more or less resign needed.
For six long months, be Overture- Berlin in Smiles and Tears ....
are quoted—note them—consider the quality and tee them—convince yourself of
ed philosophy. But witli no diminu said, we have little to offer the youth
.............................................................. Coiuaiii
their merit.
tion uf the spirit of helpful sympa of the city, while the pool rooms and March—Steel King ......................... St. flair
Niimhel^-lf It Wasn't for You I
A popular
thy. Now as always the heart in kindred resorts call to them.
WouWn't Be Crying Now ............. Jones
Community House would go fax to Intermezzo—American Beauty .......... BenUix
spires a generous hand and every
supply tlie recognized deficiencies in Popular Numbers Some tidier Girl .. Jon-s
possible agency of relief joins in Help this direction.
Luck of money to Selection Boliemlan Girl i. ................ Balfe
Popular Number- Too Tired .................. SBiay
build it iS the chief thing that stands Ir.treacie- Bet'alno........................... La conpte
for the sufferers.
in the way, but even that by general Popular Numbere
Pont Know Why
............ ............................................ Calvin
If the work of the died Cross is not agreement he felt could be found Finale Mareb—Cruiser Harvard ........ S,mbAnd the investment would lie a rich
at all times a matter of knowledge one.
There is an estimated automobile
to the general public, with what imArthur I.. Orne said that wiiile value of $45.QUO under tlie Arcade
roof, unduubtedjy the largest array
mediateness tliat organization be sentiment as lately registered in
of the several makes ever gathered
fu
comes conspicuous when a catas clined lo tlie opinion that social con locally under one roof for exhibition
ditions in Rockland were oil tile
trophe like that of Wednesday is whole as good as in most other com purposes.
There is a strong proba
launched out of a clear sky. Almost munities, he thought that was not bility that the Rockland Automobile
before details of the (ornado’s work enough.
We should progess.
To Show will become an annual insti
tution, as this year’s effort lias servedstand
still
is
to
go
backward.
lie
had been broadcast, the Red Cross
The local automo
warmly endorsed the suggested en as a pathfinder.
headquarters had set its machinery gagement of a Police Matron and bile dealers formed an association
of relief in operation- It is a matter hoped the various clubs of tlie city Thursday with some such thought in
for citizens of Knox County to view would unite in support of action that mind. Knox County Motor Sales Co.,
Rockland Flint Co., Rockland Motor
with a thrill of pride, that tliroughl the City Government might take in
...
,
„| that direction, and that such official XIart. A. C. Jones. Snow-Hudson Co..
L
thia magnificent agency of succor! ,__ _______
, .......
should serve in actual connection Fireproof Garage and Sea View Ga
we share directly in the work of
ith the poor department.
There rage being charter members. H. If.
rescue among tlie victims of this has been recent illustration in the Hanscom was made temporary chair
man and E. XV. MacDonald secretary.
latest disaster. When we pay our police records of the necessity of an
....
official of the feminine sex. Another
dollar for membership in tile Knox
Last night was Mayor's Night and
thing Mr. Orne believed we should
County Chapter, we realize that the have is a public rest room.* These His Honor attended acconiixinied l>y
fifty cents of it sent forward to na things it is true cost money, but it several members of the City Govern
Clean * Sanitary
4 Doors—150 Pounds of Ice
White Enamelled Interior
ment.
The reception committee of
tional headquarters is our contribu s an expense that every thoughtful
the
show
included
A.
C.
Jones.
H
H.
citizen
feels
to
be
worth
while.
tion to the fund which keeps this
Dr. Alvin W. Foss ' briefly dis Hanscom and XIanager J. Henry Gra
organization
perpetually efficient. cussed some features of public hy ham.
iMighty is Red Cross. Let us he giene and sanitation.
In this re
“THE REDEEMING SIN”
grateful for the privilege of sharing spect Rockland is highly favored by
One , f the finest Refrigerators made- for
Just the size to fit the n now wall. Refrigera
Designed especially for the larger homes.
s
admirable
water
supply.
A
great
in Its wonderful achievements.
utility, service and appearance
Nazimova
Starring
In
Graat
Picture
source of danger to every community
It has an Ice capacity of 150 pounds. Tlie
tion in it is very efficient—it gets a maximum
at
the
Strand
Monday
and
TeusThe white enamel is baked on the Interior
is its milk supply.
Tlie only per
4-door construction makes it very c nveniday.
i.f refrigeration trim a minimum of ice.
Our city cannot be too appreciative fect protection is the pasteurization
of the refrigerator-t-all In one piece—no
ent and saves considerable ice. Large, thick
of the efforts which in combination of all milk, relatively a very simple
Aside
from
the
saving
in
your
ice
hills
there
cracks. White enamel has the same smooth
The famous star Nazimova, sup
slabs of cork form one of the best insulations
Rockland sewers to be
make it possible to enjoy musical ar process.
—easy to clean—finish that is put on china
is that lietter refrigeration that saves your
properly treated would call for a ported by bill Tellegen and Otis
used In refrigerators. It resists heat and
• *I
tists like those who appeared Thurs greater expenditure of money than
dishes. The tall food chamber ha9 three ad
foods; keejis them in londition, free from de
Hurian, will be seen Monday and
holds to cold air on the inside—lining in slabs
day in the Chapman concert. We can be afforded at this time.
justable shelves—then there is’the butter and
The Tuesday at the Strand in "The Re
cay—has an ice capacity of 100 pounds. The
—It cannot settle and leave part of the re
yield in particular our admiration to best treatment of garbage is the in deeming Sin.
This is a picture of
milk compai ment just below the ice chamber.
provision chamber is white enamelled and is
frigerator unprotected. White enarmiled in
the underworld of Paris.
Here one
this gentleman out of whose high cinerator
The ice <• impai tment is galvanized steel and
fitted with two adjustable shelves. Oak ex
terior with adjustable steel wire shelves.
In personal hygiene there is great meets Joan, the queen, beloved by all
artistic ambitions and indomitable
it? ( .paf/v 100
Oak exterior. Modterior with nickel-plated hardware. Attrac
progression, said Dr. Foss.
Tuber the Apaches: but especially by Lu
Oak case witli nickel-plated lock.Tand hinges.
energies the people of Maine through culosis and pneumonia are being pine. who is willing to sacrifice his
estiy priced at ..........
$46.00
tively priced at .............................................. $39.00
.Sells at only
$52.00
out a generation have been brought dealt with in increasingly success life for her.
Joan is suspicious of
Fresh air is of great all men. even the kindly Papa Chuinto close association with a phase ful fashion.
of musical life and education usual alue. We no longer close the win ebu. keeper of the cafe, who be
dow against pneumonia.
Over friends her.
Through the kindly
RSDCQQBaocsaBQQQOOQQQoaDcaacDaDoaaouoooBaaDOBaouDaDQ*
only to the large and wealthy cen heated rooms are worse than drafts. offices of Papa Chuchu. Joan meets
ters- To the music lovers who in A room at 67 degrees is much more Paul, a youth of noble birth, who.
Men Wearied of society, is drawn to the
local fields like our own join in his healthful than at 70 degrees.
support there is also high credit due, after 40 years eat too much and ex frank outspoken daughter of the
ercise too little and for thuf reason Apaches.
for without their co-operation, as diabetes is on the increase. Out of
Joan awakens to the better things
Mr. Chapman so warmly recognizes 405 employes of the Rockland & of life and resolves to abandon her
-the Maine Festival tfould immedi Rockport Lime Corporation that he career as a thief.
Lupine objects
ately die out- It would lie easy, but had lately examined 62 hud high toXhis change. He hates Paul, who
blood - pressure through overweight he feels is playing with Joan.
But
|j
ROCKLAND — .MAINE
for the interest of the relatively few
and defective teeth.
tlie girl rebukes him and frustrates
for music—we refer to what is best
Colds, pneumonia, etc., come largely all his attempts to revenge himself
In that field of art—<o become a neg through spray discharges, which upon Paul.
These situations afford
thrilling
ligible quantity in a community like can be vastly reduced if we will all several picturesque and
cough and sneeze into our handker- scenes, such as the wild dance in
Rockland. Ail honor and encourage
hiefs. The public drinking cup
apa Chuchu’s studio where Joan re
ment to those who keep these home thank God, has gone.
Spitting on solves to become a lady, the street
the sidewalk has been greatly re sequences wherein Joan by strategy
At' the regular meeting of Willfires burning
GIRLS ARE COUNTY CHAMPS
duced. We can all help in these di thwarts Lupine ir, his schemes to do slow-Holbrook Auxiliary
Monday
evening three candidates will be in Rockland Sextette Wins Handily In
Where there is a case of away with Paul.
The Courier-Gazette has always rections.
grippe we should boil for live min
Joan doubts the sincerity of Paul, itialed, and there is much business
Camden—Haven't Lott a Game In
welcomed communications dealing utes all dishes In contact with il sends Lpine to avenge her and to to be transacted
Knox Series.
with matters affecting the welfare and also scrub the hands for some steal priceless pearls and jewelry of
Unwashed hands Paul’s mother.
Tense moments fol
of the community which it seeks to length of time.
By virtue of art easy 18-12 win in
Camden last night the Rockland
serve. It will contiue that spirit of are greaj spreaders of disease. Car low as the Apaches steal through the
riers are chiefly responsible for in sewers of Paris ami wait for the sig
High girls completed their Knox
welcome, offering the suggestion that fantile paralysis.
nal from Joan.
Rut Joan learns
County slate of basketball games
so far as possible brevity be exer
And yet, said the doctor hopefully, that she has made a mistake. Xlcre
undefeated, thereby becoming un
cised, and tliat with avoidance of the past 40 years show tremendous Michi, a hag who is the leader of the
disputed county champions. Lincoln
improvement
through
preventive
gang,
suspects
-Joan
and
takes
good
Academy put no girls' team into the
What might be regarded as unprofit
measures
A hundred years ago the. care that she does not carry out her
' )
field tills year. I.act night’s game
able to discussion the writer hold to average length of a man’s life was
plans. In a stirring episode the two
saw Camden leading 6 to 4 at the end
the purpose of doing his community 38 years. Today it is 57 years.
women match wits and physical
of the first period, though nevei
VOU'LL be delighted with
good. This should not lie construed
s)length in a supreme effort to gab
again’ seriously in the running.
BOOTHBAY
MAN
WINS
the
upper
hand.
a dinner eaten here.
us an obligation to print everything
Dot Breen occupied her usual
/A
stellar role, scoring the greatest
Food of proven purity served'
submitted. Xo editor is justified in E. M. Vannah Successful In Maga
number of points of any player fur
SWAN'S ISLAND
in tlie style t’uat will please
Issuing a charter so uncircumscribed
zine Name Contest Conducted By
the game as is her habit and pulling
you. Appetizing salads and
as, that. Nor can we print such
Schraftsoff some spectacular shots. Evelyn
The Rchpkah Lodge has held its
desserts that will cause you
communications anonymously. The
l’erry is what is technically known
annuai
installation
and
the
follow

E. XI. Vannah of East Boothbay
to talk about us.
as a "good feeder” in hasketliall
writer's name must in every instance
$5.00 AND $6.00
confectionery merchant, got his ing officers were installed: N. G.(
parlance and kept Green supplied
appear with his article.
name into print and won a $40 cash Mrs. Ross Joyce; vice grand, Sylvia
with opportunities.
Egan was
prize lit being one of the successful Stockbridge; .R. S. N. G.. Hattie
Get acquainted with eur
back in her position at center and
These columns have previously al competitors in the contest recently Kent; L S. N- G., Joephine Conary;
gave
a
good
account
of
herself.
The
“Bill O’Fare"
R. S. V. G., Eleanor VanHorn; L. S
Lifrewi
It Qolte*
luded to the remarkable church at onducted by the Schraft Corpo?a- V. G., Hazel Staples; Warden, Maud
vetergn Trafton held the key po
tion in an effort to get a name for
sition of side center and made all
tendance record of a Rockland citi its new magazine published monthly Bridges; conductress, Hester Freethy
her heaves count. Hodgkins. Koster
zen By the side of it we may place for the benefit of the confectionery chaplain, Bessie Dunham; inside
ALL HEELS AND SIZES
und Mmith looked after t,he Rockland
gqardian,
Rena
Rowe;
outside
guar

trade.
Xlr.
Vainwh's
"Over
the
Candy
that of Mary Cope who lias played
defense
and
did
a
good
job
at
it.
dian. Adelbert Bridges.
It’s time to sentence
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
the organ at Holy Trinity Church.in Counter" didn't win tile distinction of
Hodgkins has
made
remarkable
Last week the Ladies Aid of At
being the book name, but It did bring
your
Winter
Suits
to
progress in her brief career us a
London for sixty years, during which
lantic
held
an
all-day
session
at
the
of
satisfaction to his large circle
guard anil plays a fast game though
home of Mrs. Bradstreet, and enjoy
time she has missed only two Sun friends.
ten months of solitary
a little inclined to "rumple 'em."
ed
a
fine
dinner
which
included
clam
Kcliraft's Magazine for Retailers of
days, once on account ot illness and
Coaches Doris Black and Bill Sul
epowder
baked
beans
and
a
great
confinement.
once because a London fog was so Confectionery published this month variety of pastry, and some of Delia
livan feel that the team has proven
its third number, volume 1. and (ills
Itself of exceptional quality .by put
dense site could not find the church
Real springtime can be yours
a long felt want, for it gives to the Trask’s wonderfully fine doughnuts.
ting up the game it has under most
edifice.
reltailer the benefit of a national co The cluh entertained Sophie Stock
any minute you press the but discouraging circumstances. Coaches
bridge, Sadie Gross and Myra
operation.
It includes in its pay
ton on one of these Michaels- and team members have worked
English farmers
beginning t sensible talks on salesmanship and Bridges from the Swan’s Island
harmoniously for the general good
Ladies’ Aid. After the dinner the
Wo have added to our serviee
turn their attention to silver fox in its series of talks to clerks, aims more active ones furnished first aid
Stern Spring models.
and there is a wealth of fine, trained
equipment a complete
to teach the fundamentals nf suc
material available for another year.
farming.
Their experiments show cessful customer-confidence, which is to the others, and happily all hands
BATTERY STORAGE AND
And every day these new But one more test rema ins for the team
that the best and most costly ex the secret of merchandising. A story sufficiently recovered to <lo a little
REPAIRING OUTFIT
this year—that is the next Friday
sewing
and
four
fine
quilts
were
clothes
are
going
out
like
a
lion
amples of the silver fox fur are from is lieing rut) which' reaches the every
night battle in the Arcade with
tacked for Mrs. Bradstreet. At even
286 MAIN ST.
OPP. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
Where we can take care of your
the animulA bred in captivity. The day problems of many a clerk-reader tide, Seth Joyce and Tina, Walter
on men who like their weather Pauline McLoon’s 1492 All Stars
battary needs.
and points his way to solution cf dffi
foxes are brought to England from cutly through the efforts and tribu Joyce and Etta moved by a sense <of
Last night's lineup. iRcekland—
like a lamb.
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
Breen rf E. Perry If, Egan c. Traf
Canada. It is a subject at the pres lations of Jerry Dunton. Sales sug duty, came and stayed to supper.
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
Not expensive to bid Winter ton Sc, Hodgkins rg. Smith lg.
ent time very much under discussion. gestions. limericks and an exchange All proclaimed that they had had one
Koster
lgCamden—Quinn
lg.
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
are included. The magazine came to good timeGood Bye and Summer “Good Hobbs rg. Langman rg. Stratton sc
In .Maine.
Raymond Joyce and Miss Leslie
PARTS
this office from George I.. St. Clair
Holman c, Leach If. Waterman if
Morning.’’
Bridges were married by the town
By adding this equipment to our
Our readers who have made of St. Claiir & Allen, who hav clerk, Alonzo Spague, last Saturday.
Field
goals.
Breen.
5,
Perry
2,
Leach
handled the Schraft line for 30 years.
service station we have the most
4, Waterman 2.
Foul goals. Breen
Waiter Camp’s "daily dozen a feat Mr. Vannah is a St. Clair & Alle
The Atlantic Six entertained the
All
the
Latest
Song
Hits
$35.00
to
$50.0(T
complete and up-to-date service
3.
l
’
erry
1The
score.
Rockland
public last Friday evening with a
ure of their bodily exercise regia customer.
station this side of Boston,
Girls 18. Camden Girls 12. Referee
shore dinner at Seaside hall, which
to read the story ot his sudden death
In
the
newest
Shades
Spear
of
Bath.
We do everything
'Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brewer who was followed by a social and an oldIn these day
A young man. too
but paint your car
Ladies
have been in vaudeville this winter, | fashioned spelling match
Specials
Danzig is in a higher latitude than
The best of Models
anybody in his sixties is a young all the way from Xlaine to Virginia, j were barred from the kitchen; the
For
Rockland and presumably subjected
young men doing the work, and pro
are
home
for
the
summer,
after
a
man.
Yet David H.
The finest of Needlework • to severer weather.
| Delicious |
very successful season.
They are viding entertainment.
Buffum of the American consulate
Thursday’s storm washed out the
An ancient knife, perhaps 20" among the entertainers at tlie Cam [ roads badly. Western mail did'mot
Flavor
semLs home pressed flowers which he
den
food
fair
today,
and
are
to
do
a* ■
years old?and
a razor half that age
* plucked there Feb. 15, with a boast
fancy
dag,
ing
at
th<t
fair
to
be
held
connect
with
the
steamer
for
the
la

587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 833
are in The Courier-Gazette curio col
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
that it beats Rockland.
Danzig, it
Tlie Brewers land and radio came in opportunely
ROCKLAND, ME.
lection.
Any person interested in in Belfast next week.
12aStf
appears,
has
also
had
a
remarkable
telling us of damage and disaster
11-S-tf
such things can have them as a gift have signed a contract with a bur from the storm.
325
winter.
lesque show for next season.
bv culling al the office.

Taaie Economy and
Perfect Refrigeration

Protect Your Health Through
Proper Refrigeration

Enamelled Lined

Upright Refrigerator

Large Refrigerator

$45.00

$39.00

$52-0°

FURNITURE CO.

Hub Shoe Store
286 MAIN STREET

SPECIAL

480 Pairs Ladies’

NEWEST STYLE

SHOES

Newbert’s Cafeteria

are

$1.95

FORD OWNERS

/

ATTENTION

Hub Shoe Store
SHEET MUSIC

20c and 25c

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTB

March 21—Civil Service Examination at
Rockland Past Office.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
Methodist church. Rockland.
March 21 -First day of spring.
March 22 April',.— Singing revival. First
Bat,list church.
March 2.1—Class of ’21 High School Bene
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 27 lluskrthntl—Lynn. Hinas., vs R.
II S (boys)
It H K. vs Old Tlment (flrlsl
March lit,--City schools reopen.
March 30—Thomason town meeting.
March 3H Annual meeting of Shakespeare
Society with Mrs. .1. A Jameson, North Main
street.
March 31, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 2 - Till,tnasion—-Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Rockport—"Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices uf Dumalquas class of Baptist S. 8.
at I’nlon hall.
April 7- -Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
\
Atoll 12---Easter Sunday.
April 17- Address, '-Plw Care of our De
fectives. Delinquents and Depemlents," by
(Irtt-he It Cornish, auspices Woman's Educa
tional Cluh at Methodist vestry.
April 22-27- Annual conference of Metho
dist Kulseopal Churehee In Augusta.
May 1(1—Mothers' Day.

I

The road between Kittery and Bid
deford is reported in very bad shape
by motorists who have had occasion
to use it.
-----jWsk
Mt. Battle Lodge, I. 6. O. F., of
Camden, will work the second degree
for Knox Lodge Monday night. Sup
per at 7 o’clock. Members *111 please
take pastry.
i,
Frank L. Clark completes a fort
night’s vacation today aud will re
sume his position as day operator
at the Western Union telegraph of
fice. -Manager Sullivan goes out
Monday for a week’s rest, and will
spend most of the time in Boston

There was a large gathering at the
Free Baptist church
Wednesday
The city schools closed yesterday evening to hear,the evangelist, Rev.
for a week's vacation.
Mr. Short, former pastor of the Thom
aston Baptist church, who is an able
M. R. Wotton has returned from n preacher of the gospel. Mrs. Short
buying trip In Boston.
will assist Bi the revival effort In
conducting the gong services.
Tug .1.
Morrison Is being dolled
up for Ihe sprinc nervine.
The girls’ .basketball champion
ship in Washington County has been
Iiockland Lodge of Elks have a won by Hhead Memorial High School.
meeting Monday night following a Next Tuesday night the girls’ team
6.36 supper.
will play the Jonesport High School
boys' team for the championship of
Barge Brunette is out on the ways the county. This novel game is ex
at the South Railway for repairs to pected to draw a record crowd.
hull and bottom.

Earl IT. Chnples ana Victor Grindle
have entered the employ of ihe Ston
ington Furniture Co.
Miss Sleeper's Bible class will meet
will, the Misses Erskine, Beech
sheet, Monday at the usual hour.

King Hiram Council, R. A S. M
has another big meeting April 3, Its
last before the summer vacation be
gins.
“Took two handsome 12-lnch brook
trout Thursday from Meadow Broqjt,"
sahl Don Clark ot the V. F. Studley
staff.

Tiddly-winks is having a revival
at Colby College, to the almost com
plete exclusion of cross-word puz
zles.
,

The second in the series of the
Daughters of Veterans' auction par
ties will be held Monday evening at
G. A. R. hall.
Conrad Howard of Rockland Is a
member of the gym team which gave
its third annual gymnastic exhibition
at Bowdoin College Thursday night.
Courtland Crowley of Ash Toint,
who is employed in Hathorne, Mass.,
recently crushed his foot between a
rock and a drag, and is now carry
ing it in a plaster cast, being pro
hibited the use of it for two weeks.

Combination Chemical No. 2 ar
rived safely in Portland at 3.30
Thursday afternoon after a very w«t
Journey.
O. B. Brown made a holi 
day trip behind the wheel, Capt.
Hodgdon acting as pathfinder in his
coupe.
The truck will be equipped
at ihe Portland McCann factory with
a 350 gallon Northern rotary pump.

Donald Hastings’ latest achieve
ment at the University of Maine was
the making of another honorary so
ciety. i’hi Kappa Phi.
He has now
run Ihe gamut of honors in Engineer
ing, Journalism and
Scholarship.
His entire career at Maine has re
flected credit upon himself and Rock
land.
Mrs. Mary Saunders of West Rock
port was u caller at The CourierGazette office Thursday bearing a
handful of ancient paper money,
much of it in an excellent state of
/ preservation.
There were United
States and Confederate issues in till,
$2, $i and 25 cent denominations date
lug front 1356 to 1364.

The light of tho Fiery
Cross

has

illuminated

many a misunderstand-

—Ku Klux Klen.

WITH THE CHURCHES

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
To Ae Women

Man to Man!
Many years we have handled •

We are partially prepared to

very exclusive and desirable line

supply yoiff early Spring needs

from aur Ready to Wear De-

of Men’s Coats.

pertinents.
Each day brings new arrivals.

English Gabardine and

Let us know your wants and we

Rain Coats
of all descriptions for onr sum-

mor trade and we find thal a

great many of the men in Rock-

can surely fill them.
tf you are in town come and
look at them.

If you are out of

town and the road conditions are
land anj) vicinity do not know it.
Men—

so bad that you cannot come let
us supply your wants by parcel

post or American Express.

We invite your inspection. 1

We

pay all charges.

First Spring Opening of TRIMMED HATS

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 21

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

(Rockland Land Co. has been or
ganized in this city fo conduct a real
estate business. Capital stock $10,000, all common; nothing paid in;
SStt
par value of a share, $100; three
SOME
QUESTIONS
A8KED
sharee subscribed. President Alan L.
Bird; treasurer, Jessie M. Stewart;
A question often asked but still a
clerk, Barle IMcIntosh, all of Rock
puzzler is this: "\Vhy does the Edu
land.
cational Club lack the total member
The Rockland Community and ship of Kiitx County girls and wo
School Improventent Association held men who fare public spirited and
their final Joint meeting yesterday progressive,! who desire Vo perform
BEGINS
afternoon and put the finishing their full part ms intelliJlfnt patri
touches on Community Fair. The re otic well informed citizens? WhySUNDAY
port of Treasurer Rhodes showed a do thhy refute to sustain it by their
10:30
gross of $5,267.72 and a net of names and tees which latter are so
“Can To Service”
to be
infinistesimal.
$3,256.19, by far a Fair record. The small as
nearest approach was the 1923 Fair even if just now unable to attend?
which cleared $2800. A check for Why not make it easier for those
‘What b Your Life’
$1,628.09 was handed Mrs. J. H. Flan who can attend to do so by lending
agan who led the indefatigable utmost moral support to this free
women workers. The Parent-Teach lecture course of exceptional merit?”
Monday
ers voted to put the fat check with Is it because Rockland often allows
7:30
itself
to
lose
a
good
business
concern
the funds’they already have and ap
“
What
Most I Do
needlessly
and
often
shows
no
ap

ply the whole to furnishing the High
preciation for what it possesses un
School gym.
To
Be
Saved?”
til it has lost it and it is "too late?”
The Educational Club is cheap in
Men’s Chorus of 40
Thursday evening of last week nothing but the money price charged
there was broadcast from Station for dues. It is not and never has
First
WEAF of New York city a talk 1>y heen a money-making proposition.
Mrs. Winnifred Shaw Fales. The There's no money in it for anybody,
Baptist Church
lecture was given under the Auspices and never will be if it maintains its
of the American Federation of Arts high standard. Public spirit prompts
of Washington: Mrs. Fales’ subject, its maintenance from start to finish,
“Art In the Home," being chosen by neither the press nor speakers nor
that society. 'Whether any Rockland workers receiving any money terudiophans heard Mrs. Fales' ad muneration. Then why doesn't every
dress The Courier-Gazette hus not eligible girl and woman hasten to
learned, but another talented mem enroll, to make certain that the
ber of thait family—-Mrs. Alice Shaw splendid list of State Speakers are
Farber—was lately caught on the greeted unfailingly rain or shine,
A HUNGRY LINEUP
radio by one of her former High with a big. adequate, appreciative
School classmates, Mrs. Maurice
to commensurate with the Banquet for Basketball and
Snow. Listening in at a Carnegie audience
sacrifice the speaker is calledupon to
“
HalJ concert, Mrs. Snow heard Mrs. make? The best things in this life,
Hockey Players Last Night
Farber's nnme announces! ns ac such as water and air are often the
companist for George Barrere, the things
that
cost
us
nothing
Was Jolly Affair.
famous flutist. and then to her great Wouldn't it be wisdbm to make use
delight beard for the first time in of this educational agency while
Sixty-six masculine appetites. all
severaJ years tbe piano being played you have it?
of which appeared to be in good
by her old-time friend.
\
____
working condition, were catered to in
amazing style In Odd Fellows hall
The close of school In Mis* Grit- '
last night when a complimentary
flth's seventh grade room at the Mc
supper was tendered to the basket Lain Building yesterday gfiternoon
bald and hockey teams of Rockland
was marked by a series of sketches
High School.
from the writings of Charles Dickens.
The affair was under the direction
These were presented by the young
of Coach Jones, who officiated al
pupils In costume and were done with
ternately as vocal soloist, choir lead
exceeding cleverness. Scenes from1
er and toastmaster. Where he found
David CopperflekL Great Expecta- .
time to eat is a great mystery. Proud
tions, Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickle
mothers of the athletes furnished the
by, Pickwick Papers and Doudbez
food, of which there appeared to lie
and Son -were presented with dialogue
enough for a regiment—baked beans,
and action by a large group of boys
salads, cake, pie, coffee, etc., with
and girls, from which the other pu
non-stop serving, under the watchful
pils with much cleverness,named the
management of Mrs. John H. Flan
characters impersonated.
Visitors)
agan, who always finds herself in her
present greatly enjoyed the occasion
element while working for others,
and commended the method em
and who, as she expressed it, had
ployed by Miss Griffith far enlisting
lived to see her dream come true.
The big event of the dancing
the Interest of her youngpupiln in
This cryptic utterance was explained
the -works of the greaP*Vir.torian
when she proudly displayed a check
season is scheduled for
writer.
in four figures which she had that

X

I Singing

t

Revival

Mrs. A. H. Flood of 812 Grange
Road. Burlingame, Calif., has The
Courier-Gazette's thanks for a group
of the rotogravure sections df the San
Francisco Chronicle. The plctui>« of
the coast slate, its scenery and Indus
------$
tries, ure most interesting and beau
In accordance with the ’pentiment
tiful. We ure passing them on to the recently expressed by the Chamber of
hospital.
Commence directors with reference
to a commission to investigate and
Manager Dondis has booked for make a specific report immediately on
Strand Theatre another musical com the matter of a commun/tV hall or
edy c tmiKiny which comes with high community center tor Rockland,
est recommendations from the Boston Mayor Snow has appointed this com
office—the Paramount Girls, W’ith mission: Oeorge B. Wood represent
Steve Mills the English comedian; ing Rotary Club, Community -Chest
and Edna Evelyn, as the featured and Red Cross; John M. l|k’hurdwm.
stars. Each of tite ten principals In representing City Council and Rock
tlie cast presents a specialty, and land Community and School Improve
Ihe sum total Is a program which ment Association; P. Pi Bicknell,
can scarcely fail to give the patrons
Chamber of Commerce; A.'y. McLoon.
abundant patlsitacLion. Tlhere will
City Club; Walter H. Bmler, Forty
be -three changes during the week.
Cluh: Mrs. J. H. I-'lanagan, ParentManager Dondis lays especial stress
Teacher Association; C. F. Snow.
on the three feature pictures which
American Legion; Mrs. C. F. Snow.
will lie offered, commencing Monday
American Legion Auxiliary; Mrs. H.
and Tuesday with the notable VitaP. Blodgett, B. & P. W. Club. Mayor
graph special "The Redeeming Sin,”
which features the famous Nazimova, Snow will Act as ehaifidpn of the
commission and E. W. MaBPonald as
The daily performances will begin at
secretary.
2 and 7.30 p. m.

“Dolly, if you stick out basketball
tlie whole season we will give you a
party.” said an enthusiastic young
Miss to Philip Rounds just a year ago
and history has proven that “Dolly'
not only has stuck out the basketball
season but has brought real glory
to tlif name of Rounds. -As a result
of that yeur-old promise there was
much nolee and fun at the home of
Mayor Snow Thursday night with
the basketball grouiw in evidence and
two Philips. Rounds aud Jones, aa
honorary guests. Singing, talking It
over and plain fun preceded the sup
per which was delicious.
At its
opening Captain Kenneth Smith in
his best nfter-dlnner-epeaker manner,
presented Coach Jones with a hand
some w rist watch as a token of the
team's appreciation. “There,” said
Ciptain Green, "now I can eat some
thing.’’

HWfia

English Top Coats
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
conferred the Past and iMost Excel
lent degrees upon Frank A Tirrell,
Jr- and Charles A. Rose, Jr., Thurs
day night. H*«t Thursday night
the Chapter will -have a class of six
for the Royal Arch degree.

utten
Benefit Minstrel show Iff
in Rockport
I
Thursday or Friday nights are very
enthusiastic concerning the program
put on by the entertainers of the
neighboring tbwn. The chorus was
an exceptionally strong ong. the songs
nnd jokes were up to the (minute and
the vaudeville sketohes fn the olio
would have done credit to a profes
sional petrforman-ce. The last half
of the program was "broadcast” by
the thterlocutor, Harry C. McDonald,
who immediately became Ihe recipi
ent of ''telegrams" from all oyer the
universe, signed by former ltockportians or friends of the company.
Rockland talent figured in the pro
gram with Mrs. Myrtle Philhrook as
one of the soloists; Francis KaviUe,
"Prent" Aylward and “Cuddy” Cur
tis, comedy singers; Tedt Perry and
his girls, song and dance sketch: and
Blttie Burke, accordion artist. Earle
Dow wlWworkR and talks in Rock
land and radios In Roekport, was
advance agent, ticket seller, property
man, coach and telegraph operator,
besides having several ather titles
which have been mislaid. The man
agement expresses its gratitude to
Rockland and Camden friends who
helped In the success.
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MARCH 25
: : At the : :

ARCADE
GrindeU’s Peerless Orches.

Balloon and Favor Dances
All the newest wrinkles
It will sure be the
Kat's Whiskers

’CMON UP
High School Fund Benefit

Class ’21

Bosse is Boss

OLD FASHIONED

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Tuesday, March 24
Clark’s Orchestra

DANCE
If you want a good time come
down to South Thomaston Grange
Hall—

TONIGHT
6quare and Round Dances

Smalley’s Orchestra
3o-lt

day received’’ from the Community
Fair Association as the ParentTeacher Association's share of tlie
proceeds of the recent event.
Orel E. Davie^ the High School's
official and indispensable timer,
brought along the gong which has
been heard at the basketball games
for so many seasons, hut it did not
sound the supper call until there had
been a half hour of singing, the rep
ertoire of which ranged from Annie
Rooney to Grand Opera. And even
when the supper began there was no
cessation of singing. Coach Jones
marched up and down the aisles be
tween the food laden tables, inciting
the happy guests to new efforts, and
after watching his dynamic leader
ship for awhile it was easier to un
derstand the secret of his success in
directing the athletic activities of
tbe city school*.
As a preface to tlie after-dinner
exercises Mr. Jones gave a brief re
view wof the basketball season, ex
pressing his pride at the showing
mode by the team with so little sea
soned material. He also paid his
respects to the school’s first hockey
team.
Among those who responded to the
toastmaster's appeal for remarks
were Capt. Green of the basketball
team, Capt. John McLoon of the
hockey team, -Manager Murphy of
tbe basketball team, Manager Hall of
the hockey team, F. A. Winslow.
John M. Richardson, A. C. McLoon.
Frank S. Rhodes and Rev. W. S.
Rounds.
Another season of song followed the
exercises, after which it became an
open session with young ladies pres
ent and dancing until 11.30.
It was announced hy Coach Jones
that basketball letters will be award
ed to Captain Kenneth Green, Sidney
Bird, Francis Merchant, Horace
Maxey, James Murphy. Phil Rounds.
Emery Trafton, James Flanagan and
Julius Fein. Emphasis was laid on
the fact that two Freshmen made
their letters—Trafton and Flanagan.

Two women were digging dandelion
greens on Limerock street yesterday,
with apparently good results.

Gospel Mission services Sunday at
2.30 p. m. conducted by Ed iRawiey
nnd at 7.15 conducted by Herbert
Elwell of Tenant's Harbor.
• • * •
The Salvation Army has Sunday
services as follows: Holiness meet
ing. 11 a. m.; salvation meeting 8
p. m.; company meeting (S. S.), 2
p. m.; Young People's Legion, 6.30
p. m. Special music and singing.

Rev. W. M- Brewster will preach at
the Advent Christian Church in i
Port Clyde Sunday. Morning service
at 10.30, subject "The Door of the
Sheepfold;" evening service si 7. the.
subject, "Having a Form of Godlt- 1
i.ess That Is to No Profit."
• * • •
.,
Pirsit Church of Christ, Scientist,1
Cedar und Brewster streets. Sunday'
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon. "Marler," Sun- |
day school at 12. The reading room1
is located In the new Bicknell block j
and is open every week day fmm 2
to 5 p. m• * • •
At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Hounds will
preach on the subject, “The Prophet
of the Exile—The Suffering Ser
vant." The Pilgrim Choir will sing.
Church school at noon. The Fellow
ship League will meet in the vestry
it 6 o'clock.
• • • •
The Saints’ will hold services In
their room. 471 Main street, Sunday
as follows: Sunday school at 1 p. mfollowed by a social service at 2.
Evening service with preaching at
7. On Wednesday evening ihe reg
ular prayer meeting and Thursday
afternoon the doctrine anil coven
ants class.
« * * *

Rev. Roy H. Short will use as his
subject, “A iuimp and a Light," at
Littlefield Memorial church Sunday
morning a\J0.30. Mrs. Short will
sing at both morning und evening
services. Bible school at close of
morning service; C. E. at 6.15, mid
ihe evening service ia at 7.15. Mr.
Short’s subject will be, “The Power
of God" Evangelistic services will
continue all next week with meetings
every Evening at 7.30 except Satur
day- The meetings the past week
-have been well attended ami of un
usual Interest.
• • * •
Rev. B. P. Browne, pastor at the
First Baptist church, will preach
Sunday morning at 10.30 on "The Call
lo Service.’’ The choir1 will sing "O
Come Let Us Sing," Ashford. Sun
day school convenes at the close of
the morning service.
Children’s
Happy Hour at 4 p. m. At 3 o’clock
there will he a rehearsal of the
men's chorus. Herman Hart will
lead the Christian Endeavor at 5.15.
The 300 new hymn books will lie used
at the evening service which begins
at 7.15. There will aleo be special
music hy the ohoir.
The pastor’s
subject will be “What Is Your Life?"
There will be a service every night
at 7.30 except Saturday during the
Singing Revival-

PRICES HAVE DROPPER
The average selling price of furniture has dropped 33 1-3 Per
50 Per Cent. This sounds like a broad statement—but, we invite you
50 Per Vent. This sounds like a broad statement—but, we invite you
in to talk it over for we can prove our statement.

“NOW” IS THE TIME TO BUY
An example of the new price range is to be seen in our northern
window.
COMPLETE BEDROOM OUTFIT, regular price $93.25, will be
sold at a—

SPECIAL PRICE, $66.64
Chiffonier, Dresser, Bed, Spring, Mattress, Two Chairs, One Rocker,
One 9x, 2 Rug.
Seeing Is Believing—Complete Is the Word

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
Rockland, Maine.

prttno solo, Mias Ruth Koster, and
baas solo, “tine Hweetly .Solemn
Thought," Albert Sawyer of Au
gusta.
Sunday School meets ut 12
with classes fur every age. Epworth
League at 615. Evening service be
gins at 7.15 with praise service con
ducted Ity otho L. Hatch, followed
by sermon by the pastor- The music
will include tlie antliem "Tell II
Again." Ryder; tenor solo, Herbert
Prescott; male quartette and anthem
"His Love Today." Barrett. Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
* . • •
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will
preach at 10.30 tomorrow at the Untverqalist church, topic, "What. Is
Church?” Sunday school will meet
a‘ Ik' oclock. Kindergarten will lie
held during tlie church services; V.
p. C. U. ut 6 o'clock. Music in
cludes the anthem "Exalt Him Ail
Ye People,” Hanscom-; und contralto
solo "Ava Maria," Schubert, sung by
Miss Jones.
... *
Episcopal church notices: Sunday
at St Peter’s, lloly Communion, 7.30
a. m.; morning prayer and sermon.
10.30. followed by school. Evening
prayer and sermon at Thomaston at
7.30, school at 6.30. Tuesday, Lenten
service at Thomaston ut 2 p. in., fol
lowed by Guild. Wednesday, Feast
of the- Annunciation, holy communion
7.30 a. 111. and evelHng prayer und
address} at 7.30 ut St. Peter's. Thurs
day, Women's Guild at rectory at 2
p. in. Friday. Holy Communion at
7.30 a. m„ evening prayer and address
at 7.30, followed by choir practice.

By Ordinance—All awnings must
have at least seven (7) feet clear
ance above any sidewalk in the
City of Rockland.
LUKE S. DAVIS, City Marshal

'L. DOW JONES, City Engineer.

'IHE NATIONAL DREAM
It is the ambition of everyo'.e to have a
borne. It may seem like an impo:ability but
it s not once you start saving systematically.
Stait your foundation today.

Every Saturday pay yourself a fixed wage
and then deposit your real pay in a Savings
Account.

tlie

At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
church Sunday morning the speaker
will be -Rev. P. J. Clifford, chaplain
of the State Prison. The musical
I,. W. Benner was a Rockland repprogram will include tlie anthem, "Il resentative at the Maine Real LaWill
Magnify
Thee,
O God." i tate Dealers’Convention held in AuChurchlli, by the senior choir; so- gusta this week.

TAKE HEED!

/At the Sign of?
North Nation a i Bank

You can bank with us by mail.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUN1S

Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
PAST NOBLE GRANDS ’

WILL ALL PERSONS

Association Elects Mrs. Nel
lie Wade President—Mrs. Having any claims against
Silsby Hospital please send
Flint’s Cake.
at once to the undersigned
The Pjist Noble Grands’ Association
held itK annual meeting Wednesday
for payment.

at Odd Fellows hall, representativen
being present from other Rebekah
lodges in tho county. Theae olHcers
were chosen:
President—«Mra. Nellie 8. Wade.
Vice Prexid<‘nts—Mrs. I). Cunning
ham. Mrs. Clara Croaslland and Mrs.
Alice Mathews.
Secretary—Mrs. Lizzie French.
Chaplain—Mrs. Nettie Stewart.
Treasurer—Mrs. Eva Flint.
The retiring president is Mrs.
Francos French of Camden, whose
ulminTstration has been very pleasing
to her associates.
New England boiled dinner was
served under the direction of Mrs.
Nellie Wade, covers being laid for 36.
The table decorations were enhanced
by the wonderful birthday cake made
by Mrs. Eva Flint in honor of the
Association’s 10th 'birthday, and
bearing the emblematic colors of the
order. In the cen,ter were thA nu
merals “1925” and the letters “N. P.
G.” The cake was cut by Mrs. Inez
S. Crosby, th<> first president of the'
Association, and served to tho ex
pectant memlbers.

1925

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

Harriet Silsby Frost
ROCKLAND

399 MAIN ST.

34-36

Boston Shoe Store
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR

LADIES!
IF YOU WANT
Some Good Reliable

PUMPS AND
OXFORDS
For $2.98
In New and Up-to-date Models,
Stylish, Good Fitters, backed up
by the Manufacturer’s Guaranantee of Quality and Sery^e,
Don’t Fail to See t>w New
Numbers That W« Are Show
ing for Spring. Big Stock to
Select from for

$2.98
Better Grades For

$3.95
BORN

DON’T MAKE A DATE
: : FOR : :

Burgess

Itoekland,

wt

Britt

Mtilemhy

Including the New Light Tan
Shades

IIghd . March IJ». lo .Mr and Mrs. Clurlea L.
Burgess of Union, a non, Frank George.

I’anlsHi Thoin.usron. Mareh II. lo Mr.
ami Mrs John I’ankuii, a son. Italph John
(Shannon Koekland. Manh 19, to .Mr. ami
Mrs II I’ Shannon, a danglUcr Barbara
Lncllle.

SPECIAL
Discontinued Lines of PUMPS
and OXFORDS that we have
bought to sell for

$1.98 and $2.49

FRIDAY, MARCH 27
: : Because : :

LYNN (GENERAL ELECTRICS)
Play

ROCKLAND HIGH (Basketball)
And

MARRIED
Joji'e l’.rhlg«k 'Swan’s Islaml. Mareh It. hy
Ahmzo Sprague. I. I'.. Raymond Joyce ami
Mdas Ix'ssle Hrhlgea. both of Swan’s Inland.
Nute-CIcvelaml Farmington. N 1!., Mundi
19. hy Rev. J S. Buffum. Charles F N.ite

Farmington. X. li , and Miss Agnes I.
Cleveland, formerly of Itoekiaml
of

DIED
Atwlek—I’asculena. I’-alif.. March 20, Annie,
widow of Thomas C. At wick, formerly of (\irnden.
Hall Camden. March 21. Lizzie, wife of
Gavltn Hall, aged HO years. 3 monibs, 1 days
Bennett Frivn<lshh», Mareh 11. Clit«<er
P Bennett, formerly of WcUdutmro. aged 17

ALL STARS (Ancient Tho)
vs.

ROCKLAND HIGH GIRLS

FRIDAY, MARCH 27
AT THE ARCADE

YOU CAN ALWAYS
DO WELL AT THE

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

yvaw

CARO OF THANKS

ROCKLAND (Girls) ALUMNAE

Values ufi to $6.00 and $7.00
Also Many of Our Own Higher
Grade Shoes included in this lot

I wish to thank my many friends for ktailne.sses evtended, for fruit, flowers, cants,
letters and sympathy during my receipt ».«>
in Knox HospUal.
•

Mrs. Mary Saunders.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish co eigirwa our thanks through
theae columns to those who were so kind
during the lllevss of our loved one, a'.Jvo to
lliose who sent flowers to the funeral and
assisted in so many ways.
lw;me Bryant. Henry C. Bryant. Herbert A
BryanL Mrs rain a Carver. Mrs. John Mar
shall
ltiH'kland, Mandi 18.
*

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
34-tf

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J
ISO-tf

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

EH3E
Ed □
Q Fid
iann a
□ BB0
3S imho
caa au
□no a
iTBEd
QQ

“Cascarets" 10c
if Constipated,
Dizzy, Bilious
■ - _z

ORCH ARDS AND COWS

jsJ
b.--.
”=5l £ ===."•

overacting. Milions of men
women, and
children take
this harmleM

Tf. — =

laxative-

U-=

=•-?
** --^=^5

Will Be Discussed At Farm
Bureau
Meetings
Next

Week.

51

S9
^T

(©, 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

I—Member of English governing

1— Note of musical scale
2— Excuse

body (abbr.)
8— Southern state (abbr.)
t>—Earth
7—Jewels
9— Three-toed sloth

8—Real
4— Part of verb "to be”
5— Course of nourishment
6— Black, viscous substance
7— Motorfuei

10—Auditory organ
| 32—Color
[ 13—Each (abbr.)
■ 15—Obliterate
18—Guarantees
20— Mound of earth
21— Animal
23— Small particle
24— Chopper
26— Bind
27— Unity
25— Rap
80— Expire
81— Beam
32—Companion
83—Aged
35—Humans
87— To peep
88— Pine tree
40—Remnant
42— Snake
43— Burdened
45—A marker
47—A train (slang)
49—Flesh of the deer
52—Printing measure

8— Observed
9— Commercial
(abbr.)
11— Steal
12— An explosive

announcement

14—Like
16— Ocean
17— Still
18— Suffix meaning
19— Fish eggs

make

22—To feel bad
25—In plenty of time
27—Device for providing

Into

lubrlca

tlon
29— Pillow
30— Obstruct
33— Speech
34— Invitation
36— Countries

37— Container
38— Distant
39— Minister (abr.)
41— Same as 7 vertical

42— Ring
43— Boy's name
44— Meshed material
46— Animal
47— Note of musical scale
48— Cut off
60— Wooden block size of a brick
61— Take notice
67—Sun god

. 53—Small particle
54— Also
55— Month of Hebrew calendar
56—Sharp decline
68—Insect
60—Article
<1—Roadway (abbr.)

59—Preposition
The solution will appear in next Issue.

MORE IN DEMAND THAN EVER
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription.

Every Year there
there's
’s Bigger Sales
S
of

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Generation after Generation Stick to the
Old Reliable Family Remedy for Aches
and Fains and Gcnern’ Emergencies.
Particularly Good fcr Croup. Coughs.
Colds and Chills. A Foe to Inflamma
tion. s. Sold Everywhere.
Not Expen
sive.

2-S-tf

oAsk f(

‘The High-Priced Chocolates
in the Low-Priced Box”

GOLD STRIPE
CHOCOLATES
full pound

60c

"Eetry Picture
Jells a Story".

"‘a

Worn Out Since the Grip ?
EAK, nervous—just tired and miserable most of
the time? Back lame and achy, too? Rheu
matic pains torture you at every step ?

Colds and chills
fire apt to weaken the kidneys and allow toxic poisons
to upset blood and nerves. I hen may come daily back
ache, stabbing pains, headaches, dizziness, and irregular
or painful passage of the kidney secretions.
Don’t risk neglect. Help yoAr weakened kidneys
with Doan's Pills. Doan’s have brought new health to
thousands. They should help yffu. Ask pour neighbor!
Then pou should look to pour kidneps !

Here is Rockland Proof:
Mrn. W. E Flanders. 1 Bunker R* . says: "A had sv-ll ..I sick
ness left my kidneys weak and disordered- There » • ■ :• "I' ■lull
ache in my back and everything I iiundertook to do „.i a ■!• ■
1
had blinding dizzy spells. <«>.
I sent m tec ren<-,i-t«»i i h.irmmv
and got Doan's Pills, and after using them. I «•' much tiettcr ,ly

kidneys have never txdhered me s l»< c."

Doan’s Pills
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys

Al ill dealers,

60c a box-

Foster-Milburn Co., Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y.

To the orchardiat, and dairy men
of the county an opportunity will be
Kiven to hear two ot the best au
thorities in the State in their re
spective lines, next week
Through
the Extension Service and the Fann
Bureau co-operating. County Agent
Wentworth has arranged to have
Prof.'Sweetser ot the University of
Maine and R. F. Talbot dairy spe
cialist of the Extension Service ad
dress groups of farinets in the towns
of Hope, Union. Camden and Nobleboro.
The orchard meetings which Prof.
Sweetser will attend are scheduled
thus: Tuesday, in Hope and Wednes
day in Union.
There will be a se
ries of stereopticon slides on orchard
work. These slides bring out meth
ods used by successful men in the
State, besides the correct way of
caring for an orchard. There will
also be a demonstration on packing
apples using the new bushel basket
which has proved so succssful in the
State.
To the men interested in orchard
ing this will be a chance to get in
touch with some of the new ideas as
well as reviewing some of the old.
The dairy meetings are scheduled
for: Nobleboro, Thursday and Cam
den. Friday.
Mr. Talbot will take up
general dairy management including
the value of testing and proper feed
ing.
In Nobleboro an opportunity
wiil be given the men to have their
cows tested in the morning by County
Agent Wentworth.
Many farmers in the county have
had their cows tested over a period
of a year and this meeting will give
them an opportunity to compare their
figures with those of other dairymen
of the State.
Attend these meetings if you are
interested in cows, for cows will be
the main topic.

UNION
F. E Burkett was in Rockland this
week to attend the Automobile Show.
.1. 1,. Eenfest arrived home Wed
nesday from Massachusetts where he
has had employment all winter.
The Rebekahs will serve a public
supiKT at the I. O. O. F. dining hall
Saturday at 6 o'clock.
Miss

Broeks has gone to Rockland

Feel
fine!
Let “Cascareti”
clean your bowels and etimu
late your liver.

oap begins

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S

ISLAND

to wash —

WINTER ARRAN?E“2^T
(Subjsct to’ change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
8. 1924.

Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunday’s
at 5.30 A M.
for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan’s Island.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent.
Rockland, Maine, Oct. 6, 1924.

only when
dissplved

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

cathartic. It doesn’t sicken you like
pills, oils, calomel and salts. Tastes
nice—acts wonderful. 10c, 28c and
60c boxes—any drugstore.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Monday Amos Norton went to
Union where he will Join Mrs. Nor
ton in visiting relatives.
Alvin Wlggin of Camden is the
guest of relatives in town.
Le Roy Wiggin had the misfortune
to very painfully injure his left foot
Wednesday while working for Fred
Pierce.
Mrs. C. L. Sleeper and Mrs. F K.
Thorndykc were guests Wednesday
of Mrs. L. II. Snow in Rockland.
Mrs. Georgia Snow is ill from the
grippe.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse visited schools
here Wednesday and was later with
Mrs. Morse a visitor at the Grange
meeting.
Mrs. Miriam Sellers has gone to
Glencove where she will live with
Mrs. Allard Snow for a lime
Rev. and Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh were dinner guests of Mrs. L.
S. Young Sunday.
The Grange meeting Wednesday
night will be long remembered by the
65 persons who attended.
A mock
wedding furnished one of the funniest
programs ever presented here with
Lotta Crowley as bridegroom; Bea
trice Hooper, bride; Blanche Graves,
matron of honor and B. A. Rowell,
parson. Ella Watts played the w ed
ding march and Alfred Young sang
a solo.
After the ceremony the
guests were invited to the banquet
hall to a wedding reception which
developed into a real reception and
utility shower for Mr. and Mrs. Ev
erett Baum who were recently mar
ried.
This was a surprise.
Re
freshments of cake and coffee fol
lowed.
Mrs. A F. Sleeper is weaving with
white warp now fora short time and
anyone who wishes rugs made with
white warp will do well to get them
in soon.
Next Tuesday there will be a Farm
Bureau meeting in the Grange hall.
“Millinery" will he the project and
Miss Herrick will he present.
One
can buy both hat shapes and ma
terlals from her if they wish or bring
their own.
Every one cordially in
vited to attend.
Ail-day session
with picnic dinner.

t.

'Eastern Standard Time

No SriPinff °*

JS19

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Solution to Thursday’s Puzzle

When the correct letters ere placed In the white xpnces this pnrsle wtl
apell word! both vertically and horizontally. The first letter In encli word li
Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed below the puzzle
Thus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal” defines a word which will ill
the white spaces up to the first black square to the r^rht, and a number unde
“vertical” defines a word which will fill the white squares to the next black on«
below. No letters go In the black spares. All words used arc dictionary words
except proper names. Abbreviations, slanp. Initials, technical terms and obso
late forma are Indicated In the definitions.

W

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier^Gazette, Saturday, March 21, 1925.
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Trains Leave Rockland fow
Augusta, A §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in., t1.10 p. iu. ’
Bangor. A§7 OOa. m., |7.30a. m , fl 10 p in. ,
Boston. A{7.00a. fa., |7.30a. nt.. tl.lOp. m.
Brunswick, A§7.00a.m., |7.30a.in., fl-lOp.m..
f 5.30 p. m.
Lewiston. A{7.00 a. m., f7.30a. m„ tl.lOp. w.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
Portland, A{7.00a. in., t7.30a.in., tl.lOp. in.,
15.30 p. in.
Waterville. A{7.00a m., 17.30 a m., tl lOp.m.
.Woolwich, A {7.00a.m., |7 30a.m. tl.’C'» m.,
f5.30p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own tentage Bath to Wool*
wich.

THE moment you pour the rich Rinso solu
tion into the wash water it begins to loosen
the dirt. All the time and work you used to
spend in robbing bar soap on the clothes and
then rubbing them—you save with Rinso.

Its tiny granules dissolve quickly, completely, making the wash water soapy all
through.

W,

loosens dirt
•wonderful for
ily wash as
■fine things,
use enough
o get big,

Gently, harmlessly the dirt is loosened while
the clothes soak. All the work Rinso leaves for
you to do is the rinsing. That’s why it’s called
Rinso. Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

M. L. HARRIS,

D. C. DOUGLASS,

9-28 24 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt

ASK FOR THE BIG

NEW PACKAGE

URNS
or scalds of small area,
cover first with wet bak
ing soda. When dry,
take this off. Dress with
Vicks, gently. Do not
rub in. Bandage lightly.

WICKS
wV R
ub

apo

Over J7 Million Jare Used Yearly

After Rinso loosens dirtjust rinsing gets the clothes death
FRUIT TREES

Just as the orchardist is able
through nourishment to increase
the vitality and resistance of his
apple-tree to winter’s cold, so is
the body fortified with

Scotfs Emulsion
Thousands now take it as regu
larly as they take food, to build
healthy resistance and to protect
them when winter’s cold arrives.

Take a lesson from Na
ture—keep your body
strong to resist weaknesstake Scott’s Emulsion!
Scott & Bownc, Bloomfield, N. J.

24-29

to work In the pant factory.
VINALHAVEN
Alonzo Carter has sold his store
and stork to George Thurston of Ap
FRIENDSHIP
Rev. Robert E. Laite of Bangor
pleton who took possession March 9.
Mr. Carter has returned to his home
Chester D. Bennett, formerly of will be at Union church Sunday
in New Hampshire.
Waldoboro died at the home of his morning and evening There will be
Joseph Ames of Appleton was the daughter,
Mrs. Clyde C. Brown special music. The trustees hope to
guest of his sister, Mrs. Bertha March II, aged 77 years. Mr. Ben see the church filled.
The usual circle supper was served
Simmons, Friday.
nett was a veteran of the Civil War
On Wednesday evening Seven Tree and a member of Charles Keizer at Union church vestry Thursday
Grange ohserved “Neighbor Night," Post of Waldoboro, also a member of night at 5.30 o’clock. The 'house
each member being privileged to in the XI. E- 'church of that town keepers were Mrs. Hllma Webster,
vite one neighbor.
The meeting Funeral services were held at the Mrs. Dora Boman and Mrs. Sada
opened with singing by the Orange home March 14 conducted by the Robbins.
choir, an address of welcome by W. Rev. W. R. Patterson of Waldoboro.
Frank Raymond and Eugene Loud
A. Ayer, after which a pleasing pro The two favorite hymns of the dc were in Rockland Wednesday.
gram was carried out. An interest ceased, ■'Shall We Meet Beyond the
Henry Merchant and daughter-ining pai»er was read by E. E. Eight; River” and "O Think of the Home law. Mrs. Harold Merchant, came
piano sok), W. J. Bryant; reading, Over There." were sung by the local Wednesday from Rockport,
Maynard Lucas; recitation. Ida Hills; choir of the XI. E. church. Mr. Ben
■Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bunker en
remarks by memhers and visitors. A nett is survived by his wife, one son tertained the following friends at
recess was taken to give the members Clarence Bennett of Brooks and one "500” Tuesday evening: Mr. and
the opportunity to prepare for the last daughter. Mrs. Clyde C. Brown, by Mrs. Leslie Stinson, Miss Faye
of the program and the young people whom he has been tenderly care Coburn and Miss Blanche Hamilton
played games with a pep that could for. He was a man of sterling Chris
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
not help putting new life into the tian character and was loved and were served
older ones. The hall was prettily respected by a host of friends as the
David Duncan and Mr. Starbloom
decorated in green in honor of St. beautiful display of floral tribute left Wednesday for Boston on a busi
Patrick's day and when the curtain testified. Interment was in the Way ness trip.
went up for the second part the stage side cemetery of this town.
Miss Rita Greenleaf entertained
presented a pretty scene.
Alvah
Clarence Miller who has been suf friends Thursday evening in honor of
Ames and Nelson Ualderwood as end fering with a carbuncle for the past her birthday. About 40 guests were
men, Mrs. Louise Carroll. Mrs. Ma week, has resumed work in Burn invited.
Refreshments were served
bel Grinnell. Mrs. Nancy Ayer and ham & Morrill's factory.
of punch and cak- wliiejt-also includ
Mrs. Arial Leonard in the circle—all
Mrs Harry L. Bossa returned Sat ed a -birthday cake. The evening
dressed in white with green trim urday from a week's visit in Boston was spent in a social way with
mings and the shamrock of Ireland and vicinity.
games and music. The hostess was
very conspicuous. A. E. Ames made
The Ladles' Aid Society of the M the recipient of many beautiful gifts.
a few remarks and introduced the E. church served town meeting din
C. E. Boman has'been in Augusta
circle. Then they sang “Wearing of ncr Monday at the vestry, proceed the past week, the guest of his son,
the Green” In fine Irish style, with 122.70. The Aid met- last Wednes Representative Charles E. Boman.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood at the day afternoon with Mrs Mamie Win The eider Mr. Boman was represen
piano. There were solo numbers by capaw, with 10 present. Refresh tative from this town in tho Legis
each i f the group nad Mrs. Nancy
lature of 1911 and 1919.
ments were servedAyer gave a recitation in the real
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Lyford and
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Cook
rich brogue that brought down the of Monhegan have been guests <d children, Ruth and Waiter, were In
house. A treat of home made can their parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. M Rockland Friday. Mrs. Lyford and
dies popcorn and apples was served. Cook the past week.
children will spend the week and
Seven Tree Grange is a live instias guests of her parents, -Mr. and
tutlon and many deeds of charity
Mrs. L. E- Vinal.
and kindness which have never
APPLETON RIDGE
Schools Mosed Friday for a vaca
reached the newspapers have been
tion of two weeks. They will open
done by them. Their meetings are
Thursday evening about 26 people again April 6t.h.
very interesting and instructive, as gathered at the parsonage for
Mrs. Charles Chilles left Friday
the vital topics of the day are dis gong service and a pleasant evening for Boston. She was accompanied
cus'sod there. The Grange Is an in spent was the report from those at by Miss Anna Coombs of Rockland
stitution that is making for good all tending.
Mr. and Mm». Max Conway have
over the country as it calls together
Chrystai L Stanley was the guest returned from Boston where they at
the representative people of our land. of Faustina Brown at the village tended the Auto Show as demon
These little social gatherings like last week.
strators of Albapol.
Wednesday evening help to build up
The Farm Bureau met with Mrs.
Rev. R. E. Laite will again occupy
a better, sweeter, fellow feeling in Ethel Moody, March 13 with 21 pres the pulpit Sunday, his subject being
tlie community and one can only wish ent. The subject was "Corsetry and ■“Searc'nliglrts of the Bible," and his
them God speed in the good work.
Correct Posture." also tlie prepara evening Fiihjeot “He Saved Others."
On Tuesday afternoon the Ladies' tion of three different dishes for the The latter is a Ix-nten sermon, fitting
Aid of the Congregational church will dinner under the. direction of Miss for this season of the year its a prehold a food sale at the home of Mrs. Herrick.
A fine dinner was served. Easter consideration.
Bertha Simmons. If the food will
Ruth and Laurence Moody and
be like that which has been served Johnson Pitman were supper guests
at the all-day sessions held lately of Mrs. Callie Fuller Friday.
by this society then those who wish
Faustina Brown was the guest of
any need to be early at the sale. The Chrystai Stanley Fridiy and Satur
patronage of the public is solicited. dayMr and Mrs. H- C. Stanley and
The Rebekahs will serve public daughter. Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl, and
supper Saturday night at the Odd Ruth Moody attended the evangelis
Fellows hall.
tic services at the Methodist church,
/Hem bor
Searsmont, Sunday.
Consolidated Stock Exchange
Although the afternoon wan stormy
GREEN'S ISLAND
• of Mew York
eight Willing Workers gathered at
Walter Chandler is cutting wood the home of Elizabeth Sprowl Tues
STOCKS and BONDS
at Crane Island for Bradford Bray. day and a pleasant time was enjoy
U. S. S. Ilex was at Saddle Back ed. The work was mostly on squares
Publishers of the
quilts.
Refreshments
were
Light Station March 17 and moved for
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
Keeper Foster Reed to Indian Island served. Next meeting wilj be an all-J
which is sent free to
Light Station
Andrew Bennett was day session with Mrs. Maynard
investors upon request
promoted to keeper and Mr. Wells to Brown at the village, March 24.
Erma Hart spent the weekend at
1st assistant.
The Green's Island friends of Mrs. her home here.
Walter Sprowl is the guest of his
William Bray at the Reach are
pleased to learn that she is recov grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lyford
Mills at South Hope.
ing from her recent illness.

CHAS.’_P. DOW & GO.

THE APPLE MARKET
*
-----Is Fairly Active But Prices Fail To
Show An Improvement.

Strengthens Weak Eyes

Old fisliloned camphor, wltchhazel.
hydrastis. etc., as mixed in Lavoptlk
eye wash, strengthens eyes and re
lieves any case weak, strained or
Boston. March 18.
Apple receipts are moderately sore eyes. Acts surprisingly quick.
heavy and while movement has been Aluminum eye cup free. C. H. Moor
(,'ood, prices show no improvement. & Co., Druggists. 322 Main St.
Very few Ben Davis good enough to
exceed $.'! and most receipts are small
STATE OF MAINE
and show fungus, and have to be County of Knox.
ss.
sold at $2.50 to $2.75.
A few large
Supreme Judicial Court, in Equity.
fancy Starks are exceeding quota
Julia Emjaa McIntosh and Earle McIntosh
tions, but $3.50 covers most sales.
vs.
Very few Baldwins coming that show
Frank H. McIntosh
quality to exceed $3.50 to $1, hut
To The Supreme Judicial Court. In Equity.
Julia Bb-imi McIntosh and Earle Mclnto-di,
something really good would sell
both
of Rockland, in tlie County of Knox
higher.
Real fine Spys are selling and State
of Maine, complain against Frank
well.
H. McIntosh, whose residence is unknown to
Potatoes slow at prices quoted and your complainants and who Is believed by
turnips are in the dumps just at them to be deader Ids heirs or legal repre
sentatives. apd 'sky:
present, with $1 about outside for
First —That Theodore B. McIntosh, late of
good sized turnips, small ones less.
Rockland, de'ceaaed. died on the twenty-

$4 50 ninth day of August, A. D. 1895 seized and
2.00 possessed of the following described real es
3 50 tate situated In Rockland and hounded and
1 25 described as follows, to wit : Beginning at
3 50 the south easterly comer of the Theodore B.
1.25 McIntosh's house lot on the easterly line of
4 on the Henry Mdntosh farm, and running north
3.50 3*4 degrees East 112 feet to land of John
5 00 T. Berry formerly; thence south 88 degrees
3.75 West 148 feet by land of said John T Berry
3 00 and 389 feet by land formerly of William A
Farnsworth to stake and stones; thence
to 1 15 southerly
at right angles with last line 112
to 1 00
feet to stake and stones; thence north 88
Kingman & Hearty, line.,
degrees East parallel with the north line of
the McIntosh farm. 389 feet to the southwest
"The House Built on the Apple."
erly comer of said Theodore B. McIntosh
house lot; thence by said house lot easterly
NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY COMPANY, to point of beginning.
Second;—That the said Theodore B. Mc
New York
Intosh died intestate, August 29. 1895, leaving
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1924
as
his only heirs at law. two sons. Theodore
Real Estate ................................ .$ 255.851 60
Stocks and Bomb ...’.............. .11.167,899 PO S. McIntosh and Frank H. McIntosh ; that the
said
Theodore S MclntosM was the husband
Cash in Office and Bank ........ . 1.033,206 07
Agents’ Balances...................... . 2.232,923 51 and father respectively, of plaintiffs; that
2,142 69 the said Frank H McIntosh left Rockland
BiLls Receivable ........................
74,863 05 in 1870 for the west: that he married, within
Interest and Rents ..................
All other Assets ...................... . 148.311 35 a few years of his departure from Rockland
but secured a divorce from his wife within a
Gross Assets ........................ $14,915,191 27 short time thereafter; that there were
children
born to that marriage. The said
Deduct 1 tenth not admitted .. . 254.145 72
Frank H. McIntosh never returned to Rock
Admitted Assets .................. $14,«fil.O45 55 land but plaintiffs heard from him directly
and Indirectly from places In California.
LIABILITIES* DBCmCBER 31. 1924
Oregon and Idaho, up to the first of Septem
Net Unpaid Losses .................. 44.75X.O71 76 ber. 1995, since which time they have heard
Unearned ITenriuinn .............. . 4.325,295 48 nothing from him or regarding him, although
All other Liabilities .............. . 986.378 65 they have made diligent search to ascertain
(’ash Capital ............................ . 2.000,000 00 his whereabouts: and for the past twenty
Voluntary Reserve for font. . . 591.299 66 years they have believed hlni to be dead and
Surplus over all Liabilities .. .. 2,000.000 00 that his brother, Theodore S. McIntosh was
his sole heir-at-law.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $14,661,045 55
Third
That tlie said Theodore S. McIn
tosh duringohls lifeline, Hied on the home
UKOKliE ROBERTS & CO . INC. AucnU.
stead
left
by his father, the said Theodore
Rockland.
35-S-41
B. (Mc.lnt<wli. and for the past twenty wars,
U. S. Branch at the
believing hfw-brother. tlie said Frank H Mi
ATLAS ASSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Intosh to *>e dead, has claimed title to the
of London. Endahd
said homestead property left by his said
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1924
father and Continued In uninterrupted posses
Morgage Loans ........................ ..$ 20,000 00 sion thereof from September 1905 to Janu
Stocks and Bonds .................. . 4.940.092 63 ary 20, 1W1, being more than four years
158.20767 when he died leaving a widow and one son.
flash in Office and Bank........
Agents’ Balances .................. .. 1,123,145 58 who are tfcC plaintiffs In this bill, and who
53,641 30 claim ti(l« to the above described real estate
Interest and Rents ..................
All other Assets........................ .. 156,303 63 by descent.
Fourth That plaintiffs now have an op
Gross Assets ........................ . .$6,454,480 81 portunlty to sell said property but. are un
75.438 23 able to gin.* a good title thereto, because of
Deduct Items not admitted ..
their inaqBlty to prove die death of said
Adnwttedt Assets................... ..$6,370,04 2 58 Frank H. ptclntosh.
Wherefote, your complainants pray:
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31, 1924
FirstThat tills Honorable Court will es
Net. Unpaid Ixmsew .................. . .$ 458.442 57 tablisli the validity, nature and extent of
Unearned Premiums ................ . . 3.691,752 52 plaintiffs’ title to said property.
101.03172
All other Liabilities ..............
Second r-^-And that your plaintiffs may have
Surplus over all Liabilities .. .. 2,127,815 77 such other and further relief as the nature
of the casfe may require.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$6,379,042 58
(signed) JULIA EMMA MclNTOSH
Agent : E. W. BERRY. 40 Broad St..
EARLE M MclNTOHH.
35-8 41
Rockland. Maine.
(Signed) WALTER H. BUTLER.
Solicitor
for
Plaintiffs.
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS DEC 31. 1924
Real Estate .................................. $ 643,141 48
STATE OF MAFNE
4,903.966 10
Stocks and Bonds
Gash iti Office and Bank .. .. 740.93. Tn County of Knox, ss.
Feb. 25. 1925.
..
696.395
41
Agen-ts' Balances ................
Then psrsonally appeared Julia Emma
HI .346 59
Interest and Rents ..............
4,463 75 MclntoA gild Earle M -Intosli and made oath
All oilier Assets ..................
that they nave read the above bill and know
Gross Assets ...................... . .$6,950,152 03 the contents thereof, that, the same is true
. . 215,346 15 to their Own knowledge except the matter
Deduct Denis not admitted
stated to be on information and belief and
Admitted Assets ...................... $6,734,805 88 that, as to those matters, they believe them
to be true.
LIABIUTIDB DBG. 31. 1924
Before nie,
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 278,932 58
(Seal )
Unearned Premiums .......... A 2.932.497 77
(ffl$ncd) WALTER H. BUTLER.
All other Liabilities .......... .. 292.692 50
Notary Public
<Wi Capital .................... . . 1,000,000 00
. . 2.230.683 03
Surplus over all Liabilities
. STATE OF MAINE
Total Liabilities and Surplus .$6,734,805 38 County of Knox. ss.
BinVARD W BKRRY, Agent.
Supreme Judicial Court in Equity
35 S- 41
Rockland. Maine
Julia Emma McIntosh and Earle McIntosh

Baldwin, No. 1. bbls.................. .$3 50
Baldwins, No. J. bxs................. . 1 25
Baldwins, uncressifled, bbls. . . 2 50
75
Baldwins, unclassified, bxs. ...
Odd Varieties, Ivhls.................... . 2.50
Odd Varieties, bxs...................... . .75
Tohnan Sweets, bbls................. . 2 50
Greenings, bbls.......................... . 2 50
Spys. bbls ................................ . 2.50
Starks, bbls................................. . 2.50
Hen Davis, bids.......................... . 2 00
Potatoes, 100 lbs......................... . 1 10
Turnips, 100 lbs........................ . .75

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
<o
to
to
to

PONMENftBD 8TATBMENT
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE

x

vs-

Eita'.e of Julio Crabtree
NOTICE
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 20. 1025 tie was duly appointed
Conservaor of the estate of .lulls Crabtree of
Knrkland in the C4bnty of Knox, and on
February 28, 192.7 was quallfled to flit said
trust by givtng bond as the law directs,
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settenient, and alt indebted thereto are re
quired io make payment immediately to
ASA
ST. CLAIR.
'Rockland. Maine.
February 28. 1925
Meh. 7-14-21
Estate of Dora B. Webster

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
January 26. 1925 he was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Dora B A'elister
late of North Haven in tlie County of Knox,
deceased, and on March 12. 1925 was qual
ified to fill said trust by giving bond as the
law directs.
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement. and all Indebted thereto are Required
to make payment immedlately-do
RALPH L WEBSTBR.
Auburn. Maine.
March 12. 1925.
Meh 14-21 28

Estate of Julina Thorndike
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
on October 28. 1924 she was duly appointed
executrix of the last will and testament of
Julina Thorndike, late of Hope, in the Coun
ty of Knox, deceased, and on March 12, 1925
was qualified to fill said trust by giviug bond
as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
to make paymnt immediately to
IDA B BOWLKY
South Hope. Maine
March 12. 1925.
Meh 14-21 28
Estate of Grace V. Ripley
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 25. 1925. he was duly appointed
administrator of the ••state of Grace V. Rip
ley late of Rockland in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on this date was qualified to
fill said trust by giving bond as the law dire-ts
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immdiately to
HARRY A RIPLEY.
Rockland, Maine.
February 25. 1925.
Meh. 7-14-21
Estate of Ellen K. Vose

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gvies notice that on
February 17,1925, she was duly appointed
administratrix of the estate of Ellen K. Vose
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on March 2 1925, was qualified
o fill said trust by giving bond as tlie law
directs
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
ETHEL V. GROVER.
Thomaston, Maine.
March 2. 1925.
Meh. 7-14-21

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT 6TREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Zrsklnv * Co.
417 MAIN ST. .... ROCKLAND

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OHIe. Heart: I to S end 7 to ( P. M.

RttlSiite vatll * A. M. and by AsstlataMa*
T.li.b.nt 1(4

THOMASTON. ME.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The FtMtut Sktet Mutlt yto nt advtr.
find la all tbi Ittdlng mtsultta.
0«tr

220

ultttltts—tttd
ttUltlut

ttr

MAINE MU8IC CO.. Rockland. Ma.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.Qf’h.G

Frank McIntosh
Ordered r That notice of the pending of tic
COMPANY
within action be given to the defendant named
Chiropractor
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1924
therein by posting on the premises therein
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
.$ 370..ooo no
Real Estate
described an attested copy of the within bill
3,317,250 00
Graduate Palmer Seboel at Chlrepraetle
Mortgage Loans ..............
and this order of notice thereon at least
0111c. Heart;
40.000 00
Collateral Loans ..........
thirty days prior to the seventh day of April
. 4.470,839 73 1025. and publishing an attested copy of Mendayt. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-l|
Stocks and Bonds ........
7-e.
Tuesdays,
Tbursdays. 10-12; 2-4;
391,483 89
Cash In Office and Bank
said bill and thlA order of notice thereon once
Saturdays. 10-12. Ttl. S8I
Agent’s Balances ..........
1.429.492 75 a week for three succeeding weeks In the
Interest, and Rents ....
65,278 86
Rockland Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
87,280 75
AH other Assets ..........
lished in said County of Knox, the last
publication lo be fourteen days prior to said
Gross Assets .......................... $9,171,625 98
seventh day of April, 1925, and that mid
Deduct items not admitted .... 146,708 79
Osteopathic Physician
defendant appear before our Supreme Judi
rial Court at Rockland in said County of
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Admitted Assets ................... $9,024,917 19
Knox on said seventh day of April at ten
Telephone I3(
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1924
o’clock In the forenoon and make answer to
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Net Unpaid Losses ................... $2,011,164 89
said bill of complaint as required by law or
Graduate of American 8chool of
Unearned Premiums ................ 3,422,349 92
within such time as the Court may order.
All otheT Liabilities ..................
691,402 38March 3rd. 1925.
Oataopathy
Cash Capital .............................. 1,500,000 00
,
(Signed) SCOTT W1L8ON,
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1,400,000 00
Chief Jusice Supreme Judicial Court
A true ^ppy of bill and order of court
Total Liabilities and Surplus .$9,024,917 19
thereon.
♦Note^Includes Additional Voluntary Re
(8eal)
serve for Workmens Comp. Losses of $191,- Attest:
MUTOS ML GRIFFIN
076,79.
29835
«75 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND. MB.
29S35
Clerk.

DR. T. L. McBEATH

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 21, 1925.

Every-Other-Day
BOYS OF LONG AGO
Some of the Things That
Now Have a Primitive
Sound.
Editor of The Courler-Oaiette:—
I was much interested and amused
with the account that you lately
printed of tlie band days of my old
friend and schoolmate. Roscoe G. In
graham.
I can Just barely remem
ber the comb bund, but I recall that
Roscoe was the leader nnd played a
fife made from a pumpkin-vine stem,
while Frank Orbeton hammered away
oil a old wash-boiler for a buss drum.
As a small boy I don’t think I had
an ear for music, for their playing
sounded very weird to me.
In his
younger days no one ever thought
there was any music in Roscoe, but
later developments in his case prove
that musicians are born and not
made. He was a husky youth, short
and thick-set, with a bushy head of
black hair that would do credit to
a cave mail, while his out-door life
gave him the color of an Indian.
In cold weather the boys would
let their hair grow about a foot long
before they got a home cut, as there
were no barbers iu town.
Ross, as
boys called him, always wore his
hair pompadour, or else it just nat
urally grew that way.
As a farmer
he was a flat failure nnd 1 don’t be
lieve that he ever did a hard day’s
work until he migrated to Boothbay.
I note that he has inarched over
12.000 miles according to his best es
timate.
Probably he has hoofed it
fuliy as many more with his gun
and fishing pole, for he and his

Stop Child’s Cough
Quick-To-day
l' Before It haa a chance to develop
Into croup or something dangerous,
get right after that cough of your
child's. No use to dose with ordinary
cough syrups. At once give Kemp’s
Balsam—a fine old-fashioned tried and
proven medicine safe for children. It
heals the throat and prevents the cold
from going through the whole system.
Only 30 cents at all stores.

For that Cough'
KEMP’S BALSAM

A RADIOLA
For Every

Purse

Let us demonstrate any of
the

New Radiolas
in your home

The Regenoflex
Formerly $191.00; now

$120.00
Complete
with Loud Speaker
Less batteries

Distance and Tone
Quality
Selective and NonRadiating

Other Radiolas from

$35.00 to $425.00

MS
ROCKLAND, ME.

brother lllram were -some hunters
and they had a stubbed tail dug that
could climb a spruce tree like u cat.
Our farm was on the border of
Oydter River Pond, now Mirror J.ake.
while theirs was less than lutif a
mile distant, so they pul in a large
part of their time at the l’ond, hunt
ing, fishing or swimming. They each
owned an old-fashioned muzzle load
ing gun and part of the time, for fi
nancial reasons, used dried peas in
place of shots and bullets made from
old lead—and when that got scarce
they would saw a piece off tlWhfclnk
spout.
Game was more plentiful
in those days and there was always a
number of loons in the pond. rjRoss
and Hiram would bang away at them
day after day the whole season,
burning a bushel of powder ’and
wasting any amount of lead and
never shooting a loon or much of
anything else. Talking over old
times. Roscoe admitted the fttftt al
though his father was a well known
fox hunter, and he claimed that it
would pay to salvage the lead lit tlie
old pond.
e • • •

Prior to the Civil War their father
one winter went down to Virginia to
cut ship timber, leaving the boys at
home to do the chores and witli In
structions not to miss a day at
school—and they didn't.
The old
ted schoolhouse was at Ingraham's
Corner, then West Camden, about a
ntlle distant.
livery morning as
regular us clock work they would
hitch up the old horse, blind in one
eye. to ,a pung and reach the school
house right on time.
After playing
with the other boys until the bell
rang they would drive hack home
and | ut up th- horse, then walk Itack
to schu >1, arriving about recess, and
they kept Hut up all winter. About
the middle of the afternoon they
would get excused so as to do the
chores bifure dark. Their uncle, the
late E. G. S I' graham, taught the
school that winter. They seemed to
have a pull with him and were
immune from punishment.
They were suite fishermen too.
One Sunday, for some boyish prank,
their fattier fastened tiiem in Hie
attic while lie went to church. Tlie
boys always carried fish line), so
they proceeded to fish from the at
tic for hens. They caught nearly all
the poultry on the place and had Just
landed the old rooster when jlheir
parents hove in sight.
Then there
must have been something doing, for
they did not show up at the pond for
several days.
Columns might be written about
the old red schoolhouse.
It was
slow work getting an education in
olden days.
The school was not
graded and was over-crowded in
winter, witli over a hundred scholars
ranging from six years to 21 and
over.
There was one big stove and
in extreme. weather tlie scholars
would bake on side and freeze on the
other.
Some of the big boys were
scrappers and during a light with the
teacher it was a tough place fyf tlie
little tots.
....
If they did not like the new teacher
they would throw him out through
the door and pitch his bocks out
after him.
One winter It took e>x
teachers to finish out the term. ,,.Fi
nally the school committee sent to
Rockland for a teacher by the name
of Dean. He was tall and thin but
strong as a moose and could jump ten
feet at a lick. He had a heavy hard
wood ruler under his arm and as he
laid it on ills desk he said:
’’Scholars, I have been engaged to
finish out this term and if 1 fail it
will he rny fault.”
There was a pause for a few sec
onds and then a snort from a big boy
in the back seat.
With a bound the
teacher cleared two rows of seats and
grabbing that boy by each ear
dragged him down the aisle, threw
him on the floor and told him to lie
there
After a short speech by the
teacher, school commenced.
•Sometimes the blood would fly,
girls would faint and the little chil
dren would scream with terror, for
the teacher did not rule witli love
and kindness.
The scholars were
not all rough—far from It. for there
were lots of lovely girls and nice
quiet boys.
It was only a few
roughs that made trouble.and later
nearly all of them enlisted and most
ot them had a good record in the

Round the World
Fliers Choose
Packard Eight
HE Packard Motor Car Com
pany acknowledges one of the
finest compliments ever paid to
any motor car manufacturer.

T

Five of the six round the world
fliers, when asked which among
all of the motor cars in the world
they would like as gifts in recog
nition of their history-making
flight, voted for the Packard Eight.

To have these men, who entrusted
their lives to the Liberty aero
plane motor—first developed by
Packard — choose the Packard
Eight, is an endorsement which
cannot be taken lightly.

SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.
710-712 Main Street
Tel. 896
ROCKLAND, ME.
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WITH THE BOWLERS

AVOID AN ORPHAN

Aches
Johnson’s
Anodyne
Liniment

Pains
Civil War. The old red schoolhouse
was long since moved away and on
the same spot is a modern building
with Old Glory waving from the flag
staff.
The scholars of today little
dream of the scenes enacted there in
olden days.
By far the severest teacher at that
lime was Augustus Ixjw, of Rock
land who taught two terms. He was
a terror to unruly boys.
Most of
them were athletes but had no sci
ence. I.ow would tackle half a dozen
at once and knock then around like
ten-pins. He had a special round
ruler and knew how to use it with
telling effect. He would whip a big
boy until he howled with pain and
then whip hint again to make him
stop crying and again to make him
stop sobbing. But he was very kind
to the girls and small children.
I
was seven or eight years old and got
by with the rest.
With over a score of teachers that
taught in my time 1 have profound
reverence for four: Miss Iaiura Bird
of Rockland, who taught me my first
letters: Albert Thurston of Union;
E (J. S. Ingraham and Frank Brown
of my home town. Strange, how a
little child will hold a grudge through
life, but it only goes to show the
value of early impressions if directed
in the right channels.
All this was
before the Civil War
There was a
spirit of unrest lit the air.
The war
clouds were gathering and people
were talking war and almost every
body seemed to want to light.
I never knew any of the pupils of
my time to go to college or even
High School, although they may
have.
They Just picked up what
learning they could. When they got
out in the world the rest was practi
cal education. In after years most of
them made good and at least two ol
tlie boys became millionaires—and
one became a celebrated band master.
For many years to come 11 hope to
meet Roscoe with his pleasant smile,
and as in days of yore hear ills
cheery voice sing out:
“Hullo. Billy !" Any loons In the
Pond ?
W. A. Cleveland.
8 Herbert Street. Salem. Mass.
THE AUTO TEXTILES

I-----

Interesting Facts Developed Con
cerning The Effect Of Closed Cars
O>< Other Industries.

Sound

Advice

Buyers

Given

Through

Prospective

A Full-powered, Full-size

Manager.

’’Look to the company behind the
car you buy.
Be sure it is perma
nentBe sure that your investment
will not he in an orphan car,” ad
vises George W. Snow, dealer in the
Knox and Lincoln territory for Hud
son and Essex.
Tt is actually a fact that many
more motor cars have failed than
have lived.
A motor magazine re
cently called the roll alphabetically
on the companies that have gone, and
there was at least one company for
every letter in the alphaiiet except
Q arid X. If only some hopeful man
ufacturers had turned out a Quince
and Xerxes the whole alphabet would
have been complete in the graveyard
of forgotten machines.
You will
find today many motorists with their
good money tied up in “orphan cars”
—cars on which service Is expensive
and difficult to get, and cars which
will have very little if any re-sale
value whatever.
“A motor car buyer today is care
less indeed If he ties up his money In
any car which hasn’t a successful
company behind it.
He is risking
the loss of a considerable sum of
money.
The sensible thing is to soe
that the car itself is good, the com
pany is sound, and most Important,
that the company is progressive and
abreast of the times.
A company
may have a historic past but if it isn't
progressive—look, out!
“It must be remembered to begin
with that while Hudson-Essex con
ceived the coach idea, they were not
merely content to let someone else
develop the idea. They have already
built and sold over 210.000 cars of the
coach type. As a result they have a
background of experience behind
them In building this type of a closed
car that is not remotely approached
by any other manufacturer.
They
have achieved a-volume of production
that no other closed-car builder ever
attained before, and with the resultiint economy of overhead and all
a nufacturing costs.
For a long
v- e to come, the man who thinks of
Coach will think of Hudson and Es
sex.—adv.

PHILCO BATTERY $14.50
Fits Ford, Star, Chevrolet, Buick, Dort,
Overland and many other cars

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

364 363 368 1115
McKinney’s Detectives
.... 71 106 94—271
Staples .............. .... 81 86 80—247
Kelsey ................ .... 67 75 96—2.18
Marshall ..........
81 73—222
Stewart .............. ........ 81 79 81—241

Philco Sales and Service

643 Main St.

Rockland, Me.

NEW
BATTERY
$15.50

McKinney's Detectives outguessed
the Forty Thieves at the Star Alleys
Thursday night, their margin of vic
tory being 114 pins. McKinney was
high line and the booby prize went
to Trainer with no close competitor.
The score:
Forty Thieves
lXlff .................. ... 86 64 75 2241
Trainer .............. .... 45 62 62—159 i
E Chisholm ... .... 56 74 68—198
Orff .................... ... M 80 90—266 i
Cook .................. .... 82 93 93—26S j

Snow-Hudson

Tel. 661
35-tf

1

In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Radio Supplies
SEA^VIEW

BATTERY SERVICE
Tol. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
32434-35

\378‘ 427 421 1229

Thousands say
The Afeio APPERSON
is the greatest of aZZ Eights

EXIDE IN 1912
CADILLAC CAR
According to House-Sherman. Inc..
local Exide Storage Battery Station,
the prospects for 1925 are most satis
factory. An Exide was installed on
the first car equipped with an elec
tric starter, the Cadillac in 1913, and
now more ears leave the manufac
turers' hands equipped with Exide
Batteries than any other make.
'We want the customer to obtain
maximum satisfactory service from
the "Exide battery” House-Sherman.
Inc., goes on to say. “Much has^cen
said about the dangers of overcharg
ing an automobile battery, but the
fact is that there is much more dam
age actually caused by undercharging.
The ideal conditions under which a
battery should be operated are those
in which the output of current from
the generator fully compensates for
the amount of current consumed in
starting, lighting and other purposes
Doing this, of course, depends a
great deal on the driving conditions
under which the individual car
owner oi>erates his car. but it is safe
to say that a considerable number of
generators are not properly adjusted
to these driving conditions.
“Car owners do not generally real
ize this point, especially when they
install additional units on their cars,
such as electric cigar lighters, stmt
lights, wind-shield wipers and other
accessories which depend on electric
current for operation.
“It would be a good practice for
every’ car owner to have his generator
charging rate periodically checked up
by an expert, regardless of how long
or how short a time he has had his
car. When leaving the factory the
charging rate on the car is set as near
as possible to take care of average
conditions, but as the car manufac
turer cannot tell how every car own
er Is going to use his car, it is Im
possible for the fattory to adjust the
charging rate particularly to hts
needs.
“In the winter time a battery Is
subjected to excessive discharging be
cause of the amount of heavy crank
ing necessary to start the car. and
normally il is to be expected that a
higher (charging rate is advisable
during cold weather.”—adv.

Increasing demand for closed cars
among other things, is furnishing the
textile industry of the country with
a big and annually growing business.
The largest user of upholstery ma
terials is the Ford Motor Company
and figures which have just been
given out by the company not onlyshow how the closed car popularity
is growing, but also present an in
teresting picture of the great quanti
ty of cloth used in trimming autpmobtle bodies. Ford production rec
ords disclose that in 1924 close to 40
per cent of the company’s passenger
car output was closed cars, which is
a new high record. To trim these
cars it took approximately 3.680,009
yards of cloth, the equivalent of the
entire annual output of ten mills of
twenty-five looms eachAnother thing, it required the
fleece of more than 875.000 sheep to
furnish sufficient wool for all this
cloth, and an interesting feature In
this connection is that within the
last two (years the price of wool,
such as used in Ford upholstery, has
more than doubled. However, man
ufacturing economies effected in
other t departments permitted the
company to each year lower the
price of the Ford closed cars to the
purchaser. Buyers for the company
start with the fleece, specifying in
detail the exact kind of wool lo be
used.
The quality most desirable
was determined upon only after
much experimental work and long
and severe tests. As Ford cars arc
SOUTH THOMASTON
for the most l>art subjected to long
Mrs.
Charles Peterson entertained
and hard service, it is necessary to
provide in the upholstery cloth not a party of ladies at a rug bee Friday.
The Little Girls* Sewing Club was
only pleasing and attractive appear
ance but also unusual wearing quali entertained last Saturday by Miss
Susie Sleeper.
ties.
There will lie two preaching serv
Three Crow Cream Tartar is made ices at the church Sunday, with sitefrom Grapes and is pure. There is rial music at the evening service
no Baking I’pwder but contains some Harvey Hooper will accompany the
piano and organ with his ’cello and
mixture not Cream Tartar.—adv.
also render an obligato. Mrs. Hoop
er will have charge of the music at
both services.

*>y&

Because:
APPERSON knows more about
Eight cylinder construction than any
other manufacturer—
APPERSON Has been building Quab
'', ity Eights since 1912.

■;
•

•

'' None of the new Eights equals APPERSON
\ in wheelbase—
*• APPERSON eight chassis are 130 inches long.
>

!
(

None has APPERSON Safety Springs which mean superior riding qualities—

APPERSON
1
i.

•

Safety Springs float you over the road.

«
None has a chassis equal to APPERSON’S 13 year record for good
eight chassis construction—

h APPERSON frames give greatest strength with least weight.
None is equal to APPERSON in ease of control—
APPERSON improvements .give you complete mastery at all times.
None has the APPERSON Mechanical Gear Shift— •

APPERSON equips All its cars with this time tested simple anti effi
cient system—the most marked advance in automobile construction
in twenty years.

These Are the Most Dan
gerous Months of the

Year for Babies.
Due to the Widespread Prevalence of
Respiratory Diseases in February
and March, Parents Need To Take
the Greatest Precautions.
More than LSOO.WI babies in the I’nlicd
rotates are fai-Wg their first winter. x From
past. records It It evident that many of them
will be stricken with whooping cough, croup,
pneumonia and other Infections of the lunst
and brand tat lubes.
And, chiefly because
of parental Ignorance, a large percentage of
these little lives will be snurfed out
Thousands of parents have saved their
children from the ravages of these Inflam
matory affections of the respiratory organs
by using Allen's bung Healer.
Even the
root cautious mothers arc using ft with the
utmost confidence, having found It abso
lutely safe for the smallest babe. It Is anti
septic and soothing to their tender little Ir
ritated throats and will not derange their
stomachs.
,
Contains teultlvely no narcotics or other
iNtrmfol drugs, and less than one percent of
alcohol.
Kcet» a hottie In the house at all timet,
ready to use at the first signs of a cold or
cough.
A few doses at the right time will
almost Invariably prevent the development
ot a cold Into something much more serious.
Two sizes—6b cents and *1 00 a bottle
For sale by The Kittredge Pharmacy.—adv.

TOURISTS ARE COMING

Reports that come In from various
parts of the State indicatb a larger
tourist season here 'than for years.
Hiram Ricker of Poland Spring states
that he has lamer advance bookings
than he had any year previous in
10 years.
Belgrade Lake hotel men
say the same thing.
Friends of the
boost Maine project are claiming
that tills is a direct result of the ad
vertising already done by them.
Friday another meeting of the Maine
Development Association and t
Maine Publicity Bureau will be held
in Augusta to discuss development
plans, and Friday evening President
Buzzell will give a radio broadcast
talk from Locw's Theatre, New York,
on Maine attractions.

IB.C.M]
iftggCIGAR

Tues&Sat-tf

A ride in the APPERSON Straight-Away Eight will convince you that APPER
SON’S long experience in building eight cylinder cars lias almost reached the
ideal in this series. It is Today’s most popular car because of its beauty, econo
my, ease of control and remarkable riding qualities and because, for the first
time in ten years, APPERSON 8 cylinder quality is obtainable at less than
$3,000.
The Greatest Advance in
Twenty Years—the Apperson Mechanical Gear
Shift.

PHAETONS

SEDANS

COUPES

BROUGHAMS

A. C. JONES, Knox and Waldo Counties
FIREPROOF GARAGE, ROCKLAND

RAYMOND HALL, Lincoln County
HALL’S GARAGE, DAMARISCOTTA, ME.

APR

breeze /

tip/please

Aflde to meet a Demand** not a Price

APPERSON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY.KOKOMO, INDIANA

. .

.

•

-

-K

—'

Every-Other-Da/
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ROCKPORT

THOMASTON
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AT THE STATE CAPITOL

MIS. WIUELMT
SIVEDJIFIIEND

HOUSEHOLD
FURNITURE SALE

Capt. Sl.jfk Calderwood and Mrs. |
Winslow F. Dillingham have returned
■*““ ..................................
On Sunday morning at the Metho
>i
from Manchester-hy-the-Sea, Mass., i Two Knox County Representatives committee on Sea and Shore Fiehdist church the pastor will speak on
where they were called by the death I took part in* the debate which pre- , price for' them. On the other hand,
"Christian Grace and Common Sense
of Mrs. Walter Calderwood.
I ceded the House's vote to accept a as has been said, there Were a grpat
In Our Giving." At the evening ser
Mrs. Adella Godtng has returned I majority report “ought not to pass" many representatives of the fishervice Chaplain Clifford will speak on
Dr. Harvey is closing his house
from Hope }nd is the guKst of her I on the bill to abolish the present men. from Eastport to Kittery, who
.he theme “Saying Good-bye to
ARE YOU GETTING REAL PAINT SERVICE?
and the whole of the furnishings
sister. Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
I Sea and Shore Fisheries Commission, went to the expense and trouble ol Doctor Advised Operation
God."
There will be the usual fine
will be ready for sale on
Mrs. Mark Ingraham Is confined to I Representative Rodney I. Thomp- coming here and testifying against
orchestra music conducted by Dr.
Friend Said Try Lydia E.
We Are Experts In Painting Of AU Kinds
her home by illness.
Ison said:
the proposed change. We also had
Luce and special music by the choir.
The Methodist Sunday School will I "The statement made by the jien- a large number of petitions against
J’inkham’s Vegetable
A solo will be sung by Charles Wil
have an Easter pageant which Is in I tleman from South Portland jpMr it, as you well know, but no peteson of Warren.
Let Us Look Your Job Over and Give You Prices
1
Compound First
the hands of a competent committee I Lamson) os to the efficiency of the tions nor any one appearing In its
The Beta Alpha Society will meet
and
promises
to
be
of
a
very
high
I
present
Director
of
Sea
and
Shore
1
favor.
Monday evening with Miss Christine
56 Talbot Avenue
We Know That WiU Please You
St Paul, Minn. — “I was all runorder.
| Fisheries is justly deserved. It has
"The lobster industry directly afMcFarland. A full attendance is re
i
town
from
overwork
and
worry,
had
Electric
lights
have
been
installed
I
been
my
fortune
to
appear
for
the
I
fects
some
23.000
people
in'
the
State
quested as there is much work on
WE DO PAINTING ANYWHERE IN MAINE
no appetite, could
in the residence of Charles Carver oh I State in inosecuting the law, as well of Maine and it owes its present
hand.
not sleet
West street.
las sometimes for the alleged violator prosperity to the present law as to
Mrs. Roy H. Short is meeting with
and looked like a
Miss Helen Clancy, wl-o has been I of the law: so that I have perhaps the measurement of lobsters, the
Advertisements In this column not to ex
warm greetings from her Thomaston
corpse. I have six ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
at home front Oak OfttVe Seminary | In that way been able to realise bet- ■ protection erf the female lobster and
friends as she visits in town.
8 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
children
(five
boys
was the recent guest of Mr and Mrs. I ter than I otherwise would the po the threp-men commission. I hope
A. W. Hatch is working on the
TELEPHONE 129-11.
cents each for one lime, 10 cents fur three
THOMASTON, ME.
and one girl) and times.
Irvin Cain and is now visiting rela- I sit ion of both sides. I recall two in- We will not vole to change this law.
Six words make a line.
model of the bark Abbie Carver,
29S38
did
not
get
any
*.
tives in Rockland during the remain- I stances at least where parties have Also the three-men commission acts
built at Newburyport in 1S77.
The
strength
after
my
der of the vacation.
I been In the hands of tlie Commis- as a hoard of arbitration in regard
bark was of 1000 tons. She was lost
Lost and Found
lastDaby was
Mrs. Edgar Smith has returned sion where perhaps they somewhat to settling disputes over fish weirs
in the late eighties with all on board
bom. I was get
LOST
—
Shell rim glasses on School or Main
from Winthrop. Mass., where she has objected to the payment of tines im- and some of the lobrter laws; and if
during a typhoon. Mr Hatch sailed
ting worse and »:h.
Reward
K. R. Pl'KAH. N K Te!
been spending several weeks with her I posed upon them and .felt that the this one man commission should go
in her three years.
The model is
Co., or Tel 855-W.
35-tf
thinner
everyday.
service will be Mrs. Sherbourn Kal- daughter, Mrs. Fritz 8jogden.
I Director had been unfair in his ad- Into effect, all these laws would (be
heing constructed for Capt. Love
The
doctor
said
I
LOST—I'ocketlwok. between Burpee Furni
loch.
Saturday evening, March 14 rela- I ministration of the law.
annulled.
land of Philadelphia.
.VfcRrf.
had to go to the ture Co . d*nd E. B. Crockett’s stores
"Companions and Service." will be lives and friends of Fred Keller I "This present form of three-men
"We have on our Rtatnte books hospital, but thia I could not do on FRANK ROSS, (HrI’s Head. Tel. 83 Y
At the Democratic caucus Thurs
the subject of the Sunday morning met at the home of Mrs. Alice Pitts I -ommisaion was authorized by the
__
_______________________
:r._37
many good, bad and indifferent laws. account of my family. So 1 went to a
day evening in K. of P. hall the fol
losT-b,,-teon Terrier—-♦br'lndle wkh ha.
Town meeting passed off very service at the Baptist church. Rev to celebrate his birthday.
Refresh- I Legislature in 1917 and commenced I think that this law in regard to the friend of mine and told her what the
lowing nominations were made for
H.
M.
Purrlngton
pastor.
The
sub

ments Were served, mitsftc enjoyed and I to function the next season. Since three-men commission is excellent, doctor had told me and she said, ‘Now ea*(. answers to name of •'Teddy.” MBS.
quietly. The following officers were
I. E LUCK, Thomaston.
35-S7
the annual town meeting. March SOth.
ject for the evening service is "Joy
very pleasant evening spent. Mr. I that time, while there was difficulty and I hope that the members will do as I tell you. Try Lydia E. Pink.Moderator, R. O. Elliot; clerk, Enoch elected: Moderator. L. P. Winchen- in Heaven." The topic for the Y. P.
LOST—Brown hand bag, containing purae
Keller
received
several
gifts
and
I under the one-man commission it is vote to sustain the majority report, ham’s Vegetable Compound as I have
with small sum of money and owner’s name,
Clark; selectmen. Fred Burnham. bach; town clerk, O. C. Cook; select S. C. E. will be “Winning Others to
birthday cards.
I all cooperation now; so that the 'ought not to inss'."
done. It helped me.’ So I started tak between Fuller-fohb-Davbi and E. B ('r«K’kett
3 years; Hiram Libby, 2 years; E. P. men, Kiley Bradford, Albion Wotton. Christ," leader, Fred Butler.
• • • •
ing the Vegetable Compound and I no trton a___ Reward if Jeft at_tlils^
Mrs. Ralph Buzzell has returned I present enforcement of the law has
Keating. 1 year; assessors. Stanley Austin A. Ome; assessors, Al
Millard Hart. Irvin Spear, Parker from Portland where she has been I led to respect for it on the part of
After a brief debate the Senate ticed after the first few bottles that I I
Cushing, 3 years; Frank D. Elliot. 2
Spear and Rev. II. M. Purrlngton will the guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs. I those who have been benefitted by it
bion
Wotton,
C.
W.
Wotton,
W.
A
Wednesday morning accepted the felt considerably better. After taking Summer Cottages and Board
years; George V. Hanly, 1 year;
attend the Young People’s Confer
T. Vose for three weeks.
I the most. The number of the lobster reporf of the committee on Public 9 or 10 bottles I got over my fainting
IF YOU have a cottage to let or desi'e
treasurer, Maynard Spear; overseer Bradford; treasurer, L. C. Morton; ence in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Thora Wadsworth of Catthou I catches and those dependent upon Health "ought to pass" on an act spells. Everybody who sees me now summer boarders, advertise the fact in tills
of poor, Louis A. Hanly for 3 years; school committee, Owen Simmons;
Charles Cunningham of North is the guest of her parents Mr. and (them have been doubled. I can see
notices
the
great
improvement
in
my
paper
where thousands will read of It
providing that the State ot Maine
superintending school
committee, constable, John L. Stephens; road Edgecomb came Wednesday to at
Mrs Mark Ingraham.
I no reason for changing the present should take advantage of the Shep health. I am gaining in weight and
SUMMER HOME—Overlooking water, one
Rodney Feyler for 3 years; auditor, commissioner, Levi Noyes; librarian tend the funeral services of the late
Mrs. Isaac Leadbetter and Mrs. (law. In fact If I understand the ard-Towner bill of the United States. strength and am feeling fine. Eat well acre land. 5-room cottage house, 25-ft. atalile
Levi Seavey;
town
committee, Doris Simmons; mothers' aid, Mrs Frank Cunningham.
and sleep good nights. — Mrs. Mary or garage, outbuildings, fruit trees, good road,
Murry Stone of Camden were ricent | argument of the gentleman from This is the so-called maternity bill.
Charles M. Starrett, chairman, L. 8. Emma Morton; syrveyors of wood
WiUtELMY, 300 Duke Street, St. Paul, price $»150. Farms and summer homes a
Tonight at Glover hall, Charles Ray- guests of Mrs. Josiah Parsons.
(South Portland (Mr. Lamson) It is
specialty.
If you wish to buy or sell see
Senator Powers of Aroostook in
Levensaler, clerkand lumber. A. E. Wotton. W. A. in "Dynamite Smith," with Wallace
me at once.
H L. STEVENS, 192 LimeMr. and Mrs. C. S. Staples who , not lhat the law is riot enforced, hu4 moving the acceptance of "ought Minnesota.
rock St., Rockland. Agent for Maine Farm
Fourth Sunday in Lent, St. John Muse, Austin Orne, F. 1). Winchen- Beery, Jacqueline Logan, Bessie Love have been spending the winter With (the expense of the commission is the not to pass” report of the minority
Agency
of
Portland.
Me.
34-3*1
Baptist Episcopal church: evening bach, B. A. Murphy; fire warden, and an all-star cast.
Miscellaneous
their sons in New York and ton- | only thing he urges in behalf of its of the committee said that while the
prayer with music and sermon by the John L. Stephens; weigher of ice,
iieetlcut, were guests of their niece, | repeal.
state wotikl receive 315,000 annually
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN—Invalids
Wanted
rector, Rev. J. B. Pitcher ot Rock Alanson E. Wotton; superintendent
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. C. W. Steward Wednesday en- | You have heard the figures given from the Federal government to go or any party who require services of a night
land.
On Tuesday afternoon the of schools, F. L. S. Morse; health
watch
may address F. \V. COVI5L, Ko kland,
route to their home in North lldven (as to the cost of the Commission. with its 310.000, its expenditure
WANTED -40 to 50 foot power pleasure
txxu. .1 L. ( IlAJ’IN, Stonington. Me 33*40
regular Lenten service will be held officer. Dr. W. 11. Hahn; truant offi
A party of 17 enjoyed one of pro- (They are merely nominal and in a would be under the direction of a Me.
Dr. F S. Powers of Camden has
nt two o'clock followed by the Guild cer, J. L. Stephens; tax collector discontinued his two day trip here . rietor Lewis' delicious dinners Wed- great measure the efficient work ot Federal official who would be run
STRAWBERRY A RASPBERRY PLANTS—
WANTED— Multi for general housework in
Send for catalogue. No other in the country family of two
56 MASt»Nk ST.
Tel.
Alfred 11. Morton. Appropriations fur and will devote his entire time to his nesday evening which was served at | *be present director depends lai gely
meeting.
ning the affairs of Maine.
Hke It. Foil of valuable information, you 823.
35 37
schools,
35000;
repairs
on
schoolo'clock at "Orchard Grill.”
In-|°n the good counsel of those with
Arthur M. Lenfest of Reading,
office in Camden. Everyone is sorry
Senator Philips of Hancock felt will not throw It Into the wastebasket C.
WANTED—# 'apable wxmutn ah houMtkeegmr
PRATT, Athol. .Hass Mch7-14-21 28M
Mass., was the guest of his sister, house, 3200; insurance on school- to lose such a competent dentist. eluded in the number were Capt. and (whom he is associated on this com- that Maine ought to get this money,
for few weeks in small family, to go iuint£
house 3135; superintendent of schools. This town will miss the Convenience Mrs. E. O. Patterson. Mr. and Mrs. I mission. They live in different parts
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS, pink, white and nights preferred.
Mrs. Arthur Pillsbury Thursday.
as other states were doing. Sena
One used to children
3250; tuition, 3220; schoolhouse bond
blue, 25c each ; dahlia bulbs, $1 a dozen
('. only need sp’dy.
CALL 7H4-W
35*37
Charles S. Gardner. Miss Marie Lun- of the State and he relies upon them tor Hinckley of Cumberland took the M. THOMAS, Maverick Sq
Ralph Conant is succeeded in the 31000; Interest on schoolhouse bond of having a dentist’s office here
Tel 225 M.
In the recent report of the instal- den. Miss Marion Weidman. Mil. K. (at all times for their guidance. Cer- same view and the report ought
WANTED-2*-, -ond-hnnd books
33-35
Stover store by Willard Fales.
I must
3700; town officers. 31600; support ,alion of officel.s of Pu!itan Rebekah M. Dunbar, Mrs. Blanche Spear, Mrs. | talnly they are worth something to
buy at right price.
FREBFRIUK WALTZ.
not to pass was defeated and "ought
Mrs. Rodney Brasier entertained of poor, 3600; repairs on roads. 31000; , Lodge, Alice Allard. installed inside
REMIRING DONE ON WATCHES. Clts-lra Tel 332 M.
34-3G
Blanche Ellsworth. Mr. and Mrs. I tlie Statf and have been worth some- to pass" report was accepted.
and .tmaH work
8. ARTHUR MACOMBKR,
at auction Thursday evening.
bridges. 3200; State aid road. 3533; guardian, was mistakenly omitted
WANTED—Boy to work in coat depart
Sherman Weed. Mrs. Eliza JOnes. thing. I know of no law that is
There was a little discussion ln 23 Amesbury street. Rockland, Maine 32*37
rigid
patrolman.
3565.10;
Maine
DeMrs
Orr
,,
,
|
o)Mro
,,
k
was
a
_
||fi
ment
FULLKR-UOBM
DAVIS
34
36
The Congregationalist Society has
guest Mrs. Mary Whitman. Willis Ckrle- better enforced than Hie present Sea Ihe Senate on the act making the
FAFERHANGIN6 AND PAINTING.
F>r
extended an invitation to Rev. .1. W. velopment Association. 350; storing of her mother in Martinsville Wed ton, Chester Pascal, Mrs, Fannie An-(and Shore Fisheries law and I atWANTED
WE
UT1.L
MAIL
61
for
full
such
Work
phone
349-M
or
cal
at
16
Pleasant
close time on moose 5 years from
sets of old false teeth, any condition ; partial
St rout to remain as pastor another chemical engine. 325; town debt. 3500; nesday.
drews. Miss Grace Drake.
Cards tribute It largely to the efficiency and July 7 next. Senator Maher of Ken street, Rockland C. C. JOHNSTON. 28*40
sets in proportion ; send bv mall
EATON
to clear sidewalks. 3200; repairing
year.
Mrs. Manfred Humphrey injured Were enjoyed during the evening,
| honest purposefulness of the Di- nebec could see no reason why this
LABORATORY, Dorchester, Mass.
33*35
3200;
outstanding
orders, one of her fingers In a car door re
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia
Creoge Marshall is showing the road,
Thursday. April 16 is the date set | rec,or ot Bea and Shore Fisheries, Dill hy any stretch of the imagina mond
Tires and Tubes. Weed -Chains and
WANTED —One aged man or woman to
cently.
model of a brig built by I- L. Snow 3741.64.
for the benefit whist for the INiblic J with such good assistance and coun- tion could be called an emergency Spark Plugs; also five used cars from $85 board. 135 CAMDEN ST., Rockland, Maine.
Wallace McLaughlin was a guest Jbrtry at the home of Miss Marion «*l as is offered to him from time to one. Before any action was taken up o $300.
& Co of Rockland.
JOSEPH E. CLOUGH. 174
33*35
Pleasant St.. Rockland.
Salesman for Knox
of
hie
family
the
first
of
the
week.
CAMDEN
Weidman at 2 p. nt
time by those associated with him the bill was tabled.
WANTED—Farm within 25 miles of Rock
Miss Gladys Doherty and Miss AlMotor Sales. C.
14-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Watts
motored
land.
Condition
of
buildings
not
Important
If
Rehearsals
for
the
royalty
filav.
J
*
n
Hie
administration
of
this
law.
cada Hall have returned from Orono.
The consideration of the divided
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of price Is right. BOX 231, Rockland, Maine.
“Cheer Up Chad" to be given in 1 "• hope the law will remain as it reports, the majority heing ought to Trueking
Mrs. C. L. Whaley, Mrs. Minnie to Rockland Monday.
George Frisbee has bought the
and Moving_________________ 1
31-36
Metcalf house on Green street of Wellman and Mrs. Frank Fuller were I Mrs. J. K. Monaghan left Monday Union hall. April 3 are being held >"• B wilr ''a the most beneficial to pass, the minority being ought not
BUILDINGS
altered ... or repaired
.
. BUILT,
- r
...
,i WANTED—I'll pay cash for farm. Glva
The cast is picked from ‘hose in my jurisdiction and I know to pass report, of the Judiciary com Painting
Cliff Hamilton and will soon move in charge of the Maiden Cliff Re- for Boston where she will combine regularly.
and wer
hanging,
ceilings
whitened
particulars,
also
distance
to
school,
church
bekah supper Thursdav.
i business with pleasure. She will be the best local talent and is showing0^ no one ln m' vicinity who asks mittee on the Maher resolve dealing
15# McLOL'D
ST
336-3.
L. C. FLELDS, IS#
McLOLD 8T.
and pos(
A<Wreaa 150 MAiN STREET,
into it.
24
-tf
Mt. Battle Lodge will visit Knox a euest of her sons Carol and Lincoln an Interest which foretells success. for 1tR
Bpencer, Mass.
30*35
. 1 thin\
ha»
" with sectarian schools and public
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist
Everybody is, 5°°^ satisfaction to ail those whose funds, was assigned for consideration
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picul edge
church will serve one of its first class Lodge, I. O. O. F„ in Rockland Mon- | of. Watertown and East Braintree, Remember the date.
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender.9 to
eowred
kutlMi.
plaltlag
PHYLLIS
TOL
day night and confer the second de- Miss Eva Torrey is clerki in the dry going.
Interest are most affected by it. on Wednesday, next.
12 feet. Must be first class conditio/ and
suppers Tuesday night at 6 ociock.
MAN MORSE. 159 Mala St Tel. 808-M
cheap. JOHN O STEVENS, Burpee Furni
gree.
A special car will leave at 8°ods store <’uri"S her absence,
s • » •
The Benefit Minstrels appeared beI hope the House will vote to
1-tf ture Co., Rockland.
22*tf
11
.1
l«..
n
1.
no
.
io
'*
x
i Frank McNeil was a guest of his
Mrs. E. D. Daniels has returned g
These committee reports were
fore a large audience at Union hall leave it ns it is,
TRUCKING. MOVING ANO
EHRANDS
Representative Charles L. Roman made in the Senate Thursday.
Steamship Camden made her first sls,er- Mrs Rmma Torrey Monday. Thursday evening and gave a very
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. 0 HARfrom Boston with a very choice line
For Sale
Tel. 156-M or 629-1.
1-tf
Waiter Simmons, who has been pleasing program.
ot spring millinery and is now ready Bangor landing of the season a week
From the Judiciary committee— ADEN.
The Stage set-i of Vinalhaven said:
"This is a mater of vital Import three reports—Ought not to pass on
LAOIEG—Reliable itock of hair good,- ai
for business with plenty of trimmed ago today and is now on her regular I spending the winter in Bath with his ting which was black" and White
FOR SALE—Horse, harness, jigger, sled and
Eockland Hair Store, 898 Malo St Mai) wood wagon
hats, and in two weeks will have a two trip a week schedule leaving sister, Mrs Arthur Stuart, united was very attractive as were alsd the ance to the lobster fishermen and the act regulating the moving of house the
MRS. MARY CLOUGH, Beech
ordm aollelud.
BELEN C. RHODES
St . Bt ' kporr.
costumes of the chorus of the tame lohste‘- ^UR,rj',°n, thP “as °f hold goods, chattels and personul ef
wonderful Easter display at IS Wads Boston Tuesdays and Fridays and ( borne Saturday.
1-tf
Bangor
Mondays
and
Thursdays
James,
W
heeler,
who
has
been
in
colors.
The
music
furnished
by
Ma
ine.
Prior
to
1917
under
the
oneworth street.—adv.
34-3'
fects of residents of the State of
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good
The Food Fair has gone well in ,111 health several months is making Adams' orchestra was bright and
cnltlvaUw. real money maker.
L
F.
things were very Maine; on act ‘providing for clerk
Eggs and Chicks
( BASE. 45 Midd'.e St.
Tel 665-2
3-5-<f
unsatisfactory not only to the lob hire for Justices of the Supreme Ju
spite of some adversfe weather. The ia speedy lecovery.
snappy
and
the
chorus
was
unnSitally
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Charles Wall has sold her
FOR SALE—Large braided mgs.
In
crowds have been satisfied and there
good.
Marry McDonald as intdfloc-! ster fishermen, but the dealers and dlcial Court; ought to pass on act
quire 23 FRANKLIN ST
35*36
has been something doing all the house to Mr. Freman of Martinsville. utor took his part especially weH and stnackmen ns well. It seemed to be toweftng the minimum sentence in
H. I. Eugley and Miss Janice Eugley time.
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Collie
pups,
certain times to loosen jail that may he given a common
Tonight sees the grand clos- I The Freemans will move their house the end men. I.. True Spear. Whiter thp ^'7
beauifully marked red and wiifee, splendid
of Hazardville, Conn., are guests this ing confetti carnival with many | hold goods the first of June.
Nutt. Leon Poland and Twin Rich- I >'P a ,lt,lp Wt on ,he law when .“ Wr‘ thief from four to one year.
for
cattJe
and
pe*s.
Price
$5
for
males
here.
week of Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Tahbut and
tain few wanted it. and then tighten
valuable prizes To be given out.
FRANK WATTS. Union. Star Roue.
35*37
and were
Announcement has been received
daughter are guests of Mrs. Forrest ards, made many local hits
In
tile
rtrcle
I
up
which
conditions
were
very
tiad
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will
FOR SALE—-Own your Horne
Ho'kc
the life of the show,
of the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs,
Piersons for a few days.
1 to those who were not so informed.
| built in 1823 for sale to settle eeia'e. .3
meet in the vestry Wednesday after- ,
ROCKVILLE
wbre Miss Avis Cox. Mrs. Bertha
Edward Connor (Helen Welt) at the
The
three-men
commission
lias
rooms
and
shed.
Lot
75x64.
See
.1.
W.
Frank
Robinson
has
bought
a
new
noon for election of officers.
PicThurston. Mrs. Myrtle Philbtook,
SPAULDING, Agent, near premises or .call
Britt Maternity Home, Rockland.
nic supper will be served.
1 Ford from the Barter Garage
Mr. Miss Mary Branh, Jeff Matey and been a commission of education, and
Town nwtltig which was held last
362 M, 23 DUN TON AVE.______________ .35-371
A Fanny Crosby Memorial service
all along the const it has proved of Monday passed off In a satisfactory
“The Master and the Pirate" is the , and Mrs. Barter and Mr. Robinson Wiley Thilbrook.
•:
FOR SALE—8-room house built for two
advantage to the fishermen and the manner. Several of the old officers
will be held in the Baptist church subject of the Sunday morning ser- were in Rockland on business Mon
families
Lot 150 feet square; three nice
The chorus Included Miss Margaret .
4
Sunday evening.
Fanny- Cros-by mon at the Baptist church.
Crocked. Miss Mtrle Richards. Miss nshin^ *’u!,,r13r' Many
,he fi"h’ were reelected and some new ones.
fruit trees; chance to keep 100 hens.
BnHdMr. I day.
ings
in
excellent
repair
H. K. KALLOCH,
ermen
of
previous
years,
who
looked
though blind, spent her life writing Holman's talk at the vesper service ; The Ladies Sewing Circle met at
There was a rood attendance includ
Helen Small. Miss Cora Rolfblns,
Thonuiston,
Maine.
Tel.
129-6
34-36
DAY
OLD
CHICKS
S
C.
R
I
lt«h.
$18
hymns, many of which are well at 7 o’clock will be “God and the the vestry Tuesday for an all-day
with disfavor upon some of the en ing the women votera. It was a live
Miss Effie Robarts, Miss Doris Went
per 100
From good layers ; hatch wi'l be
SALE—New milch cow and new II.
known and sung. A Fanny Crosby Work."
session.
The housekeepers were worth. Mrs. Marfiaret Ailams, Miss forcement laws are now the strong ly session for there was 75 articles out 2#th of March JOHN KE1NANEN. R- S. FOR
Separator; 2 h. p. marine engine.
W L.
Memorial Home for the Aged is to
•
35-37 MERRIAM, Union. Me.
The regular Sunday
tqor&ing Mrs. Nina Leach afid Mrs. Harriet Della LarSon, Miss Mabel Doueett, est in their praise, because they real In the warrant to be afended to, and D. 1, box 102, Warren, Me
II No 3
34*39
be built at Bridgeport, Conn., and “Boom 'Maine” series of sermons at Rawley.
It being Nt. Patrick's £>ay Bert Richards. Miss Angie Welt, Al ize that their industry is benefitted .somethingr doing all the time. The
EGGS FOB HATCHING at the Angler's
FOR SALE—Two family house on South
and protected not only for the men did a brisk day’s work (women Farm. Union
the special Sunday evening service the Congregational church will con- everything was carried out by the bert Hhodes.
R. I. Reds. Anconas, MI- Main
street with flush toilets.
Two house
nocas. White Leghorns, Wyandottes, $1 for
present, hut for the future. Mr.
Is held to bring this object before tinue tomorrow morning with “Boom order of the day. Very nobby dinner
34*36
Mrs. Bertha Thurston sang her solo Speaker and members, this condition too.) A nice dinner was served at 15 eggs; Light Brahmas from prize ix n. $2 lots adjoining. TEL 286-11.
the public and interest it in the noble Camden. The Next Important Step.” menus were hl evidence, representfhe
G.
A.
R.
hull
by
the
Fred
A.
Nor

for 15 eggs.
L 8 ROBINSON. Mgr.
Tel
“Memory Ijne" very sweetly and was
LARGE STOCK of new and second hand
ia as it should lie, and it seems to wood Relief Corps.
work.
Union 8-5.
.34 36 furniture, hardware, clothing, etc., of the
The evening subject will he "Half ing the tall hat with Erin go Brah. Vfe-y graceful tn the dance.
Jeff
late C. T Bragg at Rankin Block.. Goods
The Young People's Society of Baked People."
Dainty place cards of pussy willows MaXcy Was g<^d in his song and Mrs. me that If we have an industry that
Mls.Olivp Tolntan was ln town from
FOR SALE—S. C. Red Baby Chicks and to
l>e sold at large sacrifice.
hatching eggs from heavy laying strain
Christian Endeavor gave a St. Pat
At the Methodist church tomorrow ' and blue birds representing spring Myrtle Ifftilhrook In her make up and is prospering under the existing law. Rockland the first of the week.
THE GEORGE C. LONG seven-room house
rick's Day supper in the Baptist morning Rev. F. E. Smith will speak brought their message with a bright song with whistling chorus was at it would he very unwise for us to
A large flock of big black birds was State accredlied. CECIL NEWBERT. Waldo with two small buildings. Corner Broadway
boro,
Me.
’
31*36
and Pleasant sreets.
vestry Tuesday evening. The deco on "A Surprising Declaration." The hit on each member.
The supper her best and received applause vote to change It- I do not know seen last wek just before the snow
FOR SALE—2 Incubators, 2 Brooders, 5
AVe also haVe several Other very desirable 1
rations were heajltiful and effective evening theme will be “What God favors included candlesticks of Irish Wiley Philhrook and Jeff Moxcy who the proponents of this bill are storm of fWtttrday.
They always chicken
houses.
3
Egg
cases
A
IT.
ALLEN,
houses located in Rockland and vicinity.
but certainly there was no one who come Just before a storm. One of 107 Llmerock St., Rockland. Tel. 423-M.
in keeping with the day. The menu ggw".
spuds with small green candles.. The both sang well.
Now Is the time to list your property tvlth
Miss Mary HTann ■
.
,bp
33 tf us for an early spring sale.
included cold meat, salads, cake, pie
Word was received here this morn- dinner consisted of cold tongue, sang "Patsy" in Which she did her- appeared at the hearing before the our neighbors calls them "Crow
L. W. BENNER. Real Estate Dealer
arid coffee and reflected great credit ing of the death yesterday in Pas- ; baked potatoes, dandelion greens, sell' credit. Lawrence Richards sang |
Blackbirds,” and another "Purple
FOR SALE—.3 incubators, coal brooder,
33-33
capable of hovering 1000 chicks, small brooder,
on the young people having the sup adena, -Calif., of Annie, ^'idow of , pies, fruit salads, frtiit and coffee "June Night" and L. True Spear
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES Grackles."
capacity, churn 1o chum 6 gals cream.
FOR SALE—Airedrle pups, 4 months old.
per in charge. The Paragon Button Thomas C. Atwick.
Rev. Giles Tupper, a former pastor 200
The Atwicks The supper menu consisted of satnlRirVningham Bound" very nicely and I
3 5O-g«l oil tanks.
Cali at W. A. M<- K- Al WOTTON, 175 Rankin street.
33*35
lUOICIAWY AND LABOR
Band furnished music for the occa were former Camden residents. Mr. wiches, all kinds of delicious cuke, Walter Nut in the catchy air ‘Wue
of the church here and West Rock LAIN”* 8TORK, 8 Carroll St
33*”,5
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Natlia
The Coninrittee on Judiciary »n<l Labor port, writes that he and family are
sion
Atwick having been prominent in lo- cream puffs, brownies, cold tongue Eyed Sally" was enjoyed, as was^also
DAY OLD CHICKS—S C K. I. Reds, $20 B Allen at the comer of Limerock and Lin
will rlre a ptihllc liearlnc tn Its rooms »t very pleasantly
located In Bath, per 160. Good layers, free delivery. MAY coln streets.
The remains ! and hot ohocolate.
Besides eating Leon Poland in his song.
"New Lives For Old,"’an emotional cal business circles.
Bungalow style, all modem
Miss Avis the State House, In Augusta on
Apply on premises.
romantic drama by Emil Auger, will will be brought here for interment. < these energetic Indies are sewing Cox sang "All Alone” very sweetlv ! TUESDAY, March 24, 1925, 2 P m on the N. H. Last slimmer Mr. and Mrs NARD M. KINNEY, Thomaston, Maine . St. and perfect condition.
A.
George
Road.
30*35
B.
ALLEN,
Admr.,
Rockland. Tel. 423 M.
Tupper in company with friends,
______________
rapidly preparing for their annual and was recalled.
following:
be seen at the Star Theatre tonight.
____________________________________ *33-tf
S
D
No.
195
An
Act
to
amend
tliaptcr
S.O.R.I. RED HATCHING EGGS AT $4 A
summer fair.
Another day session
Betty Compson right now upon the
In the olio was the scene—Bmad- ], two hundred and thlrty-clgta nt the Public took a trip to New Brunswick and setting,
WARREN
FOR SALE—One half ton Ford truck In
or $20 u 100. Pinecrest-Orchard
visited his old home there.
_ ,
, will be held at the vestry March 24,
cr'est of a great wave of popularity
Good trade ff sold at
stock. Every cockerel that I am using its good running order.
Mrs. Warren Gardner who was ex- Th(. ho(,Sfkeepei,s wlll be M„. ner. casting Station WHAT andi many Hies-, Laws of nhiteen hundred Jud nineteen, as
Miss Harriet Thorndike W.to has dam has a record 195 and better. State once. TEL 788-W.
33-85
sages were received from friends and pameoded by Chanter two hundred and twentywill he seen as the heroine with a
pected to read at the Rebekah Min-■ ,ha Hopklns and Mlss jjabel Barter
[ turn of the Public Lows of nlnetwn hundred been spending the winter with Mrs, tested for white diarrhoea. L C. MORTON,
chance to display her superb dra strel Show Tuesday evening was
former
residents.
Dance J and twenty-one. relating to Workmen's com
FOR SALE—Strawberry, rhubarb and horse
. The
Friendship,
Maine
27-38
G. A. Ames, has leased the Mrs,
Mrs. Clarence Rawley and little Sketch, Ted Perry and Girls yvfcs a | pensatinn.
matic powers. The picture will be
radish plants
Order now.
LUFKIN'S
34 35
4prevented by illness.
Kate MidAughlin house and later
BABY CHIX—WylHe’s 8. C Reds raised R. F D . qty._______________ 33 if
daughter Agnes who have been ln very pleasing number. The Novelty I
HERBERT E HOLMES, Secretary,
produced on an elat>orate scale and
R. J. Andrews afid A. T- Norwood New York City for the past six song by Bert Richards and adcor- *
on will occupy It.
She expects to on free range, trap nested and bred for type
FOR SALE—Upright piuno in good condiH "' rT,tham- Secret,ry.
will feature an exceptionally fine left Friday for Portland on a busi
color State accredited for white diarr tion. MRS I A TRUEWOBTHY. corner Me-,
have the housekeeper who was with and
weeks are expected to leave there for dion Solo by Billy Burke were good. ■
supporting cast of prominent artists.
hoea- Price *22 cents each, postpaid. Safe chanic and Main streets.
JUDICIARY
30*35
their home in Tenant's HaYfior the The “Lunch Room Sketch" by Phil- J The ComirriiiwThe Tuesday meeting of the Wo ness trip.
Judiciary will give a her in Thomaston when she was arrival guaranteed. F H. WYLLIK, Thom
Charles Watts was badly burned
pa'rt\,f"ne'x't ’week.
While in
istoo. Me.. Rt. 1 Tel. 166-6
15*26-78
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street;
burned
out.
'
I
man’s Club proved one of the most about the hands and face^Tuesday in X(.w York „1(>y have Wn ,he RueRtK brook und Philhrook afforded aniuse- | public heating In Its ronnw at the State
House and \ acre of land. 186 Camden St.,
'j M|RS Ru,h
in her ,M’nK I H<TUEM>AY'.l|!'Msri’-li "24, 1925. 3 p. m„ on
pleasant of the season. Mrs. Harold trying to hasten the work of a re
Rockland; 5^ acre field directly across the#
BABY
CHICKS
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Newbert
of
street from 186 Camden street running
A
PYTHIAN
CIRCUS
Smith was the hostess and she had
Pure bred. Inspected and culled.
fractory fuse while blowing a log in lhat city anil Rockport and Mrs. and dance was worthy of special ] tb, following:
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots In
planned several delightful surprises
mention. The comedv song, Frtlncis ( H D. No 317 An Act authorizing the
Varieties
25
5<L
100 both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland ; 238-11,
the woods near his home.
Rawley’s father. M. C. Conrad. Mrs faville 'Trent" Avlw'ird ind ••ff'eA" I rer-ordlng of nsirkrtlng agreements id co Local Sisters Aiding In Portland Rhode Island Reds ..... .>4.75 $K 75 $16 ’« Camden.
og.tf
which added to the enjoyment of the
itacc.
\
.
|
operatlye
agricultural
associulons
IR
A capacity audience filled the I. OBarred Rocks.................... 4.56 8 50
16.00
bus been under the care of l’erry was enjoyed.
Show For Benefit of Farm Home.
regular program.
Mrs. Ella L. O. F, hall to see the Rebekah Min- Rawley
Miss Doris | ^itenlsedl
34-3
Wh . Bm., B’ff Lgh tis . 4 00 7.50
14.00
FOR SALE—Power boat •’Eaglet,” of Eagle
™ A<Jolf
Hermap a
Rpe.
"White's paper, "A Fantasy" proved
White Wyandotes ........... 5.60
6.50 18 oo Lslatid, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 b. p. 4
steels Tuesday evening and many cla]lst an(J pi.ofesso,. of Col,|tnb,n Heald In the toe dance showed much | 3V»HNE«PAY, March 25, 1925, 2 p m. mi
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Hutchinson, ns Get catalog. Prices on 500 and 1,000 hits, cycle Lamb motor, $360. EKLAND QUINN
also to be a surprise, a delightfully were prevented from >’emg there by ( Unjverslty #nd
and ease, and the saxaphonepbe following:
jm_ skill
„ . . ,
.
. . ,
I
H. D. No 3i8 An Act lo change
25-37
postpaid.
Consult
us
before
ordering
else Eagle, Maine.
general chairman of the Pythian where.
woven story of fact and fiction so
solo r»> Master Ashley INutt was one I jurisdiction of the Supreme Judicial
the s were rain storm. The eufn ot proved in health
..FOR SALE—^FtcsIi cider, made every day.
Mr. Conrad re of the most pleasing numbers on this I Superior Courts.
Home Benefit Association has ap
subtly blended that one could not
(Re-advertised.)
H
H.
STOVER
A
CO.,
was netted and plans are cently bought a Pierce-Arrow sedan
Drop a postal card and I will dellvor. J.
1169 Forest Ave, Portland
part of the program. Miss Margaret I H n- s’°
*n ** r«aber Vpointed Mrs. Dora Maxcey of May
guess the dividing line. Her story of
H SIMONTON, Rockland.
23-tf
unde- way lo repeat the show.
c. vtci tt!.*
B -**■ I filling of vacancies in the office of lnl:ed flower Temple, ^Thomaston;
.
.
34-69
and the trip home will be made In Crockett and
Mrs.
the old house and the story the old
Miss
Angie
Welt
Bang
Senator.
-FOR SALE—To nettle an estate, several
A meeting of .the selectmen
and
,
that with stops at Newburyport, Su- a duet very sweetly and,were enjoyed. I H. D No 376 An Act relating to the Shirley Bowley of Crescent Temple,
house told held the listeners in
‘WW't Pianos, good condition. L. F.
To Let
CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
closest attention. Mrs, Ilnma Ash committee was held Tuesday even- )pm Lynn MnrbIehead and York The little MiMes Noves and Well- number of voting compartments
Warren; Mrs. Edna McIntyre of
ing ind a decision reached as to the i jj^ach
yyyo.y
!«
i
I
«•
D.
No.
373
An
Act
relating
to
the
au23-tf
ley read some charming legends con
man in then song and dance accom- I tjiorj2gtion of issue of atockn, hondu and Ivanhoe Temple, Rockland; Lizzie
TO LET—Tenement at 688 Main St. over
mos practical chemical for the needs ______
nected with St. Patrick. Several
FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay.
Murphy of Sunset Temple, Stoning Larrabee & Dodge store. Toilet and elec
panied hy Mrs. Bertha Thurston Were I notes by public utl.itiea.
of Warren taxpapers. The order has
I
rice
$9.9t#
a
ton.
JAMES
H.
SIMONTON.
amusing game were introduced with
especially attractive. Too much 1 S
I>. No 136 An Act to amend Section ton; Ada H. iSimntons of Herntlon tric lights. 4. H MELVIN. 21 Gay St
now been placed, a Dodge-Graham- i
J8-tf
________ ______________________________35-tf Meat Rockport.
cannot be said in nriiso
nf
er- LoneC4ial’ter *'
of 1he Revised Sututes
the prize going to Mrg. Mayo, Mrs.
cannoi ih s.uo in praise or the ex- I rel(UinK to r|ght to erecl aft(, maintain mill Temple, Port Clyde; and Louise
Foamite-Chllds.
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
TO 1LET—Furnished rooms suitable for Mght
Kuhn and Mrs. Gay- A dainty lunch
Dunbar of Knox Temple, Camden; to
eeptionary
good
chorus
and
the
I
dams
and
to
divert
water
hy
a
canal
for
Mrs. Chester Harrington of Rock
While they tast
housekeeping and a single room
M R«. W. rolls, wide range of choice.
was served In the dining room by the
assist her during the sale of tickets H. MILLIGAN, 16 Siitimmer St. Tel
mills.
(Re-advert is«l. I
splendid support which they
81 M only 25 cents each V F STUDLEY, INC.,
H II. No 279 An Act providing foe for tltfr circus to be protntced for the
hostesses assisted by Mrs. Hovey land was a recent guest of her sis Get at the Real Cause —Take ceived from the orchestra.
D-tf
35*37 Music Department.
recovery by log drivers of dutongv cosed by
and Mrs. Gay. Thirteen members ter. Mrs. L. B. Randall.
benefit of the Home Fund.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at &
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
TO LET—Office, steam heated. Impure of
■storage daws.
(Re-advertlsed.)
34-38
MrsRalph
Robinson
has
been
and guests were present. Next week
The Pythian Sisters of the State of VHBPCR A LEACH
FtttPBKieK W HINCKLEY, Chairman
33-tf Lisle St. Apply to MRS. F. II. SANBORN,
THOMASTON LIQUOR CASlS
80 Pleasant St.
Tel 90.3-W.
5-tf
HERBERT E. HOLMES, Secretary.
thfe club will be entertained by Mrs. quite ill the past week.
Maine have signed contracts with
ln Municipal Couit Thursday Ran
TO LET—Comfortable 3-room house and
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will repeat
That
’
s
what
thousands
of
stomach
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.
C. B. Stahl, Mrs, Florence Waugh
the
Moore
and
Luikart
Co.
of
'New
large, barn
Small garden plot.
Apply on
dall
Jones
of
Thomaston
was
(bund
AR
PUBLIC UTILITIES
metiHaTs. 22 ROCKY HILL AVE., after 6 p. Charles K. Hall. Middle St Heights.
Danforth, State Federation president, its minstrel show on Wedhedday sufferers are doing now. Instead of guilty of illegal transportation :and
The Coinndtee on I'shltr Vtllilies will give York City to stage the show at the 1h., or to REV. OSCAR STUART. Adawi St THUR L. ORNE. 417 Main 8t.. Rockland.
• taking tonic9, or trying to patch up a
will address the members and local evening, March 25.
Exposition
Building,
Portland,
May
27-lf
f
33*35
The Ladies of the Congregational poor digestion, they are attacking the was given the customary sentence—(a public hearing In Its rooms at the Stare
teachers, who will be guests of the
six months in jail, with six months |
,«»- . ,
e 13 to 23.' The show wlll be known us
FOR SALE—9-rootn nouse; hot w>ter heat,
Circle will hold a cooked food sale at real cause of the ailment—clogged liver
TO LCT—Tenement in Gregory Block, North cement
the
Pythian
Home
Benefit
Circus.
cellar;
modern
Improvements;
large
club.
additional if a fine of $500 is not
„„ t(le following:
End
C A HAMILTON.
.33-35
_
Warren Dry Goods store Wednesday and disordered bowels.
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
During the past several seasons the
He appealed and gave hail. | s. p. 4Rt>; s. P. 210 An act granting io
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse paid.
at 3 p. m- Home made bread, dough
1-tf
TO LET—Furnished room. *i)R. REUTER M G. GURNEY, .3 Park St , Camden.
Jones
was
charged
with
bringing
the
Hlghwaj
Uommtaninn
control
of
pipe
Moore
and
Luikart
Co.
have
produced
38 Summer St.
33-35
nuts. cream puffs, cakes and pies will the liver in a soothing, healing way.
FOR SALE—uouse at Atlantic. (Swan’s
..r . ...........
r,.
.
.. I and pole lines, conduits, dams and other some of the most artistic and stupen
When the liver and bowels are per five rn.es of Mountain Dew whiskey I 8jftvuar const ructions, and flowage on tlie
be on sale
LET—Main street. Garage for dealer Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
dous productions of this kind in the 2 TO
Garage and out
floors 30x75. C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PA location close by shore.
All Warren schools open Monffay. forming their natural functions, away froip the West Meadow road to the J rights of ihe way of ipitblic higliwa.vs
buildings, water ln house
Acre and half
Cay
place
near
ihe
Creek
in
Thomas-I
P.
512;
s
D
212
Am
not
conferring
United States.
PER STORE.
29 -tf
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
of land.
Fine place for summer home. At
March 23.
toil
oociinied
hv
Alnnrn
T
»
1P
>irl*dlction
on
the
Public
Utilities
(
’
oiwnh
Upwards
of
850,000
has
been
in
of pet,.,nns or ap.
TO LET—Two modern Hats. C. M. BLAKE a bargain.
Address DR I. B. GAGE, At
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue, ion, occupieo ny Alonzo Olson. Hie s,on fm appea| ln a„
Mrs. C. D. Paul assisted by Miss
lantic. Me
B7*tf
Ruth Besscy entertained the Triangle poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feeling, liquor was found in a well in the I plications to the Municipal Officers of Towns vested In scenery, lighting, decora WALL PAPER STOKE, Tel. 466)1 29-tf
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward
no ambition or energy, trouble with Olson cellar by Deputy Sheriffs Or- I or tlie County Commissioners, in the case of tions, apparatus and paraphernalia
Class
of
the
Congregational
Sunday
THOMASTON
beton and Rokes, as already re- >mot««id»d lowndilpv or plant.tti.ms, where The entertainment plan is unusual, O’B. Gonia Wlll be vacated about April
Used Cars
school at a St. atrlck’s Day party. undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
...
,
| a public iHiiity is a party,
1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at the
combining all the merits of circus, C.
ported in these columns.
H j». 1091 ; H D 3l« .An act giving ad
E Bicknell office.
20tf
March 17. Games appropriate to the the substitute for calomel.
FORD
TOURING
CAR, nearly new, equipped
A search and seizure case against I ditional (X>wers to the Public Utilities Com vaudeville, pageant, spectacle and ba
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
occasion wpre enjoyed.
TO LET—Tenement at 184 North Main St., with Bosch system, demountable oversize
Watts Hall
zaar.
Olson
was
dismissed
and
a
charge
ot
„
p
.
i:H
A
„
,
()
purely
vegetable
compound
mixed
with
all
modern
conveniences.
P.
L.
HAVENER
tires,
and
many
extras,
in flrst class shape.
Rev. C. u. Paul pastor of the Con
Maine has a Pythian imputation of TeL 782-R. _
148-tf Muat sell at once.
A. S.LEONARD, Thom
gregation^ church, will speak on | olive oil. You will know them by their illegal possession was continued till 1equipTueut of electric cars witJi head*
aston
Altur,house.
34-36
ubout 10,000 Sisters und
20,000
I liglits
M2I AMERICAN SIX, just overhauled and
"Times
of
Retirement”
Sunday olive color. They do the work without May 1st.
APRIL 14-15
Knights
and
it
Is
expected
that
In
flrst
class
condition
—
tires
practically
new
The
-State
was
represented
by
"
,
’
J
42
■
”
n
P™.
An
»et
to
e«|iiallze
CHEVROLET
4
PASSENGER
COUPE
lu
first
griping,
cramps
or
pain.
mornlhg and at the 4 o'clock vesper
„
,
...
_
...
, ... I the cost to takers of tlie service of pnlgic year from now wlll see the Pythian —A bargain If sold at once. BURT ANGEL, class condition. Bargain If taken at once.
Take one or two at bedtime for quick County
Attorney Campbell, und the | ut|nnes
:t.-,-:i<t
service on “Making the Most of
Gray Gull Restaurant, Limerock St , Rock- Call at 22 ROCKY HILL AVE . after 6 p. nt.
Farm Home in Maine In operation,
ELMER J BURNHAM, Secretary.
lani
UPtf
One's Self." Soloist at tlie afternoon teiief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c, respondents by Frank A. TirreU, Jr-1
33*35

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

Monday, March 23

In Everybody’s Colnmn

PRESCOTT, THE PAINTER

SIOMJMEI?

Watch This Space

Erery-Other-Day

Social Circles
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METHODIST DRIVE
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YOUNG PEOPLE HERE

The young
people of the
Knox Coun
ty Sunday
School As
sociation are
ELEPHONE ...........................'............ 776
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church en in possesgages upon It.sannuaJ financial com- s i o n o t
palgn next Monday night, the drive this city
Silas iN. 81eei>er and bride are oc
opening with q ladles’ Aid supper, today, the
cupying their home nt 12 High -street.
to which every member and frieod occasion of
Mrs. Sleeper was formerly I.otta J.
of the church iR invited
Supper wllj their pres
Darling, famous trance medium.
J be served at 8.15 and there will be ence being
b
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. TWomdike
vocal and instrumental music. Thurs- their second __________
arrived home last night from Hr.stmi.
day will be the closing day and all annual connomer Chins of Baaon I
returns must be in by 7 p. m.
Re ferenre. An I'niveraliy, Conference III
where the former had lteen for
surgical treatment.
freshments will be served in ihe all day pro- rector
vestry and an orchestra will furlsh gram opened at 0.30 this morning
music.
with a snap and enthusiasm that
The Sunshine Society meets Mon
day afternoon with Mrs. Minnie
The estimated budget for the year promised a most lively and profitable
ending March 31, 1326, is $7,500, $1,000 session.
Miles. Ocean street, to tack a com
power
The conference directors are: Miss
forter.
to be devoted to the World Service
program.
Ruth Carter, Superintendent Y. P
Mrs. MatJe Little entertained the
"We also wish to call your atten Division Maine State Sunday School
(1) Not alone because they offer attractive
Methebesec Club at her home Friday
tion to the mutter of repairs,” says Association;G. Homer Ginns, Boston
‘
1
returns
afternoon with a large number pres
the committee.
"A year ago a University; Osmond Plumer, Port
Bolh misses’ and ipomeris styles are featured
ent. A very excellent club exchange
committee was appointed to investi land. The executive committees are:
(2)
But
because they offer a high degree
•paper, loaned through the courtesy of
gate repairs needed to put the church Miss Eda Knowlton, County Y. I’,
in models for every type of figure
.Miss Alice Erskine and written by
of safety of principle and income
property into proper
condition. superintendent:
Joseph
Robinson,
j\er, was read hy Mrs. Ituth EllingY.
P.
suphrintendennt;
Their report called for the expendi district
(3) And are usually readily marketable.
opd. The subject was "Cathedral
ture of $6,750.
Of this amount we Dwight Mosher, president Y- P
ifusic." Mrs. Grace Armstrong and
have been aide to provide only (730. council; Miss Oaky Smith, vice presi
ifr». Harriet Knowles played a piano
which was used for tinting the audi- dent; Miss Amber Elwell, secretary.
3 net, "Fanfare," hy Bohm.
Tlie
toiiunt and for a new heating plant Ix-ndon Jackson, treasurer; Russell;
ogJlnatlng committee was elected
J
which is only partly paid.
This Gray, publicity committee; Miss
rith Mrs. Mary Cooper as chairman;
leaves considerable repair work to tie Leola Robinson, registration commit-:
We
counted
more
than
a
dozen
different
stylesCaroline Stanley, and Mrs. Ruth
done and the $1,000 provjded in the tee; Miss Ruth Clark, committee on I
allingwoodT-The next meeting, which
and there were more that we didn’t see—Lovely
budget is sufficient to cover only very delegates; Parker Yogng, meeting
cjoses the club season, will be held at
necessary repairs; $4,336 is lo cover 1 place committee; Miss Eleanor Bird.
models
they
were
—
straight
line
but
fitting
a
little
the Country Club, April 3. with a 1
1. RETURN. Central Maine Power Com
Pastor's Salary, World Service Pro recreation committee; Miss Dorothy
o’clock luncheon.
-more at the waist line than last season’s.
gram and other claims tor conference Snow, banquet committee; Lindon
pany 7% Preferred Stock sells to net
Tin
Miss
and ministerial support and are Jackson, badge committee;
Miss Madeline Rogers entertained
6%%. This is a high interest return—
claims over which we have no con Wlnola Rlchan. music committee;
Wednesday evening in honor of Miss
trol, while $1,325, is for current ex Miss Helen Fifleld, decoration.
tax exemption, safety and other points
Paulina Beale. Music and dancing
penses on a very close estimate com
were enjoyed and buffet lunch was
considered.
DANCED AN EXTRA HOUR
pared with past years, leaving us only
were displayed on each one—kick godets tunic
served.
The pleasant evening came
$306 to reduce bank loans and less
2. SAFETY OF PRINCIPLE. Back of each
to a close all too quickly.
Now one
effects, two-piece styles with front pleated skirt,
than $560 for incidentals and emer St. Patrick’s Masquerade Party Made
of fhe boys is being liesieged with
Hit at Country Club—The Unin
gencies.
We
are
placing
these
fig

share of this Preferred Stock is a dollarjabot and other styles.
questions—"How is the walking over
vited Guest.
ures before you so that everyone may
for-dollar value surpassing many good
Broadway?"
know the exact financial require
Plaids—Geometrical figures, Floral Patterns—all
If
wishes
were
horses
that
road
bonds.
The Company is now in a most
ments for the year.
We have tried
Mr. and Mrs. Alton W. Richards
to keep the budget as low as possible to the Country Club would he pretty
color
combinations.
satisfactory financial condition.
land Miss Bessie Philhrook were visand must have every dollar asked for. well trampled hy those who lost out
I. A
.iting Mr. Richards' mol Iter, Mrs. C.
We dare not foil. We must po over on the "Masquerade Dance” of Thurs
3.
MARKETABILITY.
An active market
J. Richards in Kock|*ort Wednesday.
Styles for women and misses.
the top to victory if our church shall day night, now that the news is
has
existed
for
this
security
for years. Its
abroad
as
to
just
what
a
jolly
good
prosper."
Mrs. Vernon Wilson of Portland
time it Was. In spite of the driving
intrinsic
value
should
make
this market
Is visiting her jiaretits, Mr. nnd Mrs.
Tlie campaign organization fol- rain storm and manj’ conflicting at
even
stronger
in
years
to
come.
Henry Colburn, Jefferson street. Mr.
tractions there was a good crowd
lows;
Wilson is east on a business trip.
present lo enjoy the special features
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
which tlie committee had worked
J.
H
Brubaker,
Chairman
546 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
The Neighborhood Club held its
out.
Ralph
U.
Clark
Mrs.
Thelma
Stanley
oeeting Thursday at the home of
The rooms were tastefully deco
I.liKxiln Henderson
Clarence E. Johnson
Mrs. Pearl Adams, Limerock street
rated in the green and white of St. !
A. W Gregory
Leroy (Junto
Tlhe event was made the more inter
Patrick’s Day with shamrock on cur- 1
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory
esting on account of its being the
tains. In corners and everywhere.
TEAM
COMMITTEE
celebration of the birthdays of three
.The lighting fixtures were festooned
Ralph V. Clark, Chairman
of tlie members—Bvelyp Daggett.
ln green and the color scheme was
the pews are replying to the pulpit:
Team
A
—
Georpe
W.
Giy.
Captain
THE
WOMAN
’
S
CLUB
Edith Vinal and Vergie Metcalf.
even carried out tty the aid of green
when men and women in every walk H I-. Dow
W.
H
Milligan
The menu consisted of tomato soup,
Lincoln S. Henderson and white icings and ices through
are drifting from old time moorings, W. X Ciark
fruit salad, hot rolls, coffee, cocoa, Listens To Eloquent Ad
the luncheon. Dean's Orchestra was
A. W. Smith
Albert Chapman
and the religious faith of our fathers Herman
Stanley
Fred Gregory
ioe cream and cake. The birthday
at its best and provided the medium
are heing questioned—at a time when Alvafa Clark
George Wadlelgh
cake was made by Mrs. Carrie Brown
dress By Prominent Lin a spirit of material progress seems to Augustus Dolliver
for a thoroughly enjoyable evening.
Carl Winn
and was prettily decorated- Games
The novelty and favor dances were
Rev E V Allen
WJtMam Savage
absorb
the
energies
of
earth
’
s
peo

coln County Man.
5;
R. K Ludwig
were played and prizes won by Mrs.
Ralph Smith
enjoyed to the full, the carefully
ples, the honest, American home, Maurice Kennedy
Charles Smith
Lena Rokes and Mrs. Edith Vinal.
worked out costumes lending zest to
F. McIntosh
Jaines Hall
Many were the exclamations of dares to assert that probity and honor, J.
The consolation prize going to Mrs
the features.
One novelty dance
Walter A Chaplet
Ait-wood Kennedy
truth
and
fidelity,
are
still
factors
in
Dora Low. The party broke up at 6 appreciation following the address
W A. Kennedy
Benjamin Bartlett
was presented which was not down ;
a
world
of
development.
Charles Walker
Josiah Norton
otclock with everybody in praise of last evening before the WoMtn's
on the program when a mouse lent
What the world needs today is not Leroy Chai to
Ca.pt. Elmore Strout
Educational Club by Bradford C. Rethe good time.
his efforts to add to the gaiety.
a
world
of
political
dishonor
and
un

donnett. who thrilled his listeners by
Team B—Cast. X A. Stavtni. Captain
There can be no doubt that he did
Augusta, Maine
J. F Rich
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent of the High the ehxtuent presentation of his top rest; not a protounder philosophy, F, C. Flint
st»rt plenty of excitement, though
F. Trafton
Dr. H V. Tweedie
School faculty will spend her vaca ic “Building For Tomorrow." t Mr. not a more circumscribed or a more F.
there
is
some
question
as
to
whether
Francis
Havener
Ambrose
Melvin
Redonnett's extraordinary abilities liberal theology, not a science that Wm. Kirk
tion in Boston and New York.
Wallace Little
he nr hip audience was more terri
COUPONas a speaker have previously stirred will more accurately measure the Robert Stevens
Elmer E. Benner
fied.
The diversion took such an
sun
or
weigh
the
stars,
not
a
loftier
H.
M.
de
Rocheennnt
C.
E
Johnson
Rockland
nudiences.
He
was
at
his
Mrs. Charles McCrillis^of Palmyra
appropriate
and
ludicrous
turn
that
Clarence
Merrifield
Sidney F. Brown
who has been visiting her parents, best on this occasion, mingling hu walk with the muse, or a more ex G P. Rollins
many thought it a planned part of the
A E. Morton
Central M.-tinc Power Co.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene R. Spear in Bel mor, poetry and history with telling quisite touch of the brush or chisel, W. G. Williams
Geo. L Quinn
entertainment
but
what
the
world
wants,
what
the
F
A.
Stanley
effect.
Miss
Mabel
Harding
led
the
MIR
on
E.
Plummer
fast, is now visiting Rockland friends.
The
balloon
dance
brought
compe

Angustu, Maine
Lucius Wigpin
opening exercises and the catechism world needs, what it has been striv Leroy Fields
tition to fever heat and Mr. and Mrs
X. Littlehnle
Paul Sawyer
ing for from the beginning, and what L
on
the
I'.
S.
constitution
was
con

L. E. Blacking on
Ernest Crie is at home front Went
Arthur McCurdy
Homer K. Robinson had the distinc
Please send me more InforrllStion about hemming a stockholder In
worth Institute Boston, for the spring ducted by Mrs. Harriet Kirk. £ieven it demands today is a better man. Sunuier Nickerson
tion of keeping their balloons intact
.With the better man, will come the
new
’
members
were
admitted
to
club
Central Maine Power Co. 1 understand this placea me under no obli
Team C—J. H Brubaker, Captain
recess. His brother Hlrant is taking
to
the
last.
The
|>rizes
for
cleverest
better country, and with the better A. W Gregory
gation whatever.
the annual swing with the Colbv membership—Mrs. Lizzie M. Clark,
Jan.ee Fisk
costumes went to H. B. Fales anil
Fred "Ludwig
.Musical Clubs which have already Mrs. Maude E. Blodgett. Miss Win- country will come the better world, Martin Graves
Miss Helen Green.
The Lambs
and in that broader and better alle E. H. Hatch
Fred Koster
ifred
Grant,
Mrs.
Edith
Pitcher,
Miss
,|been on the road a’week. Last night
evoked the aid of their New York
Name ............................................................................................. ............................. ••
Otho HiUcii
George Ham!in
"the clubs played in Somerville and to Gertrude Eaton, Mrs. Emma Harvey, giance with which the genius of the Geo H Kturrvit
Frank Gardner
Club.name, and won both ^>rizes for
age involves us, every good man will Carlton Porter
Mrs.
Anna
Hanscdtn
and
several
new
lUJpfi Fowler
night will appear in Boston, probablv
the funniest costumes. Mrs. Arthur
Ad re. a
be a part of its glory, just as tlie Harold Coombs
C. E. Mlrrttt .
broadcasting part of the program. names were proposed for member
F. lamb and Horace E. Lamb he
Samuel Rogers
Gardner
French
blade
of
grass,
im
pearled
by
the
dews
With so many clubs and so
Thedour ends in New York next Sat ship.
A. E. Butler
ing
tbe
successful
contestants.
The
Robert Pendleton
of Heaven, lifts Its jeweled crest to Raymond Anderson
Eaten Blake
urday.
Hiram is cellist this year. cieties in the city the steady growth
fun waxed so high that an extra hour
C-G 3-21-25
Harold Blair
of this club is an evidence of its pop greet the dawn and reflect the splen Leiaud Hawkins
was demanded of and given by the
T.
E
Sawyer
Roscoe Staples
dor
of
the
morning
sun.
Greater
ularity. A part of the speaker's ad
committee which Included Mrs. Ma- ______________________ _________
David S. Beach
The Harmony Club will meet at dress ran as follows;
men will make a better nation; and Dr. R. W. Bickford
rion Munsey, chairman, E. A. Mun- j------------------------- ----------- -----------------Team D—Geerpa Onutt, Captain
• • • •
the B. & I’. W. Club rooms next Mon
better nations will give us better
sey. Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Limb. Dr SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD
Winton Fifleld
Roland Rackliff
day evening at 6.45 sharp for a final
The American people. Hke the He worlds.
Ttyeedle
and Mrs. E W. Peoslee, Mr. and Mrs. i
____
Hugh Little
Every church is a fort; every Robert
rehearsal of the choruses.
brews spoken of in the Bible, are a
Henry Day
Wilber Kennedy
F. A. Tirrell, Mr. and Mrs. C. \Y. Proc
About this time of year The Cou
peculiar people. Have had a pecu school is a garrison, and every home ln Carl Bewail
Frank Thompson
tor, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanborn. Mr. rier-Gazette begins to have inquiries
Wendell Emery
Raymond Thompson
Miss Pearl Borgerson of the Court liar history; have inherited a pecu a fort, a garrison, and a citadel. Billy Rl linewood
THE THEATRC AROUND
and Mrs. C. A. Rose und John Perry.
Hevhert Prescott
by persona who wish to come to thia
House staff who has been off duty liar patrimony nnd >f modern proph And every god-tearing mother in Charles Tweedie
Norman W’wldron
_________ THE CORNER
PaAer Young
for some days on account of grippe ecy is to be fulfilled, they move to this land of ours, is a recruiting offi Ernest Thompson
The young und brilliant baritone part of Maine during the summer
Ernest Dow
,'This cer ln the great army bound to per Waiter Ellis
and boils, was at Knox Hospital yes ward a peculiar destiny.
Walter Mills, who made such a fa- season. They seek to rent a cottage
Kenneth Overlock
Scott Melvin
petuate
tilts
Republic.
Lost Time Today
NOW OPEN
country
is
God's
county;
people
are
terday for treatment, returning imCharles Freeman
Laurence Barbour
voruble impression hy his singing in or t„ fin(i board. There is no prepared
George Graves
I mediately to her home on Park street today flocking to us from the Elast,
Mr».
Thurlow
’
s
Ices
the
Chapman
concert,
ia
a
friend
of
NUTE-CLEVELAND
list ot such accommodations any
|after a minor operation had been the West, the North and the South,
Team E—dtalpb Clark, Captain
Five Flavors
Miss Katherine Buffum of thia city,
to our plains of plenty, to our iltles
where to be had, but there ought to
I performed.
William Daggett
Alvary Gay
who
during
her
New
York
visits
saw
—In—
The martage of Charles F. Nute of (Lifford Oliver
of refuge
Stanley Gay
him frequentlj’ in the musical stu be. We propose carrying in our col
Myton McCartney
Farmington, N. H., and Agnes I Alvin Winslow
The founders of this Republic
dios and danced with him on several umn of classified advertising an
Albert Emery
WlUis Sullivan
Cards have been received by Jtoek- builded well.
A SPECIALTY
Not with straw.and Cleveland of Portland, took place at
Stevens
Earl Freeman
occasions. They had a pleasant re- nouncements of this character, which
$nd friends announcing the marriage stubble, but with material lasting. the 'Baptist parsonage in Farming- Aaron
Robert Dunbar
Cecil Witham
TRY A
unioa
following
the
Thursday
night
Ensign John Elbridge Parker. U. In simple faith in God, nnd in their ton March 19, the double ring service Edward Withe tn
Donald Ann Is
the palter will convey to distant points
concert.
The
composer
of
the
song
Fruit
Salad
Sundae
Ralph Fowler
|S. N„ to Virginia Harrison Edwards, devotion for equal rights to all was being used. Rev. John S. Buffun, Kenneth VVlggln
• • a •
Ebb Tide" which Mr. Mills sang sol and copies of which we can mall in
Harry Hersey
Rubert Gregory
I which will take place in the Church the foundation laid.
Into thp fab- officiated. Mr. Nute is employed by Charles Smith
GoMon Smith
—Also—
splendidly, Grace Wood Hill, is also; response to inquiries for Information.
1 of Epiphany7, Washington, D. C. En- brlc of our National existence was the Paul J- Richard Co. of Farm Kenneth Durley
Walter Chaples
a close friend of Miss Buffum.
The attention of those with boarding
Harry Hussy
I sign Parker is a nephew of Mr. and woven, threads of permanency, and ington. Miss Cleveland is a gradu Vinal Darky
“THE RIDDLE RIDER”
Grant Young
Robert Johnson
I Mrs Benjamin Bartlett of Old County stability.
ate
of
Laura
Franklin
Free
Hospital
I accommodations, or cottages for rent
,
Team F—Mix W. A. Kennedy, Captain
road.
We who build today must follow for Children of New York, which is
or sale, is invited to this opportunity
Tiani K—Mr*. Ida Simmon*, Captain
Monday-Tuesday
Annie Hanscom
Mrs. Paul Sawyer
their example.
Two essentia)^ to now the Fifth Avenue Hospital, Mrs.
,\Uss Alice Hovey
Mrs. J E. Colson
to obtain publicity at very small cost.
Mrs A. D. Orne
Mrs. Roscoe Staples
affiliated
with
JJellevue
Hospital
and
Mrs. H Rogers
Mrs Annie Burton
Mrs Jennie Curtis
Wednesday evening marked an enable us to continue great, are
Mrs. E. H Hatch
Mrs Eliza Hovey
Mrs. Jennie (’ll a pics
Mrs L A Weiss
None can New York Nursery and Child’s Miss Minnie Smith
other grand get-to-gether in the his courage and conscience.
Mrs. David Beach
Mre F. Stanley
.Mrs. Kben Mills
Mrs. Imroy F’elds
More than $1.00 saved on a $2 purOpposite Waiting Room
tory of the choir of Pratt Memorial question the courage of American Hospital and was assistant superin Hrs Tabor Do'..gln4
—And—
Mrs.
A.
W.
Gregory
Mrs. Josiah Norton
Mrs. Leo Bnult
chaae if you use Three Crow Cream
ROCKLAND,....................MAINE
Are we tendent of Ithaca General Hospital Airs. Flizabeth Melvin Mrs. H. C. Day
Mrs. Wm. Kirk
Mrs. L. W. Simmons
hurch, this event being in the form manhood and womanhood.
of
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will
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at
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and
do
not
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Baking
Mrs.
Minnie
Mi
Us
Mrs.
A.
Jameson
Airs. Maurice Kenned.v Mrs. Charles Lewis
if a farwell party for 'the Augusta possessed as a Nation with the quali
Mrs. Ethel Richards
Mrs Win. Young
Powders.—adv.
Lovcnia Hender Mrs. Annie Hahn
triends, who have so kindly devoted ties of conscience which our fore I Union street, Farmington, after Mrs.
Mrs X. A Robinson Mrs John Koster
son
Mrs. Arthur Titus
May
1.
T
Mrs. Mary Barker
Mrs. Benj. Bartlett
leir services to the church during fathers had?
Mrs- Albert Chapman Mr?. Mabel Rawley
Mre M Shields
Material buildings fall; stone disin
Minn M Libby
their short stay here.
It was in
Mre. A. W. Gregory
Mrs. Flora Day
STRAND THEATRE
deed a surprise to them. It takes tegrates. wood decays, time lev
Mre. Elizabeth Moton Mrs. M. Richardson
Team 6—Mies Nellie Mured Captain
but a short time for this group of els all things; so the material for
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Team L—Mr*. Asanatli Aeltern, Captain
Esther Dolliver
Mrs. Marguerite Me
ioung people to accomplish a tiling, the building of tomorrow, must be
"One Law For the Woman” is the Mrs.
Great Drama Monday.
Mrs. Sherman Eaten
Almun
Mre. Wallace Little
Mre. Fr«l Vinal
aid still have a success. Less than lasting as the hills lhat look eternal. title of the melodrama which fea Mrs. Lida Colson
Mrs. Fred Lodwig
Tuesday, Great Start, Too
Miss Ruth Rogers
Mrs Dora Williams
“THE SWAN”
Mrs. Elizabeth Boyles
week ago it was decided to have The builders ot the America ot to tures today’s bill.
The story deals Mrs. Chas. Winslow
Mrs. Hgrry Dow
Mrs A. Lathrop
Something You Won’t Easily
Mrs Charles Staples Mre. S Hanscom
fthis banquet, Mrs. Raymond Ander morrow must look not to the ballot, with the plot of a mine owner to Mrs. Frank Gardner
Mbs Eva Rogers
—With—
Mrs. F Langmatd
Forgot
Mre M. E. (iraves
Mrs. fiSmore Srout,
son was elected chairman. Then this not to the legislature or Congress, deprive a young prospector of a min Mlos Elizabeth Bren Mbs M. Prescott
(Mrs
R
R
Ludwig
Mre. H. V. Tweedie
don
• e o e
Adolphe Mensou
is what happened, the dining room but to those institutions whiclrmake ing lease, providing the youth finds
Mys- C. fkewart
Mrs. Chas. Merritt
Mis.
O
Coombs
Miss M. E. Erskine
The Mlsa Len-a Con«ary
of the church was filled with tallies for the training of a better citizen the vein which has been lost.
—A tan—
Mrs. Bernice Outer
Mrs Geo. Starrett.
A Paromcunt Picture
Attention is called to three: cleverness and quick wit of a young’ Miss Blanche' Seavey Mrs. Erdine Masden Mrs. Pauline Quinn
Mre. A E. Morton
very prettily decorated with cut ship.
Team
M
—
Mre.
Thelma
Stanley,
Captain
Mrs W H. Milligan Miss Helena Ifierce
‘GALLOPING HOOFS”
flowers, with tiny favors at each The Church; the School and the girl prevent the carrying out of this
Mrs. Geo. Wadleigli
Number Four
•
plot after many thrilling situations, Mrs. R. W Bickford Mrs Damie Landers
place, which, in turn, were read Home.
THAKE SHOWS—2;00, 6:46, 8:30. PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c
Mrs
Grace
Kellar
Mrs. Ivy Chatto
Higher than the Legislature or including mine
causing a gale of merriment in many
explosions,
red- Mrs. Otho Hatch
Mrs. Bernice Snow
Team M—Mr*. Harriet Knowles, Captain
Instances. Remarks were made by Congress, stands today the Church, blooded fist-tights, and daring deeds Mrs. Avaugb’. Atnes
man
Miss Alfreda Barnes
And the There is on intensely human love in Mrs. M. C. Graves
Miss Ruth Peterson
Miss Leslie Lounder
each guest, and a resolution was the home and the school.
Miss Doris Hylcr
Muss Bernice Young
Miss Elinor Day
Miss Grace Curtis
biassed to make this, choir the best training of the boys and girls df the terest interwoven in the plot.
The Mrs. Clarence John iMlss
Marie Brown
Miss Adelaide Trafton Miss II elma Bradstrect
LAST TIME
yet and when a crowd of enthusias land means more to the nation .than intense moments are set off by com
son
Mrs Mary Ann is
MLss Esther Harring Mias Alice Koster
Mrs. Itenp' Pierce
ton
Miss Ruth Plummer
tic people like this make a start, the tramp of hosts.
edy touches which have made the Mrs. Susie Brown
Miss Gladys Staples
Miss Madeline Rogers
When one passes through his boy melodrama of yesteryear stand out Mrs Hattie Wbeeler Mrs. Etta Anderson
it will surely be done. The supper
Mrs. F. E. Miles
Airs. Elsie Hawkins
Miss Avis Blackington IMilas Frances Tweedie
menu'comprised roast chicken with hood neighborhood, once door to him vividly in the minds of those who
TODAY
Miss
Frances
Harring

Miss Elizabeth Win
Team
I
—
Mrs.
Ausi
tin Smith. Captain
"IN EVERY WOMAN’S LIFE'
dressing, mashed turnip, potato, gib- and now crowned with tendgr memo were privileged to enjoy then). The
ton
alowMrs. Ellen Hall
Miss
Bertha
McIntosh
Mildred
Harris and
MLss
Lola
Dalzell
Miss
Daurlce
Plum

ries
and
sweet
associations,
be
is
sad

let gravy, pickles, creamed onions,
production is in six’ reels.
Among Mrs E Cundage
VIF^QINIA VALLI, LLOYD HUGHES
Mrs. Grace McIntosh Miss Leah Freeman
mer
And
cranberry sauce, assorted cake, fruit dened by the sight of the deserted the stars are Cullen Landis, Mildred Mrs. L. Philhrook
Mrs Nelfie Packard
Miss Brenda Blackall
Mrs. G McCartney
jello and coffee. A vote of thanks home, of the abandoned schoolbuild- Harris und Otis Harlan.—adv.
Mre. M. Crozier
Cullen Landis
Mrs. Susie Karl
Mre. </. Thurlow
was extended to the supper commit ing, or of the empty pew of the
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Miss L. Fhlitwook
Mrs
F.
L Lurvey
Team
N-~Mr*.
Goorpe
Orcutt.
Captaia
Church
of
Christ.
tee and to fhe chorister, Miss Bertha
Nathan A. Farwell, who came on Mrs. L. X. Llttlehale Mlsa Cora ‘Hall
“ONE LAW
Something wrong. Are We build from Minneapolis to attend the Mrs. Ella Lurvey
McIntosh, who is having the wonder
Mre F. <’. Flint
Mrs. Rebecca Ingra
Mrs. Fred Koster
Miss Lillian Baker
ham
ing
well
for
the
tomorrow
of
Amer

ful co-operation of everyone in the
funeral services of Mrs. Walbridge A. Miss Faith Lurvey
FOR
I HE WOMAN”
Miss Estelle Bartlett Miss Florence Duuton
Team J—Mrs. Una 8t Clair. Cagtain
success of her work. The evening ica? is the Old American home gone Field at Forest Hills cemetery Thurs
Mrs. Emma-Clark
Mre. M. P Rich
The thrilli ig melodrama of a
Mis*Mae
(
bane
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Greg
forever?
Has
the
old
American
home,
was made merry with musical selec
day, visited his Rockland home yes
Mrs H M. Crotiae
Mre. Mary Hall
mining town. The great rainMiss EMz.abvth Britt
cry
IMrs J. A. Stevens
Mre. H A Duuton
tions by the double male quartet the pride of our forefathers vanished terday, and will return to the West Mrs. Annie Trask
A Love Story That Thrills the World
Mrs. H M. de ftnchc
storm a sense tonal feature
Mre.
Abbie
Conners
Mrs.
Lucy Robinson
God, for today.
solos by Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Winn, forever from our land.
Mrs. Vincie CJark
moat
Mre. K. Hamlin
Adapted from Ouidp’s ‘‘Strathmore”
Mrs. Lyla Tlbbettn
Mre LUU Coombs
Carlton Porter and Ralph Smith. bid ! The real love of such a home is
Mrs Rutli Ell logwood Mm. B. BolUna
Cast Includes:
The affair was limited to the choir still here but we have allowed our
Miss Nettle Britt
Mre. H. PMlbrook
Team 0—Mr*. George Gay. Captain
and their guests, there being 48 pres selves to become forgetful of our
Miss Alice Britt
Miss Harrietta ('lark
Miss Harriot Trask
ent. Owing to the prevailing sick obligations to the family circle, and
Miss Burdell Btrout
Miss Leona Spinney
Miss Ruth Koster
Mrs .LHHam MK^urdy Miss Pearl Borgerson Miss Klzabcth Ham Miss Katriua Smith
noss quite a few were absent. Mrs. things for which the home stands.
The photodrama supreme—the tortse and tragic along the trail of
lin
Mlos Etta Mitchell
The three institutions mentioned
Sidney Browne and Mrs. James Me
In
This
Town
ls
r
the
life and love
Miss Elisabeth Ann is Misa Celia Dyer
GO ANYWH(RK
A. C. MOORE
Intosh acted as hostesses.
The above fvlll bring us back, and without
.Mt** Cecjlla Mitchell Miss Pauline Beale
COMEDY
NEWS
DAY OR NIGHT
Miss Ethel Quinn
Miss Beulah Cole
banquet was given in honor of Mr them we shall some day fall. Ttiese
Family
Readers
Miss Eleanor Hussey Miss Frances Win
and Mrs. Albert Sawyer. Mr and institutions shelter all the virtues of
Piano Tuner
COMING:
Miss Worewce LeGuge
cheubach
J.H.BREEN.TeLSPWH
JIMMIE EVANS’ MUSICAL REVUE
Mrs. George Wadlelgh, Harold Blair mankind- In the present age of un
Miss Ruth Crouse
Miss Margaret Jolm-------------sa-as
rest and theological discussion; when
and Carl Winn.
In addition to penonal notes recording delartures end arrivals, this departure eaeclaliy desires Information of social liapmlnsa, parties, antsieals, etc. Notes sent
> mail or telephone wlll be defly received.

Annual Financial Campaign
Next Week, With $7500
As the Goal.

Printed Silk

Yield, Safety, Marketability
—where else can you get so much?

DRESSES

HETHER it be a trust fund, a rainy day
’’
fund or a nest egg for old age, it should
contain the preferred stock of at least one good
and light company.

DISTINCTLY THE VOGUE
FOR SPRING

$15.00

$19.50

$25.00

How does the 7% Preferrerd Stock of Cen
tral JVlaine Power Company stand up on the three
points named:

The Newest Style Features

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Yield, safety, marketability; where else can
you get so much as in the 7% preferred Stock
of Central Maine Power Company. It has’paid
dividends regularly for 19 years.

Send in the coupon to get in line with over
12,000 Maine people who will receive the Com
pany’s ,74th consecutive dividend on April 1;
no obligations whatever.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

ICE CREAM
PARLOR

EMPIRE
HOOT GIBSON

SUNDAES

“THE
HURRICANE KID”

CHISHOUt BROS.

CORINNE GRIFFITH

MILTON SILLS

SINGLEWIVES"

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

TODAY

a
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“THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS”

STRAND THEATRE

FLAMES OF DESIRE

Wyndham Standing, Diana Miller
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MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

IN THE REALM

HEED THIS SIGNAL!
“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

COUGHING

(By Charles R. Flint)

[Continued—Begun Feb. 26)

mite guns in tlie world, lie tiled to
sell me three for $1X0.600. 1 wanted
With the money in bund the next only one gun. There was a hitch. I
problem was what could be done had no time for leisurely discussion.
quickly. War vessels are owned by Among other tilings I had to get to
governments r.ot by individuals, and Chicago. Zalinski’s agent and my
governments very' rarely sell them lawyer went to the train with me.
When the conductor shouted "All
Until they are condemned.
We could not build vessels: it aboard" we were still far from
would take two years for a battle agreement. I stood on the back plat
ship. one year for a cruiser, and nine form. As the train moved out the
months for submarines or torpedo agent and the lawyer trotted along
boats. Peixotto, to hold the north beside, and as we began to pull away
ern provinces, must have a navy at from them the last words I heard
were: “Yes. we will sell you one gun
once.
I decided to send the Brazilian, for $70 000."
At that time, and it is still gener
President speed and dynamite. At
this time there was in the air some ally true, armaments were possessed
talk that the dynamite gun was go by governments. They are expen
ing to change naval warfare. Re sive; no individual can afford to buy
viewing the various merchant ves them, and If anyone did have the
sels of the world (and that is not as money, he would not know what to
difficult as It sounds, for shipping do with them after purchase. The
men know pretty well what is afloat finest stock of ordnance and pro
everywhere). I could think of only jectiles then available were those in
one fleet—the Morgan Line—that the halls of the great exposition at
had the speed and the construction Chicago. That was the reason why
to make its vessels available u* I was on my way to Chicago, for the
Hotchkiss agent had failed to get the
cruisers with a hasty refitting,
This fleet was controlled by that consent of the Director-General of
Connecticut Yankee and great nation the Exposition for the removal of
builder. ColIIs iP. Huntington. He the exhibits,
• • • •
had extended his transportation ac
Reselling Chicago I went at once
tivities from railroads to shipping,
and had built and was operating, the to the office of tlie Director-General.
Newport News Ship-building Com He was in the midst of a luncheon
pany. 1 went at once to see him. for Lady Aberdeen, and as I entered.
not without the knowledge that we Mrs. Potter Palmer, not without elo
should have a battle of wits and that quence and with a neat appropriate
I might have to oppose a bludgeon ness. was proposing the health of
I could scarcely
with a rapier—for Mr. Huntington Queen Victoria.
was not only extraordinarily shrewd, break in on the serene and amiable
ibut he was given to a certain finality festivities, but after the ceremony
that comes to men who have gained had run its course I introduced my
enormous power jfter a long strug self to the Director-General. He
gle. He was a man of jiowerful thanked me for having tak“n part in
frame and very Impressive appear welcoming to New York the guests
of the "Exposition, and, feeling both
anceAfter what might have been called i grand and courteous, he said: "Mr.
the Huntington Panic, at a time Flint, we are delighted to welcome
when he was a large borrower, and you to Chicago and if I can lie of
bankers who were comparative pig any service to you in any way please
mies tn financial strength und per command me.”
Of course he expected me to mumsonal appearance were calling his
loans and saying that if he did not hle my thanks and depart, but to his
pay them they would sell his securi surprise I replied: “General, this is
ties, Huntington replied: “I wish good of you. If you will name an
you would; I can't." Finally the hour, I will tell you what I want."
He had flo name an hour. There
money strain suddenly lifted and
Huntington was appreciated by was nothing else for him to do. He
everyone at his full worth. At that suggested that I see him during the
time I took him in my yacht Javelin evening. 1 did and then I made a
down to his country place on the little speech which ran somewhat
Sound, and, knowing of his triumph after this fashion:
"General, if I were at the head of
and his exultation, I told him that
the changed conditions concerning tills Exposition I would not issue a
him reminded me of a little girl down permit for anyone to remove any
on the blueberry plains who had thing from the Exposition until it
been having blueberries for break had closed, hut there is an excep
fast, biuelierrles for lunch, and blue tional ease. There is an attempt to
berries for dinner. At last she ex- ( reestablish the monarchy in Brazil.
claimed. “Persimmons have ’ come Wouldn’t you lie mistaken to inter
and blueberries can kiss my toes.” fere with my efforts at helping the
Huntington wps like Tilden, not new republic to resist this royalist
much interested in a story for itself, revolution? if you will close your
but he enjoyed its application, and official eye and wink the other eye,
his sides shook with laughter. He I shall go into the Exposition
had a sense of humor, but his face Grounds between midnight and day
generally expressed the keenness break and got what I want."
By daylight a special train was
which entitled him to the reputation
of the shrewdest trader from the hound for New York with the desired
armament.
Nutmeg State.
• • • •
It was important that the new
When I came to Mr. Huntington, fleet should have prestige. I hoped
in seareli of a steamship to trans that it would have so much prestige
form into a cruiser for the Republic that no one would want to fight it.
of Brazil, 1 told the great ship owner Partly for advertising purposes, and
quite simply that I wanted a “boat " partly because of its intrinsic value,
“What do you want a boat for?" I bought the Destroyer from Erics
son. which he regarded as a greater
he asked.
■•Well,” I replied. “I have been, conception than his original- Moni
boating all my life. You build them tor. Norway had a fast vessel of
4.000 tons, the Midnight Sun. which
and I want one.”
•'Which one?" he asked, instantly- was used for tourists- I bought that
divining that I was not leading up and Peixotto renamed it the Ameri
to asking him to build a pleasure ca.
• * • •
craft.
We had to have dynamite and we
"My choice," I answered.
He told his secretary to give me a had to have crews, hut we did not
list of his steamers and looking them want the dynamite to go off unex
over I inquired as to prices. Mr. pectedly nor the crews to mutiny- at
Huntington knew that I did not want sea. The Consul-General nf Brazil
the vcsspI for myself, and he prob to Canada came down from Montreal
ably had a suspicion that I was act to felicitate me for what I was doing
ing for a government. If he could in the interests of his country. I
have confirmed that suspicion he thanked him for his good wishes for
would have run up the price, but I the success of the expedition. An he
parried all of his efforts to discover was leaving I signalled to a detective
the eventual owner. Tnen he asked: (we had several on hand all the
‘Will you agree not to run this time) and in due course the detective
vwsel in opposition to the Brazil reported that the Consul-General
was sending letters to Admiral
Line ?'
Mello's agent. He was shortly re
"Yes." I replied.
“Will you agree not to run this lieved of his consular responsibili
vessel in opposition to the Morgan ties, but his was only one of the many
moves we had to checkmate to make
Line?"
sure that the fleet should not put to
Again I answered "Yes."
"Will you agree not to run this sea. with either time-bombs or re
vesel in opposition to the Pacific bellious sailors aboard.
The fleet was equipped to lire 4 000
Mali?"
This was a catch question. The lbs. of dynamite simultaneously and
Daciflc Mail ran to many points, and we now had to consider what make
if I had told him that the vessel of explosive we should use. I called
would not be run in opposition to the a meeting on board the Nicteroy of
Pacific Mail he would have known at the principal dynamite manufactur
once that I wanted her for a gov ers. They all came, and they all
ernment and would have tacked brought samples of their product
about $200,000 on to the price. So I with them. Hudson Maxim develop
ed into the worst menace. He is a
answered:
“No. I w ill not agree not to run ill vOry likeable man. but also a very
nervous one. and lie kept twisting
opposition to the Pacific Mail”
Thereupon Mr. Huntington con and wriggling around exhibiting his
cluded that I really wanted the ves sample while he discoursed on Its
sel for a commercial purpose and told power. He diverted my mind from
me I might have my choice for $600.- a consideration of his product to
000. I wrote him a check for $60,000 whether any of us would be alive to
to hind the bargain, und selected a make a report on it. Finally I got
steamer of 6.000 tons displacement, hold of and sequestered the stick
named El Cid, which President Peix that lie was flaunting, and for a mo
otto afterward rechrietened the ment breathed easier; hut then he
pulled a bottle of dynamite out of his
Nicteroy.
There was no time to lose. I pocket and went right on with his
worked night and day. using my argument. I have a distinct sus
yacht as an office. 1 ordered muni picion that on this occasion he was
tions from Hotchkiss of Paris ami equipped as a walking magazine.
Not knowing anything about dy
Armstrong of England and a torpedo
boat from Yarrow. I bought all of namite, I eventually selected tlie
the high-power guns and projectiles brand used by the United States
that could be found anywhere for Government, so that if anything
sale which were suitable for the new went wrong I should not have to sup
navy. I opened negotiations with port my choice with my own opinion,
Zalinski for his dy’namitc gun. liut could rely on the findings of the
Knowing that lie had the only dyna government experts.
The securing of dependable officers
and crew was a serious problem, liecause the agents of Mello were ac
tively working to frustrate ail of our
AU the beauty creami on earth plans; but the Ivins literary bureau
I can'f give you an active liver. so completely convinced the public
Keep your stomach sweet and that it was the manifest duty of
your liver active. You will young America to sustain the new
be repaid with sparkling republic and prevent the re-entry of
eyes—clear, smooth, healthy a monarchy into the Western Hemi
•tin—and a breath with the sphere that we filled all our execu
odor of Spring.
tive and division offices with splen
did men—all of them graduates of
Annapolis—and received 1.000 appli
will do it Get a bottle of these pink cations—many service men—for the
tablets for 25 cts. Take two to-night. crew. From these we picked and
They are prompt in action, pleasant chose. We had to have a Grand Ad
miral and there was Just one man
in effect
Sold eoetyirhtrt
for that position: Capt. Baker He
Chapter VIII—Continued

ADIES!

Chamberlain’s Tablets

TAKE

DR. PIERCE’S
GOLDEN MEDICAL
DISCOVERY
It’* soothing, Rebuilds the
System, and makes
Redder Blood

Buy a bottle today of that
well-known herbal Tonic.
It baa stood the test of
over fifty years.
In Liquid or Tableta.
At Drug Stores
Send 10c for Trial Package to Dr.,
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

The annual Chapman
concert
Thursday evening in the auditorium
of the First Baptist church, proved to
be. as it always is, a musical treat of
tlie Wiighest order.
The audience
while of goodly proportions undoubt
edly was lessened by the inclement
weather.
Mr. Chapman first announced that
he had received a disappointment in
his artist. Guiseppc Lombardo, ten
or, who had suddenly been stricken
with grippe. It came at a Ia(e hour,
but undaunted. Mr. Chapman hustled
into New York and secured Walter
Mills, a young baritone, who proved
to be one of the finest singers Rock
land has heard for many a day. He
made a genuine hit and left his au
dience with a keen desire lo hear him
again.

free from the sex-stufi whicli seems
to imbue practically all the movies
nowadays,
Mr. O’Hara's playing
added much to tile enjoyment.
Southern melodies, familiar and dear
to us all—"Dixie,” “Uncle Joe,” "My
Old Kentucky Home,” and many
others—were interwoven with the
story in a clever and fascinating,
manner.
• « • •

Mrs. Rachel Browne, the energetic
leader of the Baptist' Chorus Choir,
has her forces organized, with added
singers, and has commenced re
hearsals for Gounod’s "Redemption,"
to be given the Sunday following
Easter. The performance will be cf
exceptional merit, as the choir will
embrace many of our best singers,
und the music of the Redemption is
• • • «
wonderful—dramatic, yet with the
Miss Wilson proved to be charming exquisite expression and replete with
both in appearance and manner. melody and beauty. In addition to
Rather petite, but rounded, dark hair the regular choir there will be Mrs.
which she does not wear bobbed Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Mae Cush
gowned becomingly in a creation of ing, sopranos. Mrs. Kathleen- iMarsshades of yellow to orange, with a ton, Mrs- Lydia Storer, and Miss
fascinating tulle bow on one shoul Gladys Jones, contraltos; Harold
der, stockings to match her gown, Grbcne and Chester Wyllie. tenors;
and dainty silver slippers.
Her Charles A. Rose and John Robinson,
voice is more of a dramatic soprano bassos. ' It takes no end of work to
than a coloratura, although she is re get a chorus into shape to present
viewed as tlie latter.
To me she such an ambitious Work as The Re
sang much more effectively in her demption. and Mrs. Browne should
dramatic numbers than In the colora receive both the co-operation of
tura things.
Her voice lias a sug her choir in learning the work, to put
gestion of our own Kitty McLaughlin, it across in the Best manner, and of
although I must confess that Miss the public in coming to hear one cf
McLaughlin's voice appeals to me as a the world's grandest lilts of music.
* • • •
smoother, truer voice
Miss Wilson
Ethel Leginska. whose sudden dis
showed herself an actress of no
the musical
mean ability, investing many of her appearance startled
songs with new life by vivid touches world, and who finally returned, says
of pantomime.
This was particu- . that she thinks her appendix is at
iarly true of tlie number '(Nlchova" the bottom of ail her trouble. In
(Nothing Matters).
She was gen- ' any event, the physicians say that
erous with her encores—but why is it Ethel has a bad appendix and Ethel
that all sopranos feel it incumbent says she is going to be operated on
upon them to sing •'Cornin’ Through this summer if she can tine, time.
the Rye" for one encore? There are She is fortunate to possess an ap
numberless entertaining and dainty pendix that can permit an operation
encore songs. True, we like the old to be arranged any time It is cpnsongs, but even in the old songs there venient. Some appendixes are not
ce pas?
can be some versatility displayed so obliging, n’est
• • • •
However, Miss Wilson sang this old
Mrs. Dorothy Caruso Ingram has
faithful charmingly, although there
still lingers In iny memory Lottie filed a suit against the government
Powell's rendition of this song when to collect $50,000 taxes paid on roy
alties on phonograph records of Ca
she came to Rockland two years ago
ruso’s songs manufactured and sold
with Mr. Chapman.
1 ty foreign corporations.
Mrs. In
♦ ♦ • •
gram is administratrix of her former
I hoped to be aide to learn more husband's estate.
The payments
about Mr. Mills, liut he was so sur sought to he recovered were made in
rounded after the concert, with Mr. 1918-1920 under protest, it is de
Chapman flying about in his usual clared. The legal point involved Is
impetuous manner, that the best 1 , whether Caruso was a resident alien
could do was to extract a flyer with temporarily sojourning in the United
bits of reviews in it.
I am not able States, or whether he was a resident
to tell you with whom Mr. Mills stud alien. In the latter event, the tax
ied, where he received his musical] was properly collected, the govern
education, or anything of the kind— ment’s representatives assert.
« • « •
can just say that he is young, an ac
The Rubinstein Club demonstrated
complished singer, sings fluently in
several languages, has line stage their co-operation with Mrs- Sanborn
presence, splendid diction and inter In her plans for National Music
pretation, and all in ail, has a rtch Week by devoting their program last
baritone voice of exceeding range,
which he uses with ease, intelligence
and art.
He has unusually Bne Best
stage presence, natural in his bearing.
Mou
His enunciation was particularly no for
ticeable, being so clean cut, yet ef
fortless, and this feature was also
demonstrated in the announcing of
his songs, which he did in a graceful
manner.
A man of good height,
IT
dark complexioneri, with just a sug
gestion of Mr. O'Hara in his style.

Gypsy Song ' Zaza Plcooia Zingara"
from "Zaza" ....................... Leocqansllo
Mr. Mills
a. When Celia .Sings ................... Frank Molr
b. The Jasmine Door................... Alicia Scott
We fly a flag of orange and green. Sir.
Miss Wilson
The like of which we ne'er bare seen. Sir.
a. Bbb Tide ........................ Mabel Wood Hill
Our good ship’s name, we cannot tell it,
b. Hard Trials ................................. Burleigh
We haven't had time to learn to spoil it
c Otcr the Steppe ................. Grauhanlnoff
Mr. Mills
But what lias a flag and a name to do
Ombra Legere from Dlnorali ......... Meyorbeer
With a Yankee ship and a Yankee crew dial's
Miss Wilson
out on the sea to look for you
Aria .............................................................. Verdi
To knock you all to heil-o "
Mr Mills
The work of the literary bureau a. Pein Angesplrt ...................... Schumann
b. Tlie Cry ofRachel ............................. Salter
had reached
Brazil.
particularly
Miss Wilson
tidings of the amount of dynamite a. Sylvia
..................................... Speaks
we carried. The “navy” was known b. On the Road to Mandalay .......... Speaks
Mills
ns the “Dynamite Fleet." In conse a. Thank <Pod forMr.
a Garden .... Pel lllego
quence of this propaganda, the in b The Night Wind ............... Roland Farley
habitants of the northern provinces c. Nkhavo (Nothing Matters) . MannZucca

retreated miles into the interior
when they heard that the ships were
nearing the coast. They probably
entertained the uncomfortable idea
that we would blow off most of the
shore line. It was these very inhab
itants who had been the most vig
orous supporters of the monarchy,
and there had been considerable
talk of secession- If they had se
ceded, the Republic of Brazil would
have fallenOne old admiral had been left
ashore when Mello and de Gama de
camped with the navy, and he had
remained in the service of the navy
less President Peixotto. who sent
him to Bahia to board our flagship.
He, too, had heard rumors of the
formidable dynamite gun and the
first thing he requested, when he
stepped aboard was that this gun
should be fired at a target. Lieuten
ant Craven, the son of Admiral
Craven, prayerfully aimed it at the
target and let it go. By some
miracle, that,no one has ever been
able to explain, a hit was scored, and
the Brazilian Admiral, encouraged
and confident, immediately gave
orders to proceed to the capital.
The fleet entered the harbor of Rio
in the morning.
By a coincidence
Admiral Mello surrendered on that
very day. The Grand Admiral of the
fleet, having had no connection
whatever with the surrender of
Mello, went ashore and sent the
following cable:
“Flint, New York. We entered the
harbor nt half-past nine. Mello has
surrendered.
The revolution
is
ended.*

Baker."

Acting on cables from President
Peixotto to his Minister, Dr. Men
donca, at Washington, and I had
hastily gathered
the
“Dynamite
Fleet,” dispatched it south, and had
kept the northern provinces of Brazil
from seceding, to the monarchists.
[To Be Continued)
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What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

was intelligent ar.d courageous, and
I had no doubt that he would com
mand respfet.
. • • •
At last the Nicteroy was ready. 1
say “at last.” It had seemed a long
time, hut it was only twenty-one
days after tlie day on which I had
received the Rothschild credits. She
was fitted with high-power guns and
the Zalinski gun firing a charge of
500 pounds of dynamite. Three tor
pedo boats were lashed to her deck
and she carried an amide supply of
auto and dirigible torpedoee. Minis
ter Mendonca came from Wadhlngton. and 1 took him out to the Nicte
roy which was lying at anchor in the
bay. We had a review. The Minis
ter offered his arm to Mrs- Flint, and
they passed aft between the lines
cf seamen. Then Mrs. Flint pulled a
cord releasing to the breeze the flag
of the Republic of Brazil, a flag on
which was inscribed In Portuguese.
"Order and Progress." All of which
was dramatic and in accordance with
the best practice of putting war ves
sels into commission. The only odd
feature was that there was not a
man aboard the ship who had ever
seen the flag before, or who could
speak the language of the country
for which he was faring forth so gal
lantly to fight !
I lnd no end of applications for
passage on the new cruiser. There
were newspaper representatives and
artists: and if I had not exercised
care the spectators might have out
numbered the crew. They were a
joilv lot and Fontaine, a reporter,
contributed to the observance of
Thanksgiving Day in the form of a
poem which pretty well sums up
what they all thought about the ex
This was the program:
pedition:
a Now Sleeps die Crimson Petal .. Quilter
"Mello. Mello, where are you. old fellow?
A Yankee ship and a Yankee crew ia out on
the sea <o took for you
To knock you all to hetl-o.
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Miss Wilson

Puts —The Garden of My Heart
Will You Walk and Talk With Me
Miss Wilson and Mr Mills

• • • •
It seemed to me that Miss Wilson !
was rather nervous at the begin- '
ning nf her first group, but this
seemed to wear off. and to me her '
finest singing was done in the group j
containing "Dein Angesicht" and
"The Cry of Rachel. "The Nichavo” !
was particularly well done.
This
was also true of the Shadow Song
from Dinorah, the e< ho work done
most effectively.
Miss Wilson sang
with much ease, in all her numbeiaOf Mr. Mills’ songs, the two that I
stood right out in my opinton were
"Ebb Tide," a dramatic minor thing, 1
and "Sylvia" a fascinating smooth ;
velvety song, with equally fascinating
accompaniment, which Mr. Chapman !
seemed to love. Judging by the way I
he would linger on the interval pas- ,
sages.
The spiritual "Coin’ To ]
Shout" by Manney, used as one of j
his encores, was well sung, and the i
"Lilac Tree," also an encore, was
done like a story in its clever pre- :
sentatlon.
Another encore, “Drink
to Me Only With Thine Eyes” was
beautifully sung—his rich smooth i
voice bringing out the beauty of this
rare song.
Mr. Chapman likened
Mr. Mills’ voice to Graveure, with an
Intermingling of John McCormack, I
but to me it brought visions of Iteinald Werrenrath the first time we
heard him at the Festivals.
I marveled the entire evening over
Mr. Chaprhan.
Isn't that man a
wonder? Thursday he arose at 5.30 to '
leave Farmington, in season to ar- ,
rive in Rockland for the evening
concert.
After arrival here he was ]
busy as a bee, calling on friends, arranging the program, etc.
Then to
sit down and play so artistically the
accompaniments for both artists I
through an entire program, with his ,
delightful informal talk to his audi- !
ence on the approaching Festivals,
was a marvellous exhibition of en- i
ergy and determination, both physl- j
cal and mental.
His ambitions are
as keen as they were twenty-five
years ago, and his vision is bigger.
Those who saw “The Dixie Handi
cap” at the Strand enjoyed a very I
fine film.
An exceptionally clever '
cast, wonderful horses, a story with j
pathos and humor intermingling, and \
what wag particularly appeali
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week to numbers which will appeajin the Memory Content to be con
ducted hy her during that week in
the public schools of Rockland,
Rockport and Thomaston. The pro
gram has been printed in a previous
issue. It proved to be very inter
esting and undoubtedly made a
worth-while impression on the school
children who were privileged to hear
it.
• • • •
Since 1 talked with Mrs. Sanborn
about her plans for National MusicWeek, I have come across some in
teresting literature touching upon
this movement, which from May 4
lo 9 will be nation-wide. People
are realizing that music is needed by
everyone and has a place in eatery
phase of daily life- The music of the
cultured few has expanded into the
music of the hungry many. Music
Week seems to furnish the oppor
tunity whereby all classes and all
ages may participate in music at one
time. Rockland’s chief interest that
week will be in the first Memory
Contest over conducted here. Tes
timonials to the success of these con
tests are numerous, dwelling upon
the fact that they’develop concentra
tion and promote observation and
memory besides improving the taste
of the students in music.
« • • •

Two other numbers in the list to
be used which especially Interest me
are,the Ave Marias—that of BachGounod and that of Schubert. Hard
to conceive of melody more exquisite
than appears in these two numbers.
Many times 1 have wondered why
Gounod's Ave Maria, as we usually
speak of it, is written "by BachGounod"
Reading some descrip
tions of musical compositions I
came across the explanation. It is
made up of two compositions writ
ten hy composers who lived a cen
tury apart. The flrst is a pianoforte
study by Bach, his first prelude from
the “Well Tempered Clavichord.”
The second is a melody by Gounod,
written for the purpose of using the
Bach composition as an accompani
ment. Together we have the Ave
Maria with all its religious beauty,
fervor and reverence.
• Schubert wrote his beautiful. Ave
"Maria to the words of the "Hymn to
the Virgin" In Canto III of Sir
Walter Scott's "Lady of the Lake."
It Is widely used for both voice and
instrument and Is particularly popu
lar with violinists, who usually em
ploy some beautiful double stopping
in itJohn McCormack has made some
wonderful records of both of these
compositions, with Fritz Kreisler
violinist, accompanying him. The
Bach-Gounod number by McCormack
is exquisite, sung in Latin and in
vested with religious fervor.
• • • •
'Schubert also wrote an exquisite
“Serenade" which to known to most
of us and loved. It is a rather sad,
yearning melody which fittingly ex
presses the emotions of the serenader. There are interesting echo
passages, when the accompaniment
repeats a measure after the voice has
dropped it. In the Instrumental ar
rangement this Is done by the flute
following after the violin.
Franz Schubert was without doubt
the greatest song writer who ever
lived, writing his melodies seeming
ly without effort, much as an in
spired poet would create his verses.
In fact he seems very closely associ
ated with poetry, and most of his
songs are settings of poems of the
great masters, such a« Shakespeare,
Goethe, Heine and others.
"Hark.
Hark, the Lark,” was one of the
most
spontaneous of Schubert's
songs One day he wandered into a
cafe, and found there a volume of
Shakespeare’s
works.
Glancing
through it he was deeply impressed
by the morning song, or Aubade from
“Cymbeline," and snatching up a
menu card (some say he used his
cuff) he composed the beautiful song.
This was in 1826 and today it stands
as a model in song writing-
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anti the dessert question is settled once
and for all in vour home, most delight
fully. Write for illustrated booklet and folder.
Simmons & Hammond Mfg. Co.
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Suppose you have a
pair o/ heifer calves
if and you feed them in
such a manner that at
zyrsofaje one weijhs
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What is ihe difference in
Value of the two heifers
Some good farmers figure that it pay3 them to hold their heifers
back and not let them freshen until they are three years old.
We say feed them Universal Ration and make these three year olds
in size when they are two.
It can be done.

We have done it.

We have produced heifers weighing 1500 lbs, at thirty months of ageThink what it saves you. The ration costs less than corn meal.

Making milk and not making
money is tough.
Read of new methods in this new
book.
Sent free to farmers. Write
today.

BANKRUPTCY PETITION

Tlie following petition In bank
ruptcy was filed Wednesday in the
United States district court ill Banffor:
I Isaac W. Stinson of Swan’s Island,
i clerk. Liabilities, $17,584.06: assets,
| $8053.20, of which $120 Is claimed ex
empt. Real estate is listed at $7600.

G. R. Ogilvie, Mgr. Bonalevo Farms, at
Batavia, N. Y., says: “We have been able to
reduce our feed bill for our young stock
over $60.00 a month, and the cattle are
doing as well as they did on a much higher
priced ration.

The Park & Pollard Co., Inc.
346 Hertel Ave.,
.
Buffalo, N. Y.

There’s something more
than color and lustre

Copyright. 1924. by The Park & Pollard Co.

in Tufcote Varnish Stain!
\X7HEN you renew a scuffed floor, a time-worn
” ’ chair or marred woodwork with du Pont

Tufcote,* you can be sufe of beautiful hardwood
effects that will delight the eye—but more than
that, you can be certain that the lustrous, gleaming*

KINEO ONE PIPE FURNACE
PRICE $175.00

PRICE $175.00

ONCE A KINEO, ALWAYS A KINEO

turface wiil keep its lustre as the months and
.years go by.
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And once you’ve seen what fun it is to refinish
things with "Tufcote, you’ll always keep it handy.
Come in and get a can today. We’ll be glad to help
you on any rcfini3hing job.

J. A. JAMESON COMPANY
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745 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Save
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Tufcote
Vamish Stain
Mahogany

MADE IN BANGOR

No Better Furnace mad*
Than Kinco
No better Pig Iron used
Than Klneo
No Better or Smoother
Castings Than Kineo
No Better or heavier gal
vanized Casings than Kineo
No Bctther Fitted Castings
Used than Kineo
No Better Equipped with
Everything, oven Special
Made Shovel, than Kineo
No Better Opening for Fuel
double or single feed door
than Kinco
No Better Ash Pit with
large door than Kinco
No Better Grates easier io
put in than Kineo
No Better to Operate as
they aro separate
No Better Size Made for
low or high Collars than
Ktheo
No Better Cash or Pay
ment Plan than Kineo
No Better Guarantee than
Kineo
No Better Furnace Man to
let them up than we have.

Let us call and see your home and tell you where
to set a Kineo One Pipe and the price it will cost.

PAINTS
for every Household^

|Y)VARNISHES
and Industrial Use

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
TEL. 713.

ROCKLAND, ME.

